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Hello comic retailers and fans!
Welcome to PRH Panels, the Penguin Random House catalog for the Direct Market, 
highlighting the incredible graphic novels, manga, games, and more that debut every 
month. We can’t wait for you to find the next story to inspire and entertain you, and the 
latest games and gifts to bring you together.

We’re kicking off the start of a new line for IDW Publishing in the Comics section with 
Dark Spaces: Wildfire #1, the first of the creator-driven IDW Originals. The legendary 
writer Scott Snyder teams up with artist Hayden Sherman for the first part of a thrilling 
anthology series that explores our deepest fears of the unknown. In Wildfire, a crew of 
women from an inmate firefighting program suddenly have to decide if they want to 
continue their mission…or abandon the fire and break into a nearby mansion in search 
of riches that could change their lives forever. This is just the first of the new IDW 
Originals, so keep your eyes peeled each month for an exciting new series!

The contemporary reimagining of Greek mythology continues in our Graphic Novels 
section with Lore Olumpus: Volume Two. Rachel Smythe’s smash-hit, Eisner-nominated 
Webtoon continues in print for the first time as Persephone struggles to find her 
footing in Olympus. Meanwhile, Hades is off-balance, trying to balance his burgeoning 
feelings for the goddess of spring while trying to maintain the Underworld. This story 
continues to be a fan-favorite bestseller!

In our Kids & YA section, we have a new middle-grade graphic novel about twins trying 
to stand on their own in Twin Cities. Luis Fernando and Luisa Teresa are twins who  
are going to separate schools for the first time—Fernando is staying local in Mexicali, 
Mexico, and Teresa is planning to cross the border every day so she can go to a private 
school in Calexico, California. At first they’re excited about not being compared to each 
other in school anymore, but they also start missing each other’s support. This is a 
beautiful story of family connections and personal growth.

The Manga section features PULSE Vol. 1, a girls’ love webtoon available in print for 
mature audiences. Mel is a renowned heart surgeon and stoic loner, never making an 
emotional connection with her flings and coming off as heartless. Then she meets 
Lynn, a beautiful and spirited cardiac patient who needs a new heart, but refuses a 
transplant. The two women meet with minimal expectations but soon become  
enthralled in a relationship that changes everything for them both!

In our Games & Gift section, you’ll find the upcoming novel that’s the inspiration for 
HBO’s upcoming Game of Thrones prequel series House of the Dragon, Fire & Blood. 
George R. R. Martin takes us back centuries before the events of A Game of Thrones and 
reveals how House Targaryen —the only family of dragonlords to survive the Doom of 
Valyria—took up residence on Dragonstone. This novel features more than eighty-five 
black-and-white illustrations by artist Doug Wheatley—including five illustrations 
exclusive to the trade paperback edition.

All this and much, much more can be found in this month’s PRH Panels. Don’t hesitate 
to explore this catalog and find the perfect new book! As always, retailers who have any 
questions about the ordering process or would like to open an account with PRH, are 
encouraged to email us at comicmarketUS@penguinrandomhouse.com.

Wishing you the very best, 
Your US Direct Market Comic Team 
Penguin Random House

mailto:comicmarketUS%40penguinrandomhouse.com?subject=
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Cover may not be final

Dark Spaces: Wildfire #1 
Variant A (Sherman)
Written by SCOTT SNYDER;  
Introduction by HAYDEN SHERMAN; 
Colorist RONDA PATTISON

Legendary writer Scott Snyder presents 

DARK SPACES, a thrilling new anthology 

series exploring our deepest fears of 

the unknown, beginning in the 

smoldering hills of California in 

DARK SPACES: WILDFIRE!

Six weeks into the slow burn of the 

historic Arroyo Fire, a crew of women 

from an inmate firefighting program 

are risking everything on the front-

lines when their newest recruit-a 

white-collar convict with a deep 

network of shady dealers-discovers 

they’re mere miles from her crooked 

former associate’s mansion. When 

she proposes a plan to abandon their 

duties and hunt for riches under 

cover of smoke and ash, the team 

must decide if they’re ready to 

jeopardize their one sure path back 

to normalcy for a shot at a score that 

would change their lives... But is this 

a flicker of fortune or a deadly trap?

Scott Snyder and breakout artist 

Hayden Sherman craft an unforget-

table heist for a new age in DARK 

SPACES: WILDFIRE.

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Dark Spaces: Wildfire #1 Variant B (Sorrentino)
Andrea Sorrentino | 82771403066200121

Dark Spaces: Wildfire #1 Variant D (Lotay)
Tula Lotay | 82771403066200141

Dark Spaces: Wildfire #1 Variant E (Sketch)
82771403066200151

Dark Spaces: Wildfire #1 Variant (Kangas)
Liana Kangas | 82771403066200131

82771403066200111
IDW PUBLISHING 
$3.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/20/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 13 and up

IDW’s new creator-driven legacy 
begins here with the first of the  
IDW Originals!

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403066200111
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82771403062400211
IDW PUBLISHING 
$3.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/27/22  •  FOC Date: 6/20/22 

82771403053200111
IDW PUBLISHING 
$7.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 8/3/22  •  FOC Date: 6/27/22 

Canto: Tales of the Unnamed 
World #2 Variant A (Zucker)
Written by DAVID M; Illustrated by DREW 
ZUCKER; Illustrated by SHAWN DALEY;  
Cover Design or Artwork by DREW ZUCKER;  

Canto, his fellow knights, and their trusty 
Malorex grow fretful as the mysterious and 
foreboding Bard continues to detain them, 
requiring a tale never before heard in order to 
earn passage. As they try to buy time, Canto 
digs deep to solve the Bard?s riddle, and 
uncover the true nature of this threatening 
creature, in order to return home safely from 
their quest.

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Canto: Tales of the Unnamed World #2  
Variant RI (Zucker)
Drew Zucker | 82771403062400221

Dungeons & Dragons Annual 2022 
Variant A (Dunbar)
Written by JIM ZUB and RYAN CADY;  
Illustrated by EDUARDO MELLO and  
VINCENZO RICCARDI;  
Cover Design or Artwork by MAX DUNBAR

The Witchlight Carnival is a traveling circus 
filled with wild wonders aplenty, but its sensory 
splendors bring deep danger as well? Fan-favorite 
D&D writer Jim Zub explores the Feywild realm 
in this special self-contained issue that’s 
perfect for new readers and gaming fans alike! 
Dungeons & Dragons has never been bigger, 
and The Wild Beyond the Witchlight adventure 
sourcebook that inspires this issue has been  
a sales smash hit. This issue includes a brand-
new magic item for gaming fans to use in  
their own tabletop adventures!

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Dungeons & Dragons Annual 2022 Variant B (Mello)
Eduardo Mello | 82771403053200121

Dungeons & Dragons Annual 2022 Variant RI (Santolouco)
Mateus Santolouco | 82771403053200131

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403062400211
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403053200111
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Covers may not be final

G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero 
#295 Variant A (Williams II)
Written by LARRY HAMA; Illustrated by SL 
GALLANT; Colorist J. BROWN; Cover Design or 
Artwork by FREDDIE WILLIAMS  

HIGH STAKES Part 5! The next great G.I. Joe: A 
Real American Hero event continues here! As 
Cobra remains busy establishing its corrupt 
casino operations on Cobra Island, the warriors 
of G.I. Joe are equally busy attempting to 
covertly infiltrate their arch-enemy?s latest evil 
scheme. New and classic heroes and villains will 
fill the pages (including some shocking 
appearances!) as the fan-favorite creative team 
of Living Legend Larry Hama and SL Gallant 
continue their daring march to issue #300 here! 
Featuring the fifth of five interconnected covers 
(Cover A) by superstar artist Freddie Williams II!

Explore More

VARIANTS:

G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero #295 Variant B (Gallant)
SL Gallant | 82771401092329521

G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero #295 Variant RI (Royle)
82771401092329531

Dungeons & Dragons: Ravenloft-
Orphan of Agony Isle #2 Variant A 
(Underwood)
Written by CASEY GILLY; Illustrated by  
BAYLEIGH UNDERWOOD; Illustrated by 
VINCENZO RICCARDI; Written by RYAN CADY; 
Cover Design or Artwork by  
BAYLEIGH UNDERWOOD

Miranda’s curiosity intensifies the longer she 
stays at Schloss Mordenheim, growing more 
troubled at who she used to be. As Dr. Viktra 
Mordenheim continues her experiments on 
Miranda, she herself begins to question her own 
stability, knowing her nemesis, Elise, could be 
inching ever closer.

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Dungeons & Dragons: Ravenloft-Orphan of Agony Isle 
#2 Variant B (Howell)
Corin Howell | 82771403063100221

Dungeons & Dragons: Ravenloft-Orphan of Agony Isle 
#2 Variant RI
82771403063100231

82771401092329511
IDW PUBLISHING 
$3.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/13/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

82771403063100211
IDW PUBLISHING 
$3.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/20/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771401092329511
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403063100211
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Godzilla Rivals II Vs. Battra  
Variant A (Ono)
Written by ROSIE KNIGHT; Illustrated by and 
Cover Design or Artwork by OLIVER ONO

In a quiet beachside town ravaged by constant 
sewage spillages and toxic waste dumps, 
something is stirring. Battra is awakening, 
driven by a single goal: to destroy mankind and 
save planet Earth. The only thing that can stop 
the monster is Godzilla, but he hasn’t been seen 
in decades and has never ventured to the cold 
shores of the English coast...until now.

Robbie runs a small bookshop, but her real passion 
is monsters. She’s spent years researching the myth 
of Godzilla and his fearsome foes, and now that 
hypothetical experience is about to become a 
life-saving tool. Can Robbie locate Godzilla? Will 
Godzilla alone be enough to defeat Battra?

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Godzilla Rivals II Vs. Battra Variant B (Martinez)
Mark Martinez | 82771403064800121

Godzilla Rivals Vs. Battra Variant RI
82771403064800131

G.I.Joe: A Real American Hero 
#296 Variant A (Gallant)
Written by LARRY HAMA; Illustrated by  
SL GALLANT; Colorist J. BROWN;  
Cover Design or Artwork by SL GALLANT  

The final G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero story 
arc here! Using a brand-new casino on Cobra 
Island as a front, Cobra has been busy behind 
the scenes resurrecting dangerous villains and 
heroes alike, all in the hope of creating the 
deadliest Cobra army ever! It’ll be up to the 
warriors of G.I. Joe to foil their archenemy’s evil 
machinations before it’s too late. ALL-IN! New 
and classic heroes and villains will fill the pages 
(including some shocking appearances!) as the 
fan-favorite creative team of Living Legend 
Larry Hama and SL Gallant begin the final 
treacherous march to issue #300!

Explore More

VARIANTS:

G.I.Joe: A Real American Hero #296 Variant B (Sullivan)
Jamie Sullivan | 82771401092329621

G.I.Joe: A Real American Hero #296 Variant RI (Royle)
John Royle | 82771401092329631

82771403064800111
IDW PUBLISHING 
$7.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 8/3/22  •  FOC Date: 6/27/22 
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

82771401092329611
IDW PUBLISHING 
$3.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/27/22  •  FOC Date: 6/20/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403064800111
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771401092329611
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My Little Pony #3 Variant A  
(Easter)
Written by ROBIN EASTER;  
Illustrated by ROBIN EASTER;  
Colorist HEATHER BRECKEL;  
Cover Design or Artwork by ROBIN EASTER  

With Discord on the loose, Izzy, Sunny, and Pipp 
hunker down to look for clues! And Detective 
Zipp is on the case, too, right? Well...not when 
Queen Haven is away at a royal conference and 
needs a babysitter for her beloved Cloudpuff. 
But Zipp ends up pulling double duty when 
Cloudpuff goes missing, too! Enlisting Hitch 
and his critter-whispering prowess, Zipp and 
Hitch set out to find Cloudpuff before Queen 
Haven returns. And hopefully dig up a clue or 
two on Discord while they’re at it.

Explore More

VARIANTS:

My Little Pony #3 Variant B (JustaSuta)
JustaSuta | 82771403046400321

My Little Pony #3 Variant RI (Easter)
Robin Easter | 82771403046400331

Godzilla vs The Mighty Morphin 
Power Rangers #5 Variant A  
(Williams II)
Written by CULLEN BUNN;  
Illustrated by FREDDIE WILLIAMS;  
Colorist ANDREW DALHOUSE;  
Cover Design or Artwork by FREDDIE WILLIAMS 

Godzilla and the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers 
have faced a host of terrible foes. Now, though, 
they face their greatest challenge the mighty 
King Ghidorah! Can the teenagers with attitude? 
and the King of the Monsters put aside their 
differences long enough to survive an attack 
from the three-headed tyrant? Find out in the 
bombastic conclusion to the most colossal 
crossover event of the year!

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Godzilla vs The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #5 
Variant B (Wajid)
Fatima Wajid | 82771403038900521

Godzilla vs The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #5 
Variant RI (Williams II)
Freddie Williams | 82771403038900531

82771403046400311
IDW PUBLISHING 
$3.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/27/22  •  FOC Date: 6/20/22 
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

82771403038900511
IDW PUBLISHING 
$3.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/27/22  •  FOC Date: 6/20/22 
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403046400311
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403038900511
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Star Trek: The Mirror War #7  
Variant A (Woodward)
Written by DAVID TIPTON; Written by SCOTT 
TIPTON; Illustrated by GAVIN SMITH; Colorist 
CHARLIE KIRCHOFF; Cover Design or Artwork 
by JK Woodward

As Captain Picard?s mighty armada prepares to 
strike a final blow on the unrelenting Klingon-
Cardassian Alliance, unease grows among the 
crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise as the captain?s 
zeal approaches bloodthirst?

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Star Trek: The Mirror War #7 Variant B (Madriaga)
Amanda Madriaga | 82771402098400721

Star Trek: The Mirror War #7 Variant RI (Alvarado)
Mark Alvarado | 82771402098400731

Sonic the Hedgehog #51 Variant A 
(Hammerstrom)
Written by IAN FLYNN;  
Illustrated by ADAM BRYCE THOMAS;  
Colorist MATT HERMS;  
Cover Design or Artwork by BRACARDI CURRY  

After fighting for their lives in issue #50, both 
the heroes and bad guys need some time to 
heal and regroup?except Dr. Eggman, of course, 
who is always ready to destroy that darn 
hedgehog. Can Sonic, Tails, and Belle escape 
the city, or will Eggman finally bumble his  
way to victory?

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Sonic the Hedgehog #51 Variant B (Lide)
Eric Lide | 82771401521805121

Sonic the Hedgehog #51 Variant RI (Fourdraine)
Nathalie Fourdraine | 82771401521805131

82771402098400711
IDW PUBLISHING 
$3.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/20/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

82771401521805111
IDW PUBLISHING 
$3.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/27/22  •  FOC Date: 6/20/22 
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771402098400711
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771401521805111
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Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: 
The Armageddon Game - Opening 
Moves #2 Variant A (Peniche)
Written by TOM WALTZ; Illustrated by  
FERO PENICHE; Colorist RONDA PATTISON;  
Cover Design or Artwork by FERO PENICHE 

The Rat King has been plotting behind the scenes 
of NYC and Mutant Town with his newly recruited 
trio of terror LeatherKrang, Madame Null, and 
Baxter Stockman. As a result, his witch sister, 
Kitsune, and the Shredder have undertaken a 
desperate metaphysical journey seeking past 
weaknesses in order to counter the trickster 
god?s latest deadly gambit. Now, with Krang out 
of the way, Shredder and Kitsune turn their 
attention to Madame Null and Baxter Stockman. 
But will the answers they seek be even more 
dangerous than the arcane quest to find them?

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game 
Opening Moves #2 Variant RI (Eastman)
Kevin Eastman | 82771403059400231

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #131 
Variant A (Tunica)
Written by SOPHIE CAMPBELL; Illustrated by 
PABLO TUNICA; Colorist RONDA PATTISON; 
Cover Design or Artwork by PABLO TUNICA  

In the wake of the events of TMNT: The  
Armageddon Game: Opening Moves, Oroku 
Saki (the Shredder) has fully revealed himself  
to the Turtles. In order to counter the newest evil 
machinations of the Pantheon’s trickster god, 
the Rat King, he seeks an alliance with the sons 
of his former archenemy, the late Master Splinter. 
But are the Turtles prepared to join forces with 
their merciless executioner from a past life? And 
is the Shredder truly ready to be redeemed?

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #131 Variant B (Eastman)
Kevin Eastman | 82771400271313121

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #131 Variant RI (Mercado)
Roi Mercado | 82771400271313131

82771403059400211
IDW PUBLISHING 
$5.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/13/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

82771400271313111
IDW PUBLISHING 
$3.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/20/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403059400211
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771400271313111
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The Rocketeer: The Great Race #4 
Variant A (Rodriguez)
Written by STEPHEN MOONEY;  
Illustrated by STEPHEN MOONEY;  
Colorist LEN O’GRADY;  
Cover Design or Artwork by  
GABRIEL RODRIGUEZ  

This is it: the Rocketeer versus the Iron Baron in 
a race to the death for the ultimate prize! 
Betrayal and danger abound, relationships 
crumble, and new allies are revealed! Who will 
emerge the final victor of The Great Race?

Explore More

VARIANTS:

The Rocketeer: The Great Race #4 Variant B (Mooney)
Stephen Mooney | 82771403047100421

The Rocketeer: The Great Race #4 Variant RI  
(Rodriguez)
Gabriel Rodriguez | 82771403047100431

The Kill Lock: Artisan Wraith #5 
(Ramondelli)
Written by LIVIO RAMONDELLI;  
Illustrated by LIVIO RAMONDELLI;  
Cover Design or Artwork by  
LIVIO RAMONDELLI

The Artisan Wraith has set his sights on the 
homeworld, intent on bringing down the 
mysterious ruling class, the Forgers. The 
Resolve, the Lurk, and the entire Wraith Legion 
are also on their way, but what surprises does 
the homeworld have in store?

Explore More

82771403047100411
IDW PUBLISHING 
$4.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/13/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

82771403039600511
IDW PUBLISHING 
$3.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/13/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 13 and up

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403047100411
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403039600511
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Transformers: Best of the Rarities 
(Biggie)
Cover Design or Artwork by JAMES BIGGIE; 
Written by VARIOUS; Illustrated by VARIOUS

A must-read for Transformers fans! Curated by 
James Roberts (Transformers: More Than 
Meets the Eye), Best of the Rarities includes 
some of the greatest hard-to-find Transformers 
stories from the series? almost 40-year and over 
1,500-issue history! This collection includes 
never-before-reprinted material from the  
U.S. and the UK!

Explore More

Transformers: Best of the Beasts 
(Biggie)
Cover Design or Artwork by JAMES BIGGIE; 
Written by VARIOUS; Illustrated by VARIOUS 

Maximize or terrorize?! Either way, things are 
going to get epic in this collection of the best of 
the Maximals, Predacons, and characters from 
the world of Beast Wars! Featuring classic 
characters like Optimus Primal, Megatron, 
Cheetor, Blackarachnia, Airazor, Tigatron, and 
Dinobot in clashes for the ages!Collects 
Transformers: Windblade (Vol. 2) #6, Transform-
ers: Beast Wars #9, Beast Wars: The Gathering 
#4, and more exciting stories, including some 
rarely and never-before reprinted hits!

Explore More

82771403070900111
IDW PUBLISHING 
$6.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 8/3/22  •  FOC Date: 6/27/22 

82771403068600111
IDW PUBLISHING 
$6.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/13/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403070900111
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403068600111
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Usagi Yojimbo #29 Variant A 
(Sakai)
Written by STAN SAKAI;  
Illustrated by STAN SAKAI;  
Colorist HI-FI DESIGNS;  
Cover Design or Artwork by STAN SAKAI 

The Secret of the Green Dragon, Part 1 (of 3). 
Usagi and Yukichi are obligated to deliver a 
priceless jade dragon to Merchant Awase. They 
witness a runner delivering a parcel of jewels to 
the same merchant killed on the road ahead. 
However, the killers left the jewels and escaped 
with the container. They come to the realization 
that the box they carry may be even more 
valuable than the jade within.

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Usagi Yojimbo #29 Variant RI. (Cullum)
82771401801102921

Transformers: Last Bot Standing 
#3 Variant A (Roche)
Written by NICK ROCHE;  
Illustrated by E.J. SU;  
Colorist REBECCA NALTY;  
Cover Design or Artwork by NICK ROCHE  

The Last Bot Standing has finally come 
face-to-face with the Visitors. Neither can 
believe the other still exists. But the Visitors are 
gracious, in their way. They want to help the last 
Cybertronian?but he knows what the Visitors 
are, he knows what they do, he knows what they 
bring, and he?s not going down without a fight!

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Transformers: Last Bot Standing #3 Variant B (Allison)
John Allison | 82771403057000321

Transformers: Last Bot Standing #3 Variant C (Gauntt)
Evan Gauntt | 82771403057000331

Transformers: Last Bot Standing #3 Variant D (Won)
Mina Won | 82771403057000341

Transformers: Last Bot Standing #3 Variant RI (Su)
E.J. Su | 82771403057000351

82771401801102911
IDW PUBLISHING 
$3.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/20/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

82771403057000311
IDW PUBLISHING 
$5.99  •  Comic Book  •  6 5/8 x 10 1/8 
On Sale: 7/13/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771401801102911
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=82771403057000311
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Lore Olympus: Volume Two
Written by RACHEL SMYTHE  

Witness what the gods do after dark 

in the second volume of a stylish 

and contemporary reimagining of 

one of the best-known stories in 

Greek mythology, featuring a 

brand-new, exclusive short story 

from creator Rachel Smythe.

Persephone was ready to start a new 

life when she left the mortal realm 

for Olympus. However, she quickly 

discovered the dark side of her 

glamorous new home-from the 

relatively minor gossip threatening 

her reputation to a realm-shattering 

violation of her safety by the con-

ceited Apollo-and she’s struggling 

to find her footing in the fast-moving 

realm of the gods. Hades is also 

off-balance, fighting against his 

burgeoning feelings for the young 

goddess of spring while maintain-

ing his lonely rule of the Underworld. 

As the pair are drawn ever closer, 

they must untangle the twisted 

webs of their past and present to 

build toward a new future.

This edition of Smythe’s original 

Eisner-nominated webcomic Lore 

Olympus brings Greek mythology 

into the modern age in a sharply 

perceptive and romantic  

graphic novel.

This volume collects episodes 

26-49 of the #1 WEBTOON  

comic Lore Olympus.

Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

978-0-593-35608-1
DEL REY 
$21.00  •  Trade Paperback  •  7 x 9 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

The Eisner-nominated webcomic 
series continues!

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780593356081
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Best of EC Artisan Edition
Illustrated by WALLY WOOD,  
HARVEY KURTZMAN, JACK DAVIS,  
GRAHAM INGELS, and AL WILLIAMSON

The Best of EC Comics Artisan Edition collects 
25 of the finest stories ever produced by the 
legendary comics company. Every page has 
been scanned from the original art in color-and 
while the art APPEARS to be in black and white, 
if you look closely, you will notice that blue 
pencil notations, ink gradients, corrections, 
duo-shade, and so much more is clearly 
visible-all the little nuances that makes original 
art so beautiful and unique.

The stories in this volume truly represent the 
very best of what EC published—Wally Wood’s 
My World, Al Williamson’s Food for Thought, 
Alex Toth’s Thunderjet, and so many more 
classics of the form.

Explore More

Best of Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles Collection, Vol. 2
Written by KEVIN EASTMAN, PETER LAIRD, 
TOM WALTZ, STEVE MURPHY, and  
SOPHIE CAMPBELL

The world of the TMNT has been filled with 
unforgettable allies and friends that have 
become just as famous in their own rights. 
Gathering stories from their almost 40-year 
history, see the characters develop from their 
early roots in the original comics to their most 
recent incarnations. Delve into issues from the 
original Mirage series, TMNT Adventures, and 
Tales of TMNT to IDW’s current ongoing 
universe. With long-standing characters like 
Splinter, the Turtles’ mentor and father; Casey 
Jones and April O’Neil, their closest allies; and 
the newest member of the team introduced in 
the IDW timeline, Jennika, dive into the wider 
world of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles!

Explore More

978-1-68405-927-0
IDW ARTIST’S EDITIONS 
$39.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  8 1/5 x 12 
On Sale: 9/6/22  •  FOC Date: 8/1/22 

978-1-68405-935-5
IDW PUBLISHING 
$29.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  6 5/8 x 10 3/16 
On Sale: 10/4/22  •  FOC Date: 8/29/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781684059270
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781684059355
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Genius, Isolated:  
The Life and Art of Alex Toth
Written by DEAN MULLANEY  
and BRUCE CANWELL; 
Illustrated by ALEX TOTH  

This lavishly illustrated biography documents 
the life and art of one of the most significant 
comics and animation artists of all time.

In comic books, Alex Toth was the foremost 
proponent of modern design and composition. 
Starting in 1950, his work influenced almost 
every one of his contemporaries and has 
continued to work its magic on the generations 
that followed. In animation, his 1960s model 
sheets for Hanna-Barbera are still passed 
around as swipe sources from animator to 
young animator in the 21st Century.

Winner of the Harvey Award for Best  
Biographical Book.

Explore More

Godzilla Rivals: Round 1
Written by PAUL ALLOR, MARY KENNEY,  
and ADAM GORHAM; 
Illustrated by E.J. SU and  
YASMIN FLOREZ MONTANEZ

Epic monster battles featuring some of  
Godzilla’s fiercest rivals: Hedorah, Mothra, King 
Ghidorah, and Gigan! Each story is an all-out, 
knockdown Kaiju brawl.

First, Godzilla and Hedorah smash their way 
through New York City while the search for the 
only scientist who can stop the chaos goes on 
in the streets below. Then, Mothra, the ancient 
and beautiful guardian of nature and humanity, 
is trapped in Lake Ikeda, but when one Kaiju 
awakens, Godzilla is close behind.

By an exciting mix of creators including  
Paul Allor, E.J. Su, Mary Kenney, SL Gallant, 
Adam Gorham, Keith Davidsen, and  
Yasmin Flores Montanez.

Explore More

978-1-68405-947-8
IDW PUBLISHING 
$34.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  8 3/4 x 12 
On Sale: 9/6/22  •  FOC Date: 8/1/22 

978-1-68405-913-3
IDW PUBLISHING 
$19.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  6 5/8 x 10 3/16 
On Sale: 10/4/22  •  FOC Date: 8/29/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781684059478
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781684059133
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The Bloom County Library:  
Book One
Written by BERKELEY BREATHED  

Bloom County Library: Book One is the first of 
five editions collecting the Pulitzer Prize- and 
Eisner Award-winning comic strip in its entirety. 
The first book introduces the beloved Opus the 
Penguin, as well as Bill the Cat, Cutter John, 
Michael Binkley, Milo Bloom, Steve Dallas,  
and others.

This volume also contains insightful commentary 
by Berkeley Breathed on his quirky creations. 
Every strip, from the very first until the last, are 
presented here in chronologically-you’ll never 
have a better chance to revisit these old 
friends—or to discover them for the first time.

Explore More

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:  
The Ultimate Collection Volume 7
Written by KEVIN EASTMAN and PETER LAIRD  

All the covers and development art from the 
earliest days of Mirage Studios in one archival 
collection with notes from co-creator  
Kevin Eastman!

From finished pieces to the original sketches, 
pencils, inks, and paintings, including behind-
the-scenes insights and never-before-seen 
works made available through the incredible 
archives of Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird!

Also includes photos from the early days in  
the original studio and appearances at conven-
tions. A must-have volume for Turtles fans  
and collectors.

Explore More

978-1-68405-928-7
IDW PUBLISHING 
$34.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  11 x 8 1/2 
On Sale: 9/6/22  •  FOC Date: 8/1/22 

978-1-68405-388-9
IDW PUBLISHING 
$49.99  •  Hardcover  •  8 1/2 x 12 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 9/19/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781684059287
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781684053889
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The Rocketeer: The Complete  
Adventures Deluxe Edition
Written by DAVE STEVENS  

Take flight with Cliff and Betty in this beautiful 
oversized collection that features the original 
complete comics saga!

This long-out-of-print collection, and Eisner-
award winner for best design, features the entire 
Rocketeer saga by Dave Stevens, plus more than 
100 pages of supplemental material-sketches, 
prelims, and tons more-giving new insight into 
the artist’s thought processes as he was 
developing The Rocketeer! And all wrapped  
up in a lovely slipcase!

Dave Stevens’ The Rocketeer burst onto the 
shelves of comic book shops 40 years ago!  
This beautifully illustrated and charming story 
features the adventures of down-and-out s 
tunt pilot Cliff Secord after he finds an  
experimental jetpack.

Explore More

The Fever in Urbicande
Written by BENOIT PEETERS; 
Illustrated by FRANCOIS SCHUITEN  

Visit a land full of mystery, ancient alchemy, and 
modern technologies in this award-winning 
graphic novel series, now in a new edition with 
all-new colors and an updated translation!

The second book in the original The Obscure 
Cities series, The Fever in Urbicande was first 
published in English by NBM in 1990 in black-
and-white. This updated edition features an 
all-new translation and beautiful new coloring 
supervised by Francois Schuiten and  
Benoit Peeters.

Eugen Robick, Urbatect of Urbicande has been 
designing a new bridge to connect the southern 
portion of the city to the north, but his bid to 
commence construction has been denied by 
the Commission.

Explore More

978-1-68405-950-8
IDW PUBLISHING 
$100.00  •  Hardcover  •  8 x 12 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 9/19/22 

978-1-68405-803-7
IDW PUBLISHING 
$19.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  9 1/4 x 11 9/16 
On Sale: 9/13/22  •  FOC Date: 8/8/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781684059508
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781684058037
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Transformers: Beast Wars, Vol. 3
Written by ERIK BURNHAM; 
Illustrated by JOSH BURCHAM  

The Beast Wars rage on! After the Maximals’ 
assault on the Predacon base, both sides are 
looking for a win. But they find more than they 
anticipated, as a treasure trove of energon and 
the secret behind the aggressive mutant 
animals that inhabit the planet are unveiled  
and the Children of the Vok make themselves 
known! Can Optimus Primal and Megatron 
bring their teams together, or will Cheetor, Nyx, 
Waspinator, Blackarachnia, Rattrap, and the 
rest fall one by one?

Plus, before the epic climax, see how the 
Cybertronians spend their days, with three 
stories of life away from the front lines!

Collects Transformers: Beast Wars issues  
#13-17, plus the 2022 Annual.

Explore More

Transformers, Vol. 6: War’s End
Written by BRIAN RUCKLEY; 
Illustrated by ANNA MALKOVA,  
JACK LAWRENCE, and ANDREW GRIFFITH  

It’s all come down to this. With the Decepticons 
gaining ground and the Autobots at the brink, 
the war for Cybertron careens to its climax.

Before now, the planet had known peace for 
2,000 years, but there are those who remember 
the last war, and would bring that knowledge to 
bear to end the current one. Will more than 
secrets be unburied? Then, Arcee, Windblade, 
and Chromia mount a desperate rescue mission 
that finally reunites Optimus Prime and 
Bumblebee, but is it too little too late?

Collects Transformers #37-43, Transformers: 
War’s End #1-4, and Transformers: Fate of 
Cybertron, from writer Brian Ruckley and artists 
Anna Malkova, Jack Lawrence, and  
Andrew Griffith.

Explore More

978-1-68405-938-6
IDW PUBLISHING 
$19.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  6 5/8 x 10 3/16 
On Sale: 10/4/22  •  FOC Date: 8/29/22 

978-1-68405-941-6
IDW PUBLISHING 
$49.99  •  Hardcover  •  7 x 11 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 9/26/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781684059386
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781684059416
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American Vampire Omnibus Vol. 1 
(2022 Edition)
Written by SCOTT SNYDER and STEPHEN KING; 
Illustrated by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE  

Chronicling the history of a new breed of 
vampire, American Vampire by the legendary 
Scott Snyder and Stephen King is a fresh look at 
an old monster—a generational epic showcas-
ing the bloodlust that lay hidden beneath 
America’s most distinctive eras.

American Vampire Omnibus Vol. 1 collects the 
beginning of the celebrated series by Scott 
Snyder (Batman, Dark Nights: Metal) with art  
by Rafael Albuquerque (Detective Comics, 
Batwoman). This volume also includes two 
miniseries featuring art by Sean Murphy (The 
Wake) and Dustin Nguyen (Batman Beyond), 
plus Skinner Sweet’s origin story by iconic 
horror legend Stephen King (It, The Shining). 
Collects American Vampire #1-27, American 
Vampire: Survival of the Fittest #1-6, and 
American Vampire: Lord of Nightmares #1-5.

Explore More

Edmund White’s A Boy’s Own 
Story: The Graphic Novel
Written by EDMUND WHITE;  
Adapted by BRIAN ALESSANDRO  
and MICHAEL CARROLL; 
Illustrated by IGOR KARASH  

A Boy’s Own Story is a now-classic coming-of-
age story, but with a twist: the young protagonist 
is growing up gay during one of the most 
oppressive periods in American history. Set in 
the time and place of author Edmund White’s 
adolescence, the Midwest of the 1950s, the 
novel became an immediate bestseller and, for 
many readers, was not merely about gay identity 
but the pain of being a child in a fractured family 
while looking for love in an anything-but-stable 
world. And yet the book quickly contributed to 
the literature of empowerment that grew out  
of the Stonewall riots and subsequent gay 
rights era.

Explore More

978-1-77951-684-8
DC COMICS 
$125.00  •  Hardcover  •  7 1/4 x 10 7/8 
On Sale: 10/4/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-60309-508-2
TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS 
$29.99  •  Hardcover  •  11 1/4 x 7 3/4 
On Sale: 10/18/22  •  FOC Date: 9/12/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781779516848
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781603095082
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Batman: Curse of the White Knight 
Deluxe Edition
Written by SEAN MURPHY; 
Illustrated by KLAUS JANSON  

Ancient curses are awoken and timeless secrets 
are revealed in this Eisner Award nominated 
and explosive sequel to the critically acclaimed 
blockbuster Batman: White Knight from writer/
artist Sean Murphy!

The Joker recruits Azrael to help him expose a 
shocking secret about the Wayne family’s 
legacy—and run Gotham City into the ground! 
As Batman rushes to protect the city and his 
loved ones from danger, the mystery of his 
ancestry unravels and Batman begins to 
question everything he thought he knew about 
himself and his place in Gotham.

Collects Batman: Curse of the White Knight 
#1-8 and Batman: White Knight Presents  
Von Freeze #1.

Explore More

Batman/Catwoman
Written by TOM KING; 
Illustrated by CLAY MANN  

Echoing plot points from King’s epic Batman 
run, this sweeping tale is told across three 
timelines: the past, when the Bat and the Cat 
first fell in love; the present, where their union is 
threatened by one of Batman’s lost loves; and 
the future, where the couple have a happy life 
and legacy-including their daughter Helena,  
the Batwoman.

As the story begins, after a long marriage, Bruce 
Wayne passes away-which frees Selina Kyle to 
settle an old score. At every stage of their 
relationship, Bruce and Selina have an unwel-
come chaperone: The Joker! Oh, and that lost 
love of Bruce’s? It’s Andrea Beaumont, a.k.a. 
Phantasm. This volume collects the entire 
series, including Batman/Catwoman #1-12 and 
the Batman/Catwoman Special.

Explore More

978-1-77951-681-7
DC COMICS 
$49.99  •  Hardcover  •  7 1/16 x 10 7/8 
On Sale: 9/27/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-77951-707-4
DC COMICS 
$39.99  •  Hardcover  •  6 5/8 x 10 3/16 
On Sale: 12/13/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781779516817
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781779517074
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Batman: Hush  
20th Anniversary Edition
Written by JEPH LOEB; 
Illustrated by JIM LEE  

The best-selling and critically acclaimed HUSH 
storyline is here: re-experience the entire 
thrilling adventure in one complete deluxe 
hardcover volume! This special 20th anniversary 
deluxe edition also includes sketches, character 
designs, altered art and annotations by artist 
and DC publisher Jim Lee!

Gotham City is infected by a crime epidemic 
and all of Batman’s enemies have emerged to 
throw his life into utter chaos. But little do they 
know that they’re all pawns of the villainous 
Hush in an elaborate game of revenge against 
Bruce Wayne.

Collects BATMAN #608-619 and a story  
from WIZARD #0.

Explore More

Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 3: 
Arkham Rising
Written by MARIKO TAMAKI and  
MATTHEW ROSENBERG; 
Illustrated by DAN MORA and DAVID LAPHAM  

When the terrorist organization known as THE 
RED CROWN took control of Mayor Nakano’s 
personal security detail, only the Batman could 
protect Gotham’s highest-ranking city official 
from certain death! But when the pair is thrust 
into the sewers below, a much more sinister 
threat lurks in the darkness. Better look sharp, 
Batman, because a hundred thousand eggs 
with a hundred thousand little monsters inside 
are about to hatch...and they look HUNGRY... 
And outside of the sewers, the city streets being 
overtaken by larger, (somehow even more) 
horrific creatures! Collects Detective Comics 
#1044-1046; Detective Comics 2021 Annual #1.

Explore More

978-1-77951-719-7
DC COMICS 
$49.99  •  Hardcover  •  6 5/8 x 10 3/16 
On Sale: 9/6/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-77951-805-7
DC COMICS 
$24.99  •  Hardcover  •  6 5/8 x 10 3/16 
On Sale: 9/13/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781779517197
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781779518057
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Batman: The Long Halloween 
Haunted Knight Deluxe Edition
Written by JEPH LOEB; Illustrated by TIM SALE  

This haunting collection contains the tales of 
three Halloweens—Batman: Legends of the 
Dark Knight Halloween Special #1, Batman: 
Madness - A Legends of the Dark Knight 
Halloween Special#1, and Batman: Ghosts,  
A Legends of the Dark…#1.

One Halloween during Batman’s early years,  
the Scarecrow is on the prowl in Gotham City, 
forcing the Dark Knight into a furiously frightful 
game of cat and mouse. And in yet another, 
Bruce Wayne’s tortured sleep is violated by  
four specters: the spirit of his murdered father, 
the Ghost of Halloween Past, the Ghost of 
Halloween Present and a mysterious Ghost of 
Halloween Future. But what do they want of 
the Dark Knight?

Explore More

Batman: One Dark Knight
Written by JOCK; Illustrated by JOCK  

Iconic Batman artist Jock delivers a bare-
knuckle brawl through the blacked-out streets 
of Gotham!

Every light in Gotham is out, the police have 
been knocked into disarray, and a broken, 
bleeding Batman must fight his way to Black-
gate, block by block, dragging E.M.P. behind 
him. The dark corners of Gotham contain many 
surprises...and E.M.P. has many more shocks  
to deliver before the night is through!

One of the most iconic Batman artists of the 
21st century, the incomparable Jock (THE 
BATMAN WHO LAUGHS, BATMAN: THE BLACK 
MIRROR), has focused all his storytelling 
powers on the tale of one very, very dark night  
in Gotham City.

Collects Batman: One Dark Knight #1-3.

Explore More

978-1-77951-638-1
DC COMICS 
$49.99  •  Hardcover  •  7 1/6 x 10 7/8 
On Sale: 10/4/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-77951-028-0
DC COMICS 
$29.99  •  Hardcover  •  8 1/2 x 10 7/8 
On Sale: 9/20/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781779516381
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781779510280
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Harley Quinn & The Gotham City 
Sirens Omnibus (2022 Edition)
Written by PAUL DINI; 
Illustrated by GUILLEM MARCH  

All of the GOTHAM CITY SIRENS starring 
Batman villains Catwoman, Poison Ivy and 
Harley Quinn, written by multiple Emmy and 
Eisner Award-winner Paul Dini are collected  
into one brilliant omnibus!

This omnibus features the bad girls of Gotham 
City! Catwoman, Poison Ivy and Harley Quinn 
are tired of playing by other peoples’ rules 
regardless of which side of the law they’re on. 
These tough ladies have a new agenda that’s all 
their own, and they’ll use any means necessary 
to pursue it. But can they get along and work as 
a team? And who will get hurt along the way?

Collects GOTHAM CITY SIRENS #1-26 and 
CATWOMAN #83.

Explore More

Batman: Urban Legends Vol. 3
Written by VITA AYALA and MARK RUSSELL; 
Illustrated by NIKOLA CIZMESIJA 
and KARL MOSTERT  

Batman and his allies shine across multiple 
tales in Batman: Urban Legends Vol.3. From a 
magical journey with Zatanna to an emotional 
story with the Ace The Bat-Hound and the 
Super-Pets, discover these can’t-miss legends 
of Gotham.

In one magical adventure, Zatanna and Batman 
come together every year the two to defeat an 
evil curse. This year they fail, and the world is  
in peril because of it. Mark Russell and Karl 
Mostert weave an emotional tale of Ace the 
Bat-Hound, the goodest boy in the DCU, who 
has his day in an epic story featuring many 
DC Super Pets.

This volume collects Batman: Urban  
Legends #11-16.

Explore More

978-1-77951-676-3
DC COMICS 
$100.00  •  Hardcover  •  7 1/4 x 10 7/8 
On Sale: 9/20/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-77951-669-5
DC COMICS 
$29.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  6 5/8 x 10 3/16 
On Sale: 9/6/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
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Harley Quinn: The Animated Series 
Vol. 1: The Eat. Bang! Kill Tour
Written by TEE FRANKLIN; 
Illustrated by MAX SARIN  

Hey, do you wanna see Harley and Ivy go on a 
road trip and make out??? Picking up directly 
from the cliffhanger ending of Harley Quinn: 
The Animated Series, Harley and Ivy are on the 
run in a Thelma-and-Louise journey, it’s all here!

Following the wedding disaster of the decade, 
Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy end up on the run 
from Commissioner Gordon and the GCPD! But 
as fun as all that sounds, Ivy still worries over 
leaving Kite Man at the altar... Luckily, Harley’s 
got the perfect scheme to shake her out of her 
wedding-day blues! This incredible volume is 
packed to the brim containing Harley Quinn: 
The Animated Series: The Eat. Bang! Kill.  
Tour #1-6!

Explore More

Harley Quinn Vol. 2: Keepsake
Written by STEPHANIE NICOLE PHILLIPS; 
Illustrated by RILEY ROSSMO  

Heya, folks, Harley Quinn here! In case you all 
haven’t noticed...things have been a little  
wild lately...

Hugo Strange, out-of-control orderlies, kid-
napped clowns, and a new villain named 
Keepsake...it’s a lot for any one former villain 
turned antihero turned real hero with impec-
cable fashion sense to handle. I’m talkin’ about 
ME if that wasn’t clear. With all the Fear State 
happening in Gotham, I thought it would be a 
good time to go on a little camping trip. But, 
turns out, Gotham is gonna be Gotham...
Keepsake’s forming a new army, Hugo’s playin’ 
dress-up, and the city is literally tearing itself 
apart. This looks like a job for Harley Quinn, 
Kevin, and...the Gardener?

Explore More
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I Am Batman Vol. 1
Written by JOHN RIDLEY; 
Illustrated by OLIVIER COIPEL  

The age of a new Dark Knight starts now!

Spinning out of the events of The Next Batman: 
Second Son, Jace Fox thrusts himself into 
action when the Magistrate’s crackdown on 
Alleytown begins! With his own Bat-Suit, Jace 
hits the streets to inspire and protect...

The new Dark Knight will have to counterbal-
ance the misinformation and violence the 
anarchistic Anti-Oracle is spreading and face 
off against Arkadine, and one Gotham vigilante 
pays the ultimate price when they’re shot down 
in cold blood. The aftermath of Fear State 
unfolds in I Am Batman, collecting I Am  
Batman #0-5!

Explore More

House of Mystery:  
The Bronze Age Omnibus Vol. 3
Written by VARIOUS; Illustrated by VARIOUS  

One of the most celebrated anthology titles of 
the Bronze Age of comics, The House of 
Mystery earned its iconic status in the early 
1970s under the skillful hands of editor Joe 
Orlando, whose uncanny aptitude for the 
fearsome and the frightful brought forth a 
sumptuous smorgasbord of arcane amuse-
ments in every enchanting installment.

Now these classic tales of the weird and the 
otherworldly are gathered for the first time in a 
handsome hardcover edition. House of Mystery: 
The Bronze Age Omnibus Vol. 3 collects issues 
#2227-254 of the acclaimed series and features 
scarily sublime work from a horde of comics’ 
greatest artists!

Explore More

978-1-77951-661-9
DC COMICS 
$24.99  •  Hardcover  •  6 5/8 x 10 3/16 
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978-1-77951-132-4
DC COMICS 
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Kamandi by Jack Kirby Vol. 1
Written by JACK KIRBY; 
Illustrated by JACK KIRBY  

Kamandi, the last boy on Earth!

In these tales from KAMANDI #1-20, Kamandi-
one of the few survivors of a Great Disaster that 
has destroyed civilization-must make his way in 
a world populated by bizarre mutated animals 
and other strange wonders! Considered one of 
Jack Kirby’s most creative works, KAMANDI 
features a band of anthropomorphic supporting 
characters who accompany Kamandi as he 
searches for answers and adventure across  
the wastelands of Earth.

Explore More

Joker/Harley: Criminal Sanity
Written by KAMI GARCIA; 
Illustrated by MICO SUAYAN  

In Gotham City, heinous acts of violence are a 
daily occurrence. Harley Quinn, forensic 
psychiatrist and profiler, consults with the 
GCPD on their worst cases. But she is fixated on 
an unsolved murder that haunts her-the night 
she discovered her roommate’s body marked 
with the signature of a notorious serial killer 
known as The Joker.

Five years later, the case remains unsolved, and 
a new series of horrific killings has begun. As 
the murders escalate and the meticulously 
constructed crime scenes become more 
elaborate, Harley’s obsession with finding the 
depraved psychopath responsible leads her 
down a dangerous path.

This volume collects issues #1-8, as well as 
Joker/Harley: Criminal Sanity-Secret Files.

Explore More

978-1-77951-631-2
DC COMICS 
$39.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  6 5/8 x 10 3/16 
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Nubia & The Amazons
Written by VITA AYALA and  
STEPHANIE WILLIAMS; 
Illustrated by ALITHA MARTINEZ  

Nubia, Queen of Themyscira! But what  
challenges await our new queen?

After the thrilling events of Infinite Frontier, 
Nubia becomes queen of Themyscira, but the 
new title also brings challenges. With the 
unexpected arrival of new Amazons, our hero is 
forced to reckon with her past and forge a new 
path forward for her sisters. Little does she 
know, a great evil grows beneath the island  
and it’s up to this former guardian of Doom’s 
Doorway to unite her tribe before paradise is 
lost forever!

This thrilling collection includes tales from 
Infinite Frontier #0 and Nubia & the  
Amazons #1-6!

Explore More

New Teen Titans Omnibus Vol. 1 
(2022 Edition)
Written by MARV WOLFMAN; 
Illustrated by GEROGE PEREZ  

In 1980, writer Marv Wolfman and artist George 
Perez introduced a timeless team including 
Robin, Kid Flash, Wonder Girl, Cyborg, Change-
ling, Raven and Starfire-young heroes with 
great powers and strong personalities who 
learned their way in the world through the 
strength of their friendship and the adventures 
they shared.

This omnibus edition collects the team’s debut 
in DC COMICS PRESENTS #26, plus the first 
sixteen issues of their smash-hit monthly series, 
including the first appearances of foes including 
Deathstroke and Trigon, as well as a confronta-
tion with the Justice League of America.

Explore More

978-1-77951-667-1
DC COMICS 
$24.99  •  Hardcover  •  6 5/8 x 10 3/16 
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Robins: Being Robin
Written by TIM SEELEY; 
Illustrated by BALDEMAR RIVAS  

Dick Grayson, Jason Todd, Tim Drake, Stephanie 
Brown, and Damian Wayne come together to 
discuss the big thing that binds them together: 
Was being Robin, and Batman’s sidekick, the 
best choice they could’ve made? But before 
they can get to the heart of the matter, they’re 
ambushed by an unknown assailant with a bone 
to pick with them. She claims to have been the 
first Robin, and she’s out to prove Batman 
should’ve never trained any of them.

Writer Tim Seeley and artist Baldemar Rivas 
unite Batman’s fan-favorite crimefighting 
partners in the winner of DC’s Round Robin 
tournament, as chosen by you, the readers!  
This volume collects Robins #1-6.

Explore More

Robin & Batman
Written by JEFF LEMIRE; 
Illustrated by DUSTIN NGUYEN  

Robin is just starting out at the side of Batman, 
struggling to find his own path from personal 
tragedy to being a Superhero. The Eisner-winning 
superstar team of writer Jeff Lemire (Sweet Tooth) 
and artist Dustin Nguyen (Batman) unite for a 
three-issue limited-series exploring the begin-
ning of Dick Grayson’s crime-fighting career.

The legendary story of Batman and Robin has 
reached nearly mythic proportions: the crime-
fighting Dynamic Duo, always one step ahead 
of the criminals they pursue and never meeting 
a case too big. This isn’t that story. This is the 
story of a young Dick Grayson, newly orphaned, 
struggling to find his way in a strange, difficult, 
dark new world...This is the story of Robin  
and Batman.

Explore More
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Superman: Son of Kal-El Vol. 2
Written by TOM TAYLOR; 
Illustrated by JOHN TIMMS  

With Clark Kent off-world battling in the 
universe, Jonathan Kent has stepped into the 
role of Superman to defend planet earth. 
Despite Jonathan facing the most devastating 
physical attack of his life, he’s ready for change. 
Along with his new ally Jay Nakamura, Jonathan 
will continue to stand against the dictator of 
Gamorra, Henry Bendix, who’s taken Jay’s moth-
er captive. Along the way, Superman will team 
up with Jackson Hyde/Aqualand to face a 
creature from the depths of the sea unleashed 
by Lex Luthor. With every adventure, Jonathan 
will define what it means to be The Man of Steel.

Explore More

Superman: Action Comics  
Vol. 2: The Arena
Written by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON; 
Illustrated by DANIEL SAMPERE  

The biggest Superman event begins here! 
Superman has arrived on Warworld and his 
greatest battle is only beginning. Can Super-
man and the Authority dethrone Mongul and 
liberate an enslaved Warworld?

After learning of an enslaved race with mysteri-
ous ties to Krypton, Superman and the Author-
ity leave earth and travel across the galaxy to 
dethrone the new Mongul and liberate 
Warworld. Think it’s that simple? Think again. 
With Superman captured on Warworld and 
banished to the lower catacombs, he’ll need to 
team up with other enslaved gladiators to turn 
the hordes of Warworld against their masters. 
Which heroes will survive the conflict and what 
will be the fate of the citizens of Warworld?

Explore More
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The Joker Vol. 2
Written by JAMES TYNION IV; 
Illustrated by GUILLEM MARCH  

Following the events of The Joker Vol. 1 (Infinite 
Frontier and the Joker War), the Joker is on the 
run and now he’s off to Europe?! Jim Gordon 
pursues the madman, but the seeds of doubt 
begin to sprout...if The Joker didn’t gas Arkham 
Asylum, who did? And what’s the next move for 
Vengeance, daughter of Bane? This story will 
leave you searching for answers at every 
turn-and even questioning if Gordon will risk his 
own life to save...The Joker?

Collecting The Joker #6-9 and The Joker 2021 
Annual #1!

Explore More

The Joker Presents: A Puzzlebox
Written by MATTHEW ROSENBERG; 
Illustrated by JESUS MERINO  

It’s story time! The G.C.P.D have a mysterious 
corpse, a magical box, and a murderer’s row of 
the city’s most dangerous villains sitting in a jail 
cell. Now all they need to figure out is what 
exactly happened. Fortunately, one suspect is 
willing to talk. Unfortunately, it’s The Joker...

The mystery of “WHO KILLED THE RIDDLER” 
heats up as Joker, now incarcerated and under 
interrogation by Commissioner Jim Gordon, 
retells his version of events, starting with the 
victim himself on the hunt for an all-powerful 
weapon. How did the other Gotham villains get 
involved, and why?

Collects The Joker Presents: A Puzzlebox #1-7!

Explore More
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Wonder Girl: Homecoming
Written by JOËLLE JONES; 
Illustrated by JOËLLE JONES  

Raised in the faroff land of Boise, Idaho, Yara 
Flor has always felt something was missing 
from her life-and now she is headed to Brazil to 
find it. Little does she know her arrival will set 
off a series of events that will change the world 
of Wonder Woman forever. Her return has been 
prophesied, and with that prophecy comes the 
undivided attention of benevolent gods from 
pantheons beyond. Danger lurks around every 
corner-but is this young hero ready for her 
journey? Find out in a debut issue you abso-
lutely cannot miss!

This volume collects Wonder Girl #1-7, Future 
State: Wonder Woman #1-2, and a selection 
from Infinite Frontier #0.

Explore More

The Swamp Thing  
Volume 2: Conduit
Written by RAM V.; 
Illustrated by MIKE PERKINS  

The new guardian of the green is faced with his 
greatest challenge as a bio-agent has been set 
off in the Kaziranga wetlands. Swamp Thing’s 
new avatar, Levi Kamei, has been summoned to 
these dark forests. However, this time he’ll be 
without any powers of the green. To make 
things worse, he’ll be hunted down by the 
villainous Suicide Squad, led by Christopher 
Priest aka Peacemaker. Will Levi be able to 
embrace his past and regain Swamp Thing’s 
powers, or will he be captured by Task Force X?

Collects The Swamp Thing #5-10

Explore More
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The Comic Book Lesson
A Graphic Novel That Shows  
You How to Make Comics
Written by MARK CRILLEY  

In The Comic Book Lesson, you’ll meet Emily-an 
enthusiastic young comics fan who has a story 
she needs to tell. On her quest to turn that story 
into a comic book, Emily meets three helpful 
mentors who share their knowledge. Trudy, a 
high school student who works at the local 
comics shop, teaches Emily how to create 
expressive characters and how art can convey 
action and suspense. Madeline, a self-pub-
lished manga artist, teaches Emily how to use 
panel composition and layout to tell a story 
visually and how to develop a comic from script 
to sketch to finished pages. Sophie, a profes-
sional graphic novelist, guides Emily through 
fine-tuning the details of dialogue, sequence, 
and pacing to lead readers through the story.

Explore More

Wonder Woman Vol. 2:  
Through A Glass Darkly
Written by BECKY CLOONAN  
and MICHAEL CONRAD; 
Illustrated by MARCIO TAKARA  

After the events of Dark Nights: Metal Diana has 
returned from the Sphere of the Gods. Where 
she should be feeling joyful, Diana can’t help 
feeling lost and purposeless. Has the world 
moved on without Wonder Woman in her 
absence? As Diana travels to visit an old friend, 
she’s faced with quite literal dark reflections of 
herself being puppeteer by her old nemesis, the 
Image-Maker. Meanwhile a prophecy of doom 
has come to the world of the Amazons. Will 
Diana be able to stop Image-Maker’s rampage 
and sever her ties to the Sphere of the Gods.

This volume collects Wonder Woman #780-784; 
Wonder Woman 2021 Annual #1; Wonder Woman 
80th Anniversary 100-Page Super Spectacular #1

Explore More
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Constantine: Distorted Illusions
Written by KAMI GARCIA; 
Illustrated by ISAAC GOODHART  

Constantine is not your average bad boy...

John Constantine is, and has always been, a 
magician of the highest caliber-who doesn’t 
need additional training from any highbrow 
magician, thank you very much.

Sensing an opportunity for independence, 
Constantine falsely accepts an apprenticeship 
in the United States to instead become the lead 
singer of his best friend’s punk band, Mucous 
Membrane. When the band begins to dabble in 
magic, a complicated spell gets out of hand...
and the disastrous consequences might be 
more than Constantine can handle.

Join #1 New York Times bestselling author Kami 
Garcia (Beautiful Creatures) and artist Isaac 
Goodhart in the most thrilling magical team-up 
of the year!

Explore More

Star Knights
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by KAY DAVAULT  

A simple frog who wants to become a legendary 
knight finds himself on a magical journey.  
From the comic artist behind Oddity Woods 
comes a fantasy graphic novel with a lot of 
heart, adventure, and hijinks!

Brave Star Knights are heroes who go on 
adventures. But Tad is just a frog, and frogs 
can’t save the day. Can they? Determined to 
pursue his dream of being a knight, Tad finds 
himself on a quest with a surprise group of 
adventurers, including the Star King!

This graphic novel is perfect for fans of delight-
ful characters, hilarious hijinks, and stories 
about being true to you who are.

Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

978-1-77950-773-0
DC COMICS 
$16.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  6 x 9 
On Sale: 9/27/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
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Twin Cities
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by JOSE PIMIENTA   

Luis Fernando and Luisa Teresa 

are twins, and they finally have the 

chance to stand on their own. 

Fernando is staying local in 

Mexicali, Mexico, and Teresa is 

planning to cross the border every 

day so she can go to a private 

school in Calexico, California.

Desperate to not be alone in 

middle school, Fernando finds 

himself making friends with the 

first kid who’s willing to give him a 

chance…only this new friend says 

and does a lot of things that 

Fernando isn’t too sure about.

Teresa is ready to thrive and stand 

on her own two feet, but she soon 

finds herself failing under the 

pressure of crossing the US/

Mexico border every day. She no 

longer has to worry about being 

compared to her brother—but now 

she doesn’t have his support when 

she could really use it.

At home, both twins have a chance 

to reconnect. But instead, they find 

themselves pushing each other 

away. After all, being on their own is 

what they always wanted…right? 

Twin Cities explores the importance 

of family and the struggles that come 

with trying to live up to standards 

that are impossible to meet.

Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover
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Minecraft: Zombies!
Written by NICK ELIOPULOS  

Life is good for Bobbie in the sleepy village of 
Plaintown besides her little brother, Johnny, 
always getting into trouble. But one night, a 
stranger comes to Plaintown followed by a horde 
of zombies, and Bobbie’s village is overrun.

Life is not so good for Ben, an adventurer with 
nothing to his name but his own armor. When 
he ventures into an abandoned village, he runs 
into a desperate girl with a baby zombie on  
a leash.

Bobbie’s list brother is a lot greener and bitier 
than he was before. There’s still some of Johnny 
rattling around the monster’s mind. And Ben 
might know a way to bring him back.

Explore More

Deadman Tells the Spooky Tales
Written by FRANCO; 
Illustrated by ANDY PRICE  

Tag along with DC’s favorite ghost host as he 
navigates the spooky, strange, and unexplained 
in this eerie 13-tale anthology!

Have you ever had that feeling that you were 
being watched? Wondered what that thing is 
that might just be living under your bed? Well, 
Deadman knows...has always known...and he’s 
here to shed some light on those spine-tingling 
adventures and the things that go bump in  
the night.

Written by New York Times bestselling and 
Eisner Award-winning writer Franco Aureliani 
and featuring art by some of DC Comics favorite 
artists, Deadman Tells the (Spooky) Tales is sure 
to keep you on the edge of your seat through 
these hair-raising adventures.

Explore More

978-0-593-49851-4
DEL REY 
$17.99  •  Hardcover  •  5 1/2 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
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How to Be a Knight (LEGO)
Written by MATT HUNTLEY; 
Illustrated by JOSH LEWIS  

A brand-new LEGO&reg; Little Golden Book 
about using courage and creativity to be  
a knight!

Milo wants to be a knight like his big, bold 
brothers, but he’s not sure he’s brave enough. 
Will a dragon in distress help him find the courage 
and creativity to make his dreams come true? 
Find out in this sweet and silly storybook, the 
first in a line of LEGO&reg; Little Golden Books. 
The combination of two classics-LEGO&reg; 
Minifigures and Little Golden Books-makes this 
the perfect book for kids ages 4 and up or 
collectors of all ages!

Explore More

Sisters of the Mist
Written by MARLYN SPAAIJ  

Join Kyra and her sisters as they fight the 
mysterious forces of the forest, and the chal-
lenges of drifting apart with age, perfect for 
transitional readers aging out of the Hilda 
Graphic Novel series.

Frygea Forest... A mystical place where trolls lurk 
between tree trunks and changelings scamper 
about. A place that Kyra and her sisters Margot 
and Janna return to every year to spend the 
summer at their grandma’s farm.

But this summer is different, and as teenage 
Margot drifts apart, Kyra starts to worry.  
When Margot is enticed into the woods by the 
mysterious figures in the mist, Kyra resolves  
to save her sister from danger.

Explore More

978-0-593-38182-3
GOLDEN BOOKS 
$5.99  •  Hardcover  •  6 5/8 x 8 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

978-1-83874-074-0
FLYING EYE BOOKS 
$15.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  6 5/8 x 8 7/8 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
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Stranger Things: We Can Count  
on Eleven (Funko Pop!)
Written by GEOF SMITH; 
Illustrated by MEG DUNN  

Counting has never been more fun as adorable 
Funko Pop! versions of characters from Netflix’s 
Stranger Things go from one to eleven in their 
first-ever Little Golden Book!

With waffles, walkie-talkies, and Demogorgans, 
learning to count has never been more fun. 
Humorous scenes around Hawkins introduce 
charming Funko Pop! versions of Eleven, Lucas, 
Dustin, and other popular characters in this 
offbeat counting book. Funko collectors of all 
ages and fans of Netflix’s hit television series 
Stranger Things will love this new addition to 
the Little Golden Book line.

Explore More

How to Be a Pirate (LEGO)
Written by NICOLE JOHNSON; 
Illustrated by JOSH LEWIS  

A brand-new LEGO&reg; Little Golden Book about 
using courage and creativity to be a pirate!

Cecilia’s dream of becoming a pirate and  
sailing the seas comes true when she joins her 
grandfather’s pirate crew! See what happens in 
this sweet and silly storybook that’s part of a 
new line of LEGO&reg; Little Golden Books. The 
combination of two classics-LEGO Minifigures 
and Little Golden Books-makes this the perfect 
book for kids ages 4 and up or collectors of 
all ages!

Little Golden Books enjoy nearly 100% consum-
er recognition. They feature beloved classics, 
hot licenses, and new original stories . . . the 
classics of tomorrow.

Explore More

978-0-593-56721-0
GOLDEN BOOKS 
$5.99  •  Hardcover  •  6 5/8 x 8 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

978-0-593-38180-9
GOLDEN BOOKS 
$5.99  •  Hardcover  •  6 5/8 x 8 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780593567210
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780593381809
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5 Scary Stories for a  
Dark Knight #1 (DC Batman)
Written by CAVAN SCOTT; 
Illustrated by JEANNETTE ARROYO  

An illustrated collection of spooky tales from 
the dark corners of Gotham City featuring 
Batman on his and weirdest adventures ever!

Gotham City, the home of Batman, is filled with 
dark corners, sinister characters, and mysterious 
goings on. This illustrated chapter book is a 
collection of scary short stories featuring some 
of Batman’s strange adventures that end with 
wild twist and turns-some funny, some spooky, 
and some deathly frightening! Find out all about 
the ancient curses, ghostly racer car drivers, 
and sinister witches haunting Gotham City 
along with the World’s Greatest Detective. Boys 
and girls ages 6 to 9 will love this illustrated 
chapter book of strange tales featuring Batman.

Explore More

Sonic the Hedgehog, Vol. 12:  
Trial by Fire
Written by EVAN STANLEY  

ROAD TRIP!!! Amy, Jewel, Tangle, and Belle are 
heading off on a well-deserved camping trip. 
Unfortunately, a dangerous wildfire has other 
plans. Can our heroines extinguish the flames-
and the group tension-before it burns out of 
control?

Then, the Chaotix are on the case! Central City 
has been turned upside down by unmanage-
able traffic and bizarre elemental upsets, but 
Vector, Espio, and Charmy are sure to uncover 
the truth. Plus, Sonic, Tails, and Belle may have 
found a way to free the Badniks from Eggman’s 
control, but a sudden interruption forces the 
team to prepare for their greatest challenge yet!

Collects Sonic the Hedgehog #45-49.

Explore More

978-0-593-48398-5
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 
$12.99  •  Hardcover  •  6 x 9 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/27/22 
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years

978-1-68405-930-0
IDW PUBLISHING 
$15.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  6 5/8 x 10 3/16 
On Sale: 9/13/22  •  FOC Date: 8/8/22 
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780593483985
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781684059300
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Monsters Unmasked!  
(Scooby-Doo)
Written by NICOLE JOHNSON; 
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE  

Scooby-Doo and Shaggy unmask monsters  
in this spooky storybook-complete with a 
glow-in-the-dark stickers!

Zoinks, there are monsters everywhere! Luckily, 
Scooby-Doo and Shaggy are on the case. Join 
them as they capture creepy clowns, grim ghosts, 
wicked witches, and more in this monster-filled 
storybook. Complete with a glow-in-the-dark 
stickers, this book is a great Halloween treat  
for Scooby-Doo fans ages 3 to 7!

Explore More

Cooking with Dr. Seuss  
Step into Reading Box Set
Cooking with the Cat; Cooking with  
the Grinch; Cooking with Sam-I-Am;  
Cooking with the Lorax
Written by VARIOUS  

This sturdy slip-cased set of four books 
featuring classic Dr. Seuss characters cooking 
and baking different foods is perfect for 
nurturing a child’s love of reading-and helping 
in the kitchen!

Titles included are: 
Cooking with the Cat 
Cooking with the Grinch 
Cooking with Sam-I-Am 
Cooking with the Lorax

From baking with the Grinch to tossing a 
fresh-picked salad with the Lorax, this boxed 
set makes the perfect gift for children, foodies, 
and Dr. Seuss fans!.

Explore More

978-0-593-48404-3
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 
$5.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  8 x 8 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 3-7 years

978-0-593-64520-8
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 
$20.96  •  Boxed Set  •  6 x 9 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 4-6 years

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780593484043
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780593645208
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Kitty Quest: Tentacle Trouble
Written by PHIL CORBETT  

Perfect for fans of Dog Man and The InvestGators, 
the laugh-out-loud adventures continue in the 
second book of this graphic novel series!

Ferocious sea monsters have been spotted on 
shore, and the Pawdor townsfolk are in a 
complete panic. Luckily, there’s a new guild of 
heroes known as Kitty Quest that’s ready to 
protect the island. So what if Woolfrik and 
Perigold are its only members?

But how are these two amateur heroes sup-
posed to stop a whole army of tentacled beasts? 
Woolfrik and Perigold are going to have to learn 
to work together and prove that two heads are 
better than one.

Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Shark and Bot #3:  
Zombie Doughnut Attack!
Written by BRIAN YANISH  

A shark, a robot, some zombie donuts... No 
wonder new readers love this new graphic 
series! Don’t miss the latest epic and  
hilarious adventure.

Shark and Bot have proven that together, best 
friends can handle anything. They made peace 
on the playground! They braved sleepaway 
camp! But nothing prepared this duo for what 
they find in the hallways of school:

They’re sweet... Sometimes sticky... And the 
sugar level is no joke....

...ZOMBIE DONUTS?!!!

Explore More

978-0-593-20549-5
RAZORBILL 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 1/2 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/27/22 
Recommended Ages: 7-10 years

978-0-593-48534-7
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 
$9.99  •  Hardcover  •  6 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 5-8 years

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780593205495
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780593485347
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Stitch-or-Treat! (Disney Stitch)
Written by ERIC GERON; 
Illustrated by RH DISNEY  

A Step 2 leveled reader starring Stitch from 
Disney’s Lilo & Stitch celebrating Halloween-
featuring more than 30 stickers!

It’s Stitch’s first Halloween on Earth, and he is 
ready to trick-or-treat! Kids ages 4 to 6 will love 
this Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader 
based on Disney’s Lilo & Stitch comes with  
over 30 stickers!

Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and short 
sentences to tell simple stories. For children 
who recognize familiar words and can sound 
out new words with help.

Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Little Monsters  
(Disney Monsters at Work)
Adapted by NICOLE JOHNSON

A step 3 leveled reader based on the Disney+ 
series Monsters at Work-complete with a poster!

Tylor Tuskmon is an enthusiastic member of  
the Monsters, Inc. Facilities Team (MIFT) who 
dreams of following in the footsteps of his  
idols-Mike and Sulley-and making his way up  
to the Monsters, Inc. Laugh Floor as a Jokester. 
Girls and boys ages 5 to 7 will love this reader 
based on an episode of the show and featuring 
a poster.

Step 3 readers feature engaging characters in 
easy-to-follow plots about popular topics. For 
children who are ready to read on their own.

Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

978-0-7364-4305-0
RH/DISNEY 
$5.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  6 x 9 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 4-6 years

978-0-7364-4308-1
RH/DISNEY 
$5.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  6 x 9 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 5-8 years

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780736443050
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780736443081
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Burt’s Way Home
Written by JOHN MARTZ  

For fans of Binky the Space Cat.

Burt is an alien, but an accident has made his 
parents disappear and trapped him on Earth.

That’s his story, anyway. From the perspective of 
his foster mother, Lydia, Burt is a confused and 
lonely little boy who’s difficult to understand 
and lives in his own world. But she’s less 
focused on understanding him than she is on 
taking care of and supporting him.

Burt struggles to adjust to his new home, and 
Lydia tries her best. But when Burt embarks on 
a plan to teleport home all alone, Lydia will have 
to find a way to bridge the gulf between them.

Explore More

Doughnuts and Doom
Written by BALAZS LORINCZI  

Being a teenage witch-or rock star-is tougher 
than it looks! But maybe enemies can become 
friends...or more? Flying brooms and electric 
guitars set hearts aflame in this fantastically 
fizzy graphic novel.

When Margot meets Elena, emotions run high 
and magic is in the air. One is a stressed-out 
witch trying to get her potions business off the 
ground, the other is a struggling rock musician 
whose band is going nowhere. Neither of them 
are having a good time! No wonder things 
escalate from words to literal sparks flying when 
they first meet. Could this be the start of a new 
relationship...or is a bad-luck curse leading 
them to certain doom?

Explore More

978-0-7352-7102-9
TUNDRA BOOKS 
$12.99  •  Hardcover  •  5 1/2 x 7 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years

978-1-60309-513-6
TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  6 1/2 x 8 1/2 
On Sale: 9/6/22  •  FOC Date: 8/1/22 
Recommended Ages: 13-17 years

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780735271029
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781603095136
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On the Trail
Written by PAIGE BRADDOCK  

Peanut, Butter, and Crackers return in the third 
graphic novel in the series. This time, they’re off 
camping. Getting lost just wasn’t part of the 
plan.

Peanut, Butter, and Crackers set off on a 
camping trip. But when Butter and Peanut leave 
the safety of the camper to explore the forest, 
they end up more lost than they ever planned 
and Crackers has no choice but to go look for 
them. Can Crackers find his family before it’s 
too late?

Kids will love Paige Braddock’s addition to the 
Peanut, Butter, and Crackers series. This story 
of home and all the places we find it is sure to 
be a favorite.

Explore More

Fetch!
Written by PAIGE BRADDOCK  

Peanut, Butter, and Crackers are back in this 
hilarious follow-up to Puppy Problems, continu-
ing a graphic novel series for early readers.

Peanut is off to doggy school to learn how to be 
a good dog! Sure, he’s excited, but when he gets 
separated from Crackers, he quickly realizes 
that he has to fend for himself. Five minutes in 
and he’s already the new target of the Pint-
Sized Pack, the bullies of the Little Dogs group. 
He knows that Crackers and Butter can’t help 
him, so what use is there in telling them he feels 
alone without his family?

Explore More

978-0-593-11749-1
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 
$12.99  •  Hardcover  •  5 1/2 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 
Recommended Ages: 4-8 years

978-0-593-11747-7
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 
$7.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 1/2 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 
Recommended Ages: 4-8 years

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780593117491
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780593117477
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Wotakoi: Love Is Hard for Otaku 
Complete Manga Box Set
Written by FUJITA  

The complete nerdy rom-com manga between  
a gamer boy and a girl who reads and draws 
spicy comics, in a collectible box set including 
an exclusive sticky notepad!

A tall, quiet gamer boy and a geeky girl whose 
life revolves around yaoi manga are old friends, 
but when they start working in the same office, 
they decide to date. It’s a relationship of 
convenience at first, but could it become 
something more?

They’re young, good-looking professionals.  
But they have secrets from everyone but each 
other: They’re serious geeks! Their sweet, 
awkward love story started life as a webcomic 
before becoming a full-blown manga series  
by popular demand.

Explore More

PULSE Vol. 2
Written by RATANA SATIS  

The beloved yuri/Girls’ Love webtoon from 
Lezhin that became a global favorite! Don’t miss 
this beautiful, full-color paperback in English 
for Mature audiences.

Mel, a renowned heart surgeon, is well-known 
for being a stoic loner. She views her erotic 
flings with other women as a tool for pleasure 
rather than a show of affection. When she 
delivers bad news to patients’ families, her cold 
nature can make her seem heartless. Then she 
meets Lynn, a beautiful and spirited cardiac 
patient who needs a new heart, but refuses a 
transplant. The two women meet with minimal 
expectations but soon become enthralled in a 
relationship that changes everything for  
them both.

Explore More

Mature Themes

978-1-64651-636-0
KODANSHA COMICS 
$107.94  •  Boxed Set  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 11/22/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-687-6
SEVEN SEAS 
$19.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646516360
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586876
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The beloved Girls’ Love  
webtoon from Lezhin that  
became a global favorite! 

978-1-63858-564-0
SEVEN SEAS 
$19.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

PULSE Vol. 1
Written by RATANA SATIS

Mel, a renowned heart surgeon, is 

well-known for being a stoic loner. 

She views her erotic flings with 

other women as a tool for pleasure 

rather than a show of affection. 

When she delivers bad news to 

patients’ families, her cold nature 

can make her seem heartless. Then 

she meets Lynn, a beautiful and 

spirited cardiac patient who needs 

a new heart, but refuses a trans-

plant. The two women meet with 

minimal expectations but soon 

become enthralled in a relationship 

that changes everything for  

them both.

This Girls’ Love comic—and first 

place winner of the 2nd Lezhin 

Comics World Comic Contest—is 

one of the most popular series by 

fan-favorite Thai creator Ratana 

Satis, also known for Soul Drifters 

and Lily Love. Now you can own 

this full-color yuri webtoon hit in a 

beautiful new paperback collection!

Explore More

Mature Themes

Quantities May Be Limited  
Allocations May Occur

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585640
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Go! Go! Loser Ranger! 1
Written by NEGI HARUBA  

Attention kaiju and sentai fans! From the creator 
of The Quintessential Quintuplets comes a new 
“anti-ranger” action-comedy that’ll make you 
root for the alien invaders! Perfect for fans of 
Kaiju No. 8 and Power Rangers.

Thirteen years ago, an evil army of mysterious 
alien monsters invaded the Earth, but the great 
protectors of mankind—the Divine Dragon 
Rangers—rose up to stop them!

In truth, the evil aliens were subjugated within 
the first year, and they’ve now become nothing 
more than clowns forced to act out their 
continuous defeat every week for the entertain-
ment of the masses. But one of the aliens has 
had enough. Something has to change!

Explore More

Don’t Toy with Me,  
Miss Nagatoro Manga Box Set
Written by NANASHI  

The hit rom-com series that became an anime!

Includes volumes 1~6 of the manga, box with 
Nagatoro artwork, plus a bonus item.

”This is a fun new comedy series that has far 
more layers than you’d expect. Any fans of 
romantic comedy manga should definitely give 
this one a look.” - The Turnaround Blog

Nagatoro is a freshman in high school who 
loves teasing and torturing her older male 
classmate. What is her motivation and why does 
Senpai put up with her? Does Nagatoro just 
want to create misery for Senpai? Or maybe  
she secretly likes him?

13+

Explore More

978-1-64651-509-7
KODANSHA COMICS 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 10/18/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64729-167-9
VERTICAL COMICS 
$77.95  •  Boxed Set     
On Sale: 11/22/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515097
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781647291679
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NOiSE
Written by TSUTOMU NIHEI  

From Tsutomu Nihei, the creator of Knights of 
Sidonia, APOSIMZ and Biomega. NOiSE is the 
prequel to the hit series BLAME!

Dark science-fiction set in the BLAME! universe. 
As detective Musubi Susono investigates a 
series of child kidnappings, her own partner is 
viciously murdered. But when the investigation 
takes a brutal turn, she is suddenly confronted 
by the killer-and his sadistic silicon creature ...

Explore More

Last Gender 1
Written by REI TAKI  

The stories of sexual minorities gathering at  
a chic spot called BAR California looking for 
their sexuality and love.

Welcome to “BAR California”, a place where 
people with different genders, propensities,  
and sexual orientations gather to find a  
certain “something”.

A transgender bisexual who has been hurt  
by the voices of others, a pansexual looking  
for true love, and a person who identities  
as both male and female.

There are as many sexualities as there  
are people.

Explore More

Mature Themes

978-1-64729-139-6
VERTICAL COMICS 
$19.95  •  Trade Paperback     
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64729-191-4
VERTICAL COMICS 
$12.95  •  Trade Paperback   
On Sale: 10/11/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781647291396
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781647291914
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Princess Knight
New Omnibus Edition
Written by OSAMU TEZUKA  

A gem from the fifties when the legendary 
master was most deeply involved in girls’ 
comics, Twin Knights is more than just a sequel 
to the shojo manga milestone Princess Knight. 
More close addressing issue of station as well 
as gender, this one-volume tale has all the antic 
innocence of the early Tezuka even as it revises 
the more famous works’ premise, doing away 
with the conceit of “boy and girl hearts” and 
invoking the vagaies of chance and power in 
their place.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Parasyte Full Color Collection 1
Written by HITOSHI IWAAKI  

They infest human hosts and consume them. 
And they are everywhere.

They are Parasites. Once they have infected 
their victims, they can twist the host’s body into 
any abominable shape they choose. But most 
have chosen to conceal their lethal purposes 
behind ordinary human faces. So no one knows 
their secret, except an ordinary high school 
student. Shin managed to arrest the infestation 
of his body by an alien parasite, but can he find 
a way to warn humanity of the horrors to come?

The Full Color Collection presents Hitoshi 
Iwaaki’s original manga in hardcover for the first 
time, with each page carefully colorized and a 
revised translation for 2022.

Explore More

978-1-64729-121-1
VERTICAL COMICS 
$29.95  •  Trade Paperback    
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-639-1
KODANSHA COMICS 
$19.99  •  Hardcover  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 10/11/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781647291211
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646516391
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Run Away With Me, Girl 1
Written by BATTAN  

A dramatic, funny, and painful romance manga 
between two women about how, sometimes, 
you need to run away in order to find where you 
truly belong.

Midori broke up with Maki at graduation, saying 
they were now “too old to be fooling around 
dating girls.” Ten years later, when the two 
women reconnect after a chance encounter, 
Maki realizes that while her feelings haven’t 
changed, Midori’s life has turned upside 
down—she’s engaged and pregnant. But the 
more Maki hears Midori talk about her soon-to-
be-husband, the more red flags she notices. 
Before Maki can stop herself, she asks Midori  
to run away with her.

Explore More

PTSD Radio 1 (Vol. 1-2)
Written by MASAAKI NAKAYAMA  

Little is known about Ogushi’s curse, except 
that it resides in an unexpected place:  
human hair.

Like Junji Ito’s Uzumaki, PTSD Radio takes 
something everyday and weaves it into a series 
of chilling, cryptic, twisted, repellant, and 
alluring manga stories that become more than 
what they first seem.

An unseen hand tugs at your braid. You find an 
old box with only a tangled mess of dark hair 
inside. You open a door in your home only to 
witness a river of curls slinking away, an 
ominous lump at its heart.

These episodes and more await in this  
acclaimed horror series.

Explore More

978-1-64651-500-4
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-632-2
KODANSHA COMICS 
$19.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 9/27/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515004
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646516322
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Be Very Afraid of Inuki Kanako
Written by INUKI KANAKO  

From the mind of Japan’s “queen of horror 
manga” comes a short story collection sure to 
put a grin on your face and send a chill down 
your spine. Survive six of the author’s hand-
picked scares, plus original commentary from 
the author.

Fans of Junji Ito, Kazuo Umezu, and Mermaid 
Saga, your collection isn’t complete until you’re 
very afraid of Inuki Kanako!

For more than 30 years, Inuki Kananko has been 
terrorizing girls and boys with twisted catch-22s 
and ghoulish monsters. Discover one of the 
best-kept secrets of global horror with this 
selection of some of Inuki’s most popular  
short comics.

Explore More

The Ghost in the Shell:  
Fully Compiled 
(Complete Hardcover Collection)
Written by SHIROW MASAMUNE  

All of Shirow Masamune’s original The Ghost in 
the Shell manga in one massive hardcover make 
this the ultimate collector’s edition of the ultimate 
cyberpunk classic. Contains The Ghost in the 
Shell 1, 1.5, and 2 for over 800 pages of manga.

Featuring a NEW, EXCLUSIVE cover created  
for this edition by Shirow Masamune!

Includes in one large hardcover volume:

The Ghost in the Shell (1991)

The Ghost in the Shell 1.5: Human-Error Processor 
(2003) - The “lost” Ghost in the Shell stories, 
created by Shirow Masamune after completing 
work on the original Ghost in the Shell manga.

The Ghost in the Shell 2: Man-Machine  
Interface (2001)

Explore More

978-1-64651-651-3
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 10/4/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-631-5
KODANSHA COMICS 
$54.99  •  Hardcover  •  7 x 10 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646516513
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646516315
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A Galaxy Next Door 2
Written by GIDO AMAGAKURE  

The new sweet and wild romantic comedy from 
the creator of the hit manga and anime about 
food and family, Sweetness & Lightning! A 
desperate manga artist, called on to support his 
two young siblings, meets a new art assistant. 
But her arrival isn’t just a small step, it’s a  
giant leap...

A new assistant pops into Ichiro’s life, and his 
prospects immediately start to brighten! She’s 
an incredible artist, she always finishes on time, 
and she’s beautiful, to boot! But she also seems 
to know an awful lot about him, and, soon, she 
makes a confession that bends Ichiro’s mind 
beyond the confines of Earth...

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Hell in a Bottle
Maiden’s Bookshelf
Written by KYUSAKU YUMENO; 
Illustrated by HONOJIROTOWOJI  

A beautiful book that can be enjoyed both as a 
short story and an artbook. The first in a series 
combining gorgeous contemporary artwork 
with literary classics of the early 20th century, 
bringing classic Japanese literature to a  
new audience.

A children’s Eden on a deserted island turns to 
hell, as a brother and sister face the ultimate 
temptation... Told in epistolary form, this bizarre 
short story takes on themes of faith, degrada-
tion, and transgression, accompanied by 
stunning original artwork.

16+

Explore More

978-1-64651-464-9
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64729-158-7
VERTICAL 
$19.95  •  Trade Paperback  
On Sale: 9/27/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 16 and up

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646514649
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781647291587
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I Was Reincarnated as the 7th 
Prince so I Can Take My Time  
Perfecting My Magical Ability 2
Illustrated by YOSUKE KOKUZAWA;  
Created by KENKYO NA CIRCLE;  
Designed by MERU.  

The popular digital-first isekai adventure  
comes to print!

In his previous life, Lloyd only wished to study 
magic, but his status as a commoner lead him 
to an unfortunate end. After being ruthlessly 
done in by the very magic he so desperately 
desired to master, Lloyd opens his eyes to an 
amazing new existence as the 7th prince of the 
Saloum kingdom. This time, he’s been born with 
unmatched magical potential! There’s only one 
small problem... he’s barely 10 years old! How is 
anyone going to take him seriously like this?

Explore More

A Galaxy Next Door 4
Written by GIDO AMAGAKURE  

The new sweet and wild romantic comedy from 
the creator of the hit manga and anime about 
food and family, Sweetness & Lightning! A 
desperate manga artist, called on to support his 
two young siblings, meets a new art assistant. 
But her arrival isn’t just a small step, it’s a  
giant leap...

A new assistant pops into Ichiro’s life, and his 
prospects immediately start to brighten! She’s 
an incredible artist, she always finishes on time, 
and she’s beautiful, to boot! But she also seems 
to know an awful lot about him, and, soon, she 
makes a confession that bends Ichiro’s mind 
beyond the confines of Earth...

Explore More

978-1-64651-497-7
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 10/18/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-564-6
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 12/27/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646514977
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515646
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Noragami: Stray God 25
Written by ADACHITOKA  

The hilarious, thrilling, sometimes tragic 
supernatural hit manga that inspired two 
seasons of beautiful anime from Studio Bones!

Ages 16 and up.

Yato is a homeless god. He doesn’t even have a 
shrine, not to mention worshippers! So to 
achieve his ambitious goals, he’s set up a 
service to help those in need (for a small fee), 
hoping he’ll eventually raise enough money to 
build himself the lavish temple of his dreams. 
Of course, he can’t afford to be picky, so Yato 
accepts all kinds of jobs, from finding lost 
kittens to helping a student overcome bullies  
at school.

Explore More

Noragami Omnibus 2 (Vol. 4-6)
Stray God
Written by ADACHITOKA  

Five yen for your wish to come true? Revisit the 
Far Shore in new edition of the beloved super-
natural action series that collects all the stray 
volumes in 600-page 3-in-1 omnibuses, all in a 
larger size than the regular version!

Includes Vol. 4-6 of Noragami: Stray God.

Though a powerful warrior goddess, Bisham-
onten suffers from taking on so many shinki. 
Among Bishamon’s many shinki, a terrible plan 
is formed by one of her most trusted aides. This 
shinki has dangerous ideas and gets involved 
with the mysterious Stray. Kazuma has a sense 
that something is wrong, but can he figure out 
what exactly is going on?

Explore More

978-1-64651-584-4
KODANSHA COMICS 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 1/10/23  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-556-1
KODANSHA COMICS 
$19.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515844
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515561
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Shonen Note: Boy Soprano 2
Written by YUHKI KAMATANI  

A poignant coming-of-age series that’s moving 
and musical from the creator of Our Dreams at 
Dusk: Shimanami Tasogare! Perfect for fans of 
Kageki Shojo!!, Keep Your Hands Off Eizouken, 
Blue Period, and Boys Run the Riot.

Yutaka Aoi is sweet, sensitive, and loves 
singing...so much so that he can’t help but be 
brought to tears whenever he listens to beauti-
ful music. He also has a talent few boys have: he 
can sing soprano. But when Yukata’s voice 
begins to change as he enters puberty, the 
journey ahead will be one of self-discovery and 
reflection for not only himself, but also for  
those around him.

Explore More

Shangri-La Frontier 2
Written by RYOSUKE FUJI;  
Created by KATARINA  

A fast-paced, irreverent adventure for fans of 
isekai and RPGs! High schooler Rakuro loves 
hunting down “trash games,” but one day he 
decides to play a AAA VR game called Shangri-
La Frontier instead. He creates a character with 
a bird head, skips the cutscenes and jumps 
right in—but what awaits him in this game is 
different from anything he’s ever faced...

Clad in nothing but shorts and a bird mask, 
Rakuro (player name: Sunraku) launches into 
the world of SLF. Will Sunraku’s years of “trash 
game” experience be enough, or is he about to 
suffer a rude awakening just a few hours into 
his SLF adventure?

Explore More

978-1-64651-502-8
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-483-0
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 10/18/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515028
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646514830
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Phantom of the Idol 2
Written by HIJIKI ISOFLAVONE  

The story of a lazy male idol, ready to quit (or get 
fired), and the peppy poltergeist who brings him 
back from the brink, and rocketing to the 
heights of stardom!

After a particularly lifeless concert appearance, 
Yuuya meets a girl backstage. She’s dressed to 
the nines in a colorful outfit, she’s full of vim 
and vigor, and all she wants from life is to 
perform. There’s just one problem: She’s been 
dead for a year. This is the ghost of Asahi 
Mogami, the beloved singer whose time on the 
stage was tragically cut short, unless... If ghosts 
are real, is spirit possession really that much of 
a stretch?

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Devil Ecstasy 2
Written by SHUZO OSHIMI  

An erotic horror comedy from master storyteller 
Shuzo Oshimi. Pornographic and over the top, 
Devil Ecstasy nevertheless presages Oshimi’s 
later masterworks while presenting an entirely 
new spin on his pitch-black worldview.

Noboru Kusakabe is an 18-year-old virgin who 
has a mortal fear of big breasts thanks to a 
childhood trauma. When his friend Takahashi 
convinces him to go to a mysterious brothel 
called “Devil Ecstasy,” he meets a beautiful girl 
with tiny breasts named Meruru and falls in love 
- but all is not as it seems. Devil Ecstasy is a 
front for an army of succubi who want to take 
over the world, and Noboru somehow has to 
stop them!

18+

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-64651-585-1
KODANSHA COMICS 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-64729-111-2
VERTICAL COMICS 
$24.95  •  Trade Paperback     
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515851
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781647291112
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Wandance 3
Written by COFFEE  

Kaboku has always just gone with the flow, 
marching in step to the drumbeat of the 
expectations of those around him. It feels 
predictable, safe, and... empty. But one night, he 
happens on a girl alone, moving wildly, turning a 
blank space of concrete into a canvas. This is 
Hikari Wanda, a member of the hip-hop dance 
club. Kaboku is immediately smitten, but the 
road to stepping out of his shell is a long one. 
The club is almost entirely girls, and they’re all, 
well, way better than him. What’s ahead is 
unknown, and that’s terrifying, but it also 
means, for the first time in Kaboku’s life... a  
taste of freedom.

Explore More

The Iceblade Sorcerer  
Shall Rule the World 2
Written by NORIHITO SASAKI;  
Created by NANA MIKOSHIBA  

An addictive fantasy manga with a classic feel 
from the editorial team behind FAIRY TAIL 100 
Years Quest and Shaman King: FAUST8.

A commoner from the countryside, Ray White 
finds himself surrounded by the children of 
aristocrats at Arnold Academy of Magic. 
Fortunately, he quickly befriends the talented 
daughter of a noble house, a half-elf short on 
self-confidence, and a friendly musclehead. 
Together, the four take on their first practical 
test in the Kafka Forest. But hey, wait! How did a 
seemingly talentless commoner like Ray get 
into Arnold Academy in the first place...?

Explore More

978-1-64651-517-2
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-625-4
KODANSHA COMICS 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 10/11/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515172
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646516254
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Sensei’s Pious Lie 3
Written by AKANE TORIKAI  

Torikai’s work is a frank and nuanced examina-
tion of the emotional and practical effects of 
sexual violence, rendering the messy realities in 
gorgeously refined linework and dialogue far 
more naturalistic than most manga. Very much 
not just for manga fans, Sensei’s Pious Lie will 
appeal to readers of graphic novels and literary 
fiction in general.

Misuzu Hara is a quiet, reserved 24-year-old 
high school teacher whose world is turned 
upside down after her friend’s fiance rapes her. 
Her attempt to connect with one of her students, 
himself a victim of sexual trauma, results in an 
unlikely romance, and the repercussions of 
these events affect everyone around them in 
often unpredictable ways.

18+

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

The Ghost in the Shell:  
The Human Algorithm 3
Created by SHIROW MASAMUNE;  
Written by JUNICHI FUJISAKU; 
Illustrated by YUKI YOSHIMOTO  

Hackers attempt to assassinate a politician 
during a speech preaching the advantages of 
cybernetic prosthetics. Fortunately, Togusa is 
there to whisk her to safety, and the investiga-
tion leads Batou to a suspicious factory in the 
artificial islands in southern Japan. Meanwhile, 
Chief Aramaki hears of a disturbing discovery at 
the other end of the country: dozens of artificial 
bodies, illegally dumped near a village where an 
anti-cyberization sect conducts their training 
and “rites.” Among the empty shells is one 
formerly inhabited by the woman who embodied 
Section 9 until she left it behind and disappeared: 
Major Motoko Kusanagi...

Explore More

978-1-64729-114-3
VERTICAL COMICS 
$24.95  •  Trade Paperback     
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 18 and up

978-1-64651-210-2
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 10/11/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781647291143
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646512102
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Fate/Grand Order - 
mortalis:stella- 3 (Manga)
Written by SHIRAMINE;  
Created by TYPE-MOON  

A NEW GRAND ORDER

The year is 2016, and glitches found in humanity’s 
past threaten the sustainability of its future. The 
Chaldea Security Organization—tasked with 
preserving human history for as long and as 
strongly as possible—has developed a new 
method of time travel to repair these events, 
stabilizing humanity’s future. But when an 
unknown threat pushes mankind to the brink of 
extinction, young recruits Mash Kyrielight and 
Ritsuka Fujimaru find themselves at the helm of 
the rescue mission: Obtain the Holy Grail in a 
face off against fate itself...

The official adaptation of the TYPE-MOON 
phenomenon that has become one of the most 
popular mobile games in the world!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Sailor Moon 3  
(Naoko Takeuchi Collection)
Written by NAOKO TAKEUCHI  

A new edition of the Sailor Moon manga, for a 
new generation of fans! Featuring an updated 
translation and high page count in a more 
affordable, portable edition, perfect to go 
wherever you or the magical guardian in your 
life want to take it.

Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete, she’s 
never gotten good grades, and, well, she’s a bit 
of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, 
she begins a journey that will teach her she has 
a well of great strength just beneath the surface 
and the heart to inspire and stand up for her 
friends as Sailor Moon! The original Sailor Moon 
in a new, affordable edition.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-64651-360-4
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-64651-246-1
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 8/2/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646513604
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646512461
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The Seven Deadly Sins: Four 
Knights of the Apocalypse 4
Written by NAKABA SUZUKI  

Return to the magical and thrilling world of 
Britannia with this new adventure from the 
creator of The Seven Deadly Sins, the manga 
that inspired the No. 1 hit Netflix Original Anime!

Percival has always lived with his grandfather 
on the idyllic, remote God’s Finger. And though 
Percival loves the simple life, he longs for 
adventure. That is, until adventure comes 
knocking at his door, tearing away everything 
he’s ever known and leaving him alone in the 
world. Now Percival has no choice but to go out 
into the world and see what it holds... after all, 
it’s his destiny!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Blue Lock 3
Written by MUNEYUKI KANESHIRO; 
Illustrated by YUSUKE NOMURA  

A mad young coach gathers soccer players  
from across the country to compete in a series 
of bizarre challenges in a high-tech colosseum 
he calls Blue Lock. It’s a no-balls-barred battle 
to become Japan’s next top striker, in this  
Squid Game-meets-World Cup manga,  
now available in print!

Anime coming soon!

Isagi’s Team Z has tasted sweet victory after 
overcoming the formidable Team Y. But it’s not 
long before Team Z encounters an unimagi-
nable internal rift... On top of that, Team Z’s 
Hyoma Chigiri is on the verge of giving up 
completely. In the face of Team W’s powerful 
aces, the Wanima twins, will Team Z be able to 
come together?

Explore More

978-1-64651-604-9
KODANSHA COMICS 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-656-8
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646516049
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646516568
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Blackguard 5
Written by RYO HANADA  

A dark fantasy from the creator of Devils’ Line, 
Ryo Hanada.

The world is suddenly overrun by monsters 
called “shojo,” and anyone who is bit by one is 
infected with a mysterious virus that turns them 
into the same being. To defeat the shojo, 
humans live in “aerial cities” and formed units 
called “guards.” Nanao Minami, also known as 
the Blackguard, fights but without regard for his 
own life. What is his motivation and why does he 
want to die so readily?

FINAL VOLUME

16+

Explore More

The Hero Life of a (Self-Proclaimed) 
Mediocre Demon! 5
Written by SHIROICHI AMAUI; 
Illustrated by KONEKONEKO;  
Designed by TAMAGONOKIMI  

The hit fantasy adventure manga comes to 
print, perfect for fans of Goblin Slayer, The 
Rising of the Shield Hero, and That Time I Got 
Reincarnated as a Slime!

Chrono Alcon, a young demon, traveled from his 
sleepy village to study at a prestigious magic 
school connected to the Demon King’s Castle 
itself. In this world, “demons” take many shapes: 
wolfmen, hellhounds, vampires, even dragons! 
Chrono himself is a “jinn,” but he looks like an 
unassuming young boy, and his classmates 
dismiss him as a pushover... until his ground-
breaking performance in his first test attracts 
the attention of not only his (gorgeous) 
classmates, but the Demon King herself!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-64729-162-4
VERTICAL COMICS 
$12.95  •  Trade Paperback   
On Sale: 10/18/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-338-3
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781647291624
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646513383
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Those Not-So-Sweet Boys 7
Written by YOKO NOGIRI  

From the creator of That Wolf-Boy Is Mine! and 
Love in Focus comes a story of a hard-working 
high schooler who falls for a bad boy, and 
discovers that the the lives of him and his 
friends are nothing like what she imagined.

Midori is a high-schooler with a part-time job at 
a cafe-bar. Unfortunately, her job’s against the 
rules at her school, and when the principal finds 
out, he makes her a deal: Convince three boys 
who’ve stopped coming to school to return, and 
her transgression will be overlooked. Now, she 
needs to find a way into the lives of these 
not-so-sweet boys... one of whom just happens 
to be her crush!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

When Will Ayumu  
Make His Move? 6
Written by SOICHIRO YAMAMOTO  

Yaotome’s the cute president of the shogi 
(Japanese chess) club at her high school, and 
she’s pretty sure that her underclassman 
Ayumu, the only other member, has a huge 
crush on her. They get together to play shogi 
every day after school, but no matter what she 
does, she can’t seem to coax or trick him into 
confessing his feelings! What she doesn’t know 
is that Ayumu has made a pact with himself to 
reveal his love after he’s beaten Yaotome at 
shogi for the first time. Yet there’s one big issue 
with this plan...he really sucks!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-64651-441-0
KODANSHA COMICS 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-530-1
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646514410
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515301
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Heaven’s Design Team 7
Created by HEBI-ZOU;  
Written by TSUTA SUZUKI; 
Illustrated by TARAKO  

God created the heavens and the Earth—but, 
little-known fact, he outsourced the animals to 
the office of Heaven’s Design Team! This 
hilarious and educational manga features weird 
real-life animals and puts even some humdrum 
critters in a strange new light.

On the seventh day, God rested. But it turns out 
He started getting tired long before... In fact, 
when it came time to design the animals, God 
contracted the whole thing out to an agency... 
Heaven’s Design Team! They love their work 
—the giraffe, the koala, the ping-pong tree 
sponge(?!)—but their divine client’s demands 
are often vague, and the results are sometimes 
wild in more ways than one.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Those Not-So-Sweet Boys 8
Written by YOKO NOGIRI  

From the creator of That Wolf-Boy Is Mine! and 
Love in Focus comes a story of a hard-working 
high schooler who falls for a bad boy, and 
discovers that the the lives of him and his 
friends are nothing like what she imagined.

Midori is a high-schooler with a part-time job at 
a cafe-bar. Unfortunately, her job’s against the 
rules at her school, and when the principal finds 
out, he makes her a deal: Convince three boys 
who’ve stopped coming to school to return, and 
her transgression will be overlooked. Now, she 
needs to find a way into the lives of these 
not-so-sweet boys... one of whom just happens 
to be her crush!

Explore More

978-1-64651-354-3
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-64651-608-7
KODANSHA COMICS 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646513543
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646516087
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Yuri is My Job! 9
Written by MIMAN  

The new, hilarious yuri comedy!

Hime is a picture-perfect high school princess—
she’s admired by all and never trips up! So when 
she accidentally injures a cafe manager named 
Mai, she’s willing to cover some shifts to keep 
her facade intact. To Hime’s surprise, the cafe is 
themed after a private school where the 
all-female staff always puts on their best act for 
their loyal customers. However, under the 
guidance of the most graceful girl there, Hime 
can’t help but blush and blunder! Beneath all 
the frills and laughter, Hime feels tension 
brewing as she finds out more about her new 
job and her budding feelings...

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Blue Period 8
Written by TSUBASA YAMAGUCHI  

Winner of the 2020 Manga Taisho Grand Prize! 
A manga about the struggles and rewards of a 
life dedicated to art. Popular guy Yatora realizes 
he’s just going through the motions to make 
other people happy and finds himself in a new 
passion: painting. But untethering yourself from 
all your past expectations is dangerous as well 
as thrilling...

Yatora studies hard and gets good grades, and 
he parties hard. But it all starts to feel empty. 
Then he wanders into the art room one day, and 
a lone painting captures his eye, awakening him 
to a kind of beauty he never knew.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-64651-417-5
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-292-8
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646514175
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646512928
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Welcome to the Ballroom 11
Written by TOMO TAKEUCHI  

An action-packed battle manga... with ballroom 
dance?! Enter the thrilling (no really!) world  
of Dancesport!

Fujita has drifted through middle school 
aimlessly, unable to find friends or anything 
that can hold his attention. Then, one day, he’s 
attacked by a gang and saved by a mysterious 
man. But this isn’t a karate master. Fujita’s Mr. 
Miyagi is a ballroom dance instructor! Reluctantly, 
Fujita takes a few beginner’s classes, only to 
find his inspiration... an entrancing, teenage 
dance prodigy named Shizuku. It’s Fujita’s  
first step into the high-octane world of  
competitive dance!

Explore More

Toppu GP 9
Written by KOSUKE FUJISHIMA  

From the creator of Oh My Goddess! comes  
a manga dedicated to the thrilling world  
of motorcross!

Ages 16 and up.

THE GREAT EQUALIZER

Toppu faces off against his rival Takadai in his 
first race on a wet track, but a mishap on the 
track puts them both in last place. Each boy is 
trying to claw his way back into contention for 
the victory, but when it comes down to the last 
corner, who will have bested both his opponent 
and the road racer’s greatest enemy: the rain?

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63236-582-8
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-610-0
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781632365828
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646516100
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Interviews with Monster Girls 11
Written by PETOS  

The super-cute monster girl manga on which 
the hit anime was based!

Ages 13+

Monsters of legend walk among us, going by 
the name “demi-humans.” Ever since he’s 
discovered the “demis,” one young man has 
become obsessed with them. So when he gets a 
job as a teacher at a high school for demi-girls, 
it’s a dream come true! But these girls have all 
the problems normal teenagers have, on top of 
their supernatural conditions. How will he 
handle a classroom full of them?

Explore More

Something’s Wrong With Us 11
Written by NATSUMI ANDO  

A spine-chilling and steamy romance between a 
Japanese sweets maker and the man who 
framed her mother for murder—Something’s 
Wrong With Us is the dark, psychological, sexy 
shojo series readers have been waiting for!

Nao became a traditional Japanese sweets 
maker, and at 21, she’s about to take the industry 
by storm. She gets an offer to work at a world-
class confectionary company. But when she 
meets the young, handsome owner, she 
recognizes his cold stare... It’s none other than 
Tsubaki, her childhood friend and first crush—
the same boy who stood over his father’s 
bloodied body 15 years ago, and framed  
Nao’s mother for the murder.

Explore More

978-1-64651-580-6
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-356-7
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 10/11/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515806
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646513567
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Gleipnir 12
Written by SUN TAKEDA  

Dark, disturbing, and sexy, this sci-fi action 
manga inspired an anime.

Shuichi Kagaya an ordinary high school kid in a 
boring little town. But when a beautiful class-
mate is caught in a warehouse fire, he discovers 
a mysterious power: He can transform into a 
furry dog with an oversized revolver and a zipper 
down his back. He saves the girl’s life, sharing 
his secret with her. But she’s searching for the 
sister who killed her family, and she doesn’t care 
how degrading it gets: She will use Shuichi to 
accomplish her mission...

Explore More

Gleipnir 11
Written by SUN TAKEDA  

Dark, disturbing, and sexy, this sci-fi action 
manga inspired an anime.

Shuichi Kagaya an ordinary high school kid in a 
boring little town. But when a beautiful class-
mate is caught in a warehouse fire, he discovers 
a mysterious power: He can transform into a 
furry dog with an oversized revolver and a zipper 
down his back. He saves the girl’s life, sharing 
his secret with her. But she’s searching for the 
sister who killed her family, and she doesn’t care 
how degrading it gets: She will use Shuichi to 
accomplish her mission...

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-64651-637-7
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 1/10/23  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-397-0
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646516377
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646513970
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Perfect World 12
Written by RIE ARUGA  

The moving, provocative manga about the 
struggles and triumphs in love of a woman and 
a man who uses a wheelchair comes to print!

An office party reunites Tsugumi with her high 
school crush Itsuki. He’s realized his dream of 
becoming an architect, but along the way, he 
experienced a spinal injury that put him in a 
wheelchair. Now Tsumugi’s rekindled feelings 
will butt up against prejudices she never 
considered—and Itsuki will have to decide if he’s 
ready to let someone into his heart... Yet they 
may soon discover that, without each other, the 
world feels imperfect.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Cardcaptor Sakura: Clear Card 12
Written by CLAMP  

Seventeen years after the original Cardcaptor 
Sakura manga ended, CLAMP returns with 
more magical clow card adventures!

Clear Card picks up right where Cardcaptor 
Sakura left off, with Sakura and Syaoran starting 
junior high school. With the Final Judgment 
passed, Sakura thinks school life will be quiet, 
but then all her cards suddenly turn blank! The 
mysterious new power she discovers will 
change how she thinks about her powers...

Explore More

978-1-64651-404-5
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-568-4
KODANSHA COMICS 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 10/18/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646514045
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515684
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To the Abandoned  
Sacred Beasts, 13
Written by MAYBE  

An action fantasy set in a dystopian future 
where to combat monster attacks monster 
hunters infuse themselves with monster DNA 
but in the process lose their humanity resulting 
in the development of a monster hunter 
extermination unit lead by a werewolf  
named Hank.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Don’t Toy With Me,  
Miss Nagatoro, Volume 13
Written by NANASHI  

Nagatoro is a cute freshman in high school who 
loves to toy with her senior classmate (Senpai). 
Even though Nagatoro tricks Senpai, makes 
him cry, and teases him, the two of them are 
hardly ever apart. Do the two of them really like 
each other as friends? Or are they toying with 
the idea that they can be something more...?

Find out in this rowdy romantic comedy!

Explore More

978-1-64729-103-7
VERTICAL COMICS 
$10.95  •  Trade Paperback   
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64729-165-5
VERTICAL COMICS 
$12.95  •  Trade Paperback     
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781647291037
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781647291655
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Rent-A-Girlfriend 15
Written by REIJI MIYAJIMA  

In today’s Japan, “rental” services can deliver an 
afternoon with a “friend,” a “parent,” even a fake 
girlfriend! After a staggering betrayal by his 
girlfriend, hapless freshman Kazuya gets just 
desperate enough to give it a try. But he quickly 
discovers how complicated it can be to “rent” an 
emotional connection, and his new “girlfriend,” 
who’s trying to keep her side hustle secret, will 
panic when she finds out her real life and 
Kazuya’s are intertwined in surprising ways!

Explore More

Vinland Saga 13
Written by MAKOTO YUKIMURA  

One of the greatest European historical epic 
comics ever written continues.

The Mighty Laid Low

Thanks to his claim by lineage, the attackers 
surrounding Jomsborg want Thorfinn to be 
their leader, but it is a mantle he intensely 
rejects. When the battle for leadership over the 
powerful Jomsvikings reaches a stalemate, 
Thorfinn must make a critical decision. With 
Gudrid held captive within the fortressed city, 
walking away will not be an option. He must 
infiltrate Jomsborg to break her out, and the 
ensuing battle will leave the greatest mercenary 
force in the North Sea changed forever...

Explore More

978-1-64651-534-9
KODANSHA COMICS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 3/16 
On Sale: 10/18/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-301-7
KODANSHA COMICS 
$22.99  •  Hardcover  •  5 11/16 x 8 
On Sale: 12/20/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515349
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646513017
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In/Spectre 16
Created by KYO SHIRODAIRA;  
Written by CHASIBA KATASE  

A fantasy/mystery series with a unique  
Japanese flavor perfect for fans of Noragami: 
Stray God and Tokyo Ghoul.

Ages 16+

Both touched by spirits called yokai, Kotoko and 
Kuro have gained unique superhuman powers. 
But to gain her powers Kotoko has given up an 
eye and a leg, and Kuro’s personal life is in 
shambles. So when Kotoko suggests they team 
up to deal with renegades from the spirit world, 
Kuro doesn’t have many other choices, but 
Kotoko might just have a few ulterior motives...

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Witchcraft Works, volume 16
Written by RYU MIZUNAGI  

Basis of the anime series, Witchcraft Works is a 
romance comedy where magic and superna-
tional powers shape the lives of a handful of 
high school kids.

Takamiya Honoka is just an ordinary high 
school student who sits next to Kagari Ayaka, 
the “Princess” of the school, and has never said 
a word to her. However, one day when Takamiya’s 
life is put in danger, Kagari arrives to his rescue 
and it’s revealed that Kagari is what is known as 
a Workshop Witch within the city and Takamiya 
is under her protection....

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-64651-578-3
KODANSHA COMICS 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-64729-005-4
VERTICAL COMICS 
$12.95  •  Trade Paperback  •   
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515783
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781647290054
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Fire Force 29
Written by ATSUSHI OHKUBO  

Now a hit anime! The new action fantasy set in  
a steampunk Tokyo from the creator of the 
smash hit Soul Eater!

The city of Tokyo is in the grip of a reign of terror! 
Possessed by demons, people have begun to 
burst into flame, leading to the establishment 
of a special firefighting team: the Fire Force, 
ready to roll on a moment’s notice to fight 
spontaneous combustion anywhere it might 
break out. But the team is about to get a very 
unique addition: Shinra, a boy who possesses 
the unique power to run at the speed of a rocket, 
leaving behind the famous “devil’s footprints” 
(and destroying his shoes in the process).

Explore More

EDENS ZERO 19
Written by HIRO MASHIMA  

It’s here! The creator of Fairy Tail, manga 
superstar Hiro Mashima, is back with a high-
flying space adventure! All the steadfast 
friendship, crazy fighting, and blue cats you’ve 
come to expect... IN SPACE!

A young boy gazes up at the sky and sees a 
streaming bolt of light. The friendly, armor-clad 
being at his side tells him gently, “That’s a 
dragon.” The fact that he’s joking isn’t impor-
tant. What’s important is the look of wonder on 
the boy’s face... and the galaxy-spanning 
adventure that’s about to take place! Join Hiro 
Mashima (Fairy Tail, Rave Master) once more as 
he takes to the stars for another thrilling saga!

Explore More

978-1-64651-521-9
KODANSHA COMICS 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 10/18/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64651-571-4
KODANSHA COMICS 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515219
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646515714
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Dungeon Crawlers Academy  
Book 1: Into the Portal
Written by J.P. SULLIVAN; 
Illustrated by ELMER DAMASO  

Modern-day students set out for sword-and-
sorcery adventure in this full-color graphic 
novel series for kids and adults!

When four kids went through a mysterious 
portal, they discovered an endless dungeon full 
of treasure, monsters, and magic! But when 
adults tried to enter the portal, they couldn’t. 
Only kids were granted access. And so the 
Dungeon Crawlers Academy was born: a school 
devoted to training young adventurers to 
explore the dungeon and bring back its 
fabulous treasures.

Nathan always dreamed of being a hero. A 
dangerous encounter with a tiny dragon 
becomes his ticket into the Academy. Now, a 
whole new life awaits, as Nathan struggles to 
learn how to use magic...and survive school!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Box of Light Vol. 1
Written by SEIKO ERISAWA  

The spooky tale of a haunted convenience store.

A quiet convenience store hovers on the 
boundary between life and death. Its faint glow 
in the darkness draws people toward it, pushing 
them closer to the final purchase they’ll ever 
make...and is that a monster in the magazine 
aisle?! Prepare for spooky creatures, cryptic 
employees, and an air of delightful dread in this 
supernatural mystery. This beloved self-con-
tained tale was awarded a top spot in both the 
Kono Manga wo Yome! and Kono Manga ga 
Sugoi! rankings in Japan.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-64505-978-3
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 1/2 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

978-1-63858-521-3
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781645059783
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585213
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Futari Escape Vol. 1
Written by SHOUICHI TAGUCHI  

In this modern yuri romance, a professional 
manga creator and her slacker girlfriend try to 
relieve the pressures of adulthood by finding joy 
in the little things in life—and each other!

Two young women—one an overworked manga 
artist, the other a complete slacker—try to 
escape the realities of adult responsibilities. 
Whether it’s running off on a day trip instead of 
being productive or going into debt for an epic 
meal, the two always have fun when they’re 
together! Enjoy this delightful (and relatable) 
slice-of-life tale about the little pleasures in 
ducking away from the hard stuff.

Explore More

Dungeon People Vol. 1
Written by SUI HUTAMI  

Clay was trained by her father to be an expert 
member of the thieves’ guild. Since her father 
disappeared three years ago, she’s been using 
her skills to search for him in a dungeon filled 
with goblins, a Minotaur, and all manner of 
other dangerous creatures. When Clay reaches 
deeper than anyone ever has before, she meets 
the caretaker of the dungeon. To her surprise, 
Clay is invited to join the staff! And thus begins 
Clay’s new job-to learn the inner workings and 
behind-the-scenes secrets of the dungeon 
from the inside.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-568-8
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/15/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-527-5
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585688
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585275
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I Get the Feeling That  
Nobukuni-san Likes Me Vol. 1
Written by KOUSUKE YASUDA  

Nobukuni is in love with Sasaki, a boy who sits 
next to her in class. But how can she get him to 
notice her? A deep dive into teen magazines 
and heeding the advice of a cool girl in class 
gives Nobukuni all kinds of ideas: try to sleep 
cutely at her desk, flash a little skin, and kindly 
waft some of her pheromones in Sasaki’s 
direction. She’s not getting much of a reaction, 
so she fears it isn’t working-little does she know 
he’s hiding some secret feelings of his own! A 
delightful romantic comedy about young 
passion and the (awkward) act of seduction!

Explore More

Go For It Again, Nakamura!!
Written by SYUNDEI  

THE HIT BL ROM-COM RETURNS!

It was love at first sight when Nakamura met his 
classmate, Hirose. The two became friends after 
the shy and awkward Nakamura finally worked 
up the nerve to speak to him, but being so 
buddy-buddy with your crush is a whole new 
kind of torture! Can he keep it together and not 
scare Hirose off?!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-555-8
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/29/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-573-2
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585558
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585732
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Sakurai-san Wants  
to Be Noticed Vol. 1
Written by SORA AKINO  

A high school romcom with laughs and fanser-
vice featuring a flirty girl and a clueless guy!

Makoto is a laidback teen who just wants to 
keep his head down and get through high 
school. His busty best friend Sakurai, however, 
is constantly pulling him into one shenanigan 
after another! Not only that, but she’s always 
teasing him in provocative ways. Sure, Makoto’s 
noticed that his friend has gotten super flirty, 
but that doesn’t mean she “likes” him, 
right? Right?

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

I’ll Never Be Your Crown Princess! 
(Manga) Vol. 1
Written by SAKI TSUKIGAMI; 
Illustrated by NATSU KUROKI;  
Contributions by ENN TSUTAMORI  

A scandalous romance in another world! The 
noblewoman Lidiana, daughter of a duke, is 
actually the reincarnation of a modern Japa-
nese woman who was tossed into this fantasy 
world. Although she’s engaged to the hand-
some crown prince, the last thing she wants is 
to marry into a polygamous royal family. 
Knowing that only a virgin can marry the prince, 
she devises a plan to lose her virginity to a 
mysterious playboy at a masquerade ball. 
Lidiana lands her masked Lothario, shares an 
explosive night with him, and goes to confess to 
the prince so she’ll be set free. The only problem 
is...the prince himself is the masked man, and 
now he wants her more than ever.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-530-5
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-63858-529-9
SEVEN SEAS 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585305
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585299
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The Tunnel to Summer,  
the Exit of Goodbyes:  
Ultramarine (Manga) Vol. 1
Written by MEI HACHIMOKU; 
Illustrated by KOUDON;  
Contributions by KUKKA  

The award-winning, bittersweet sci-fi tale of a 
mysterious tunnel, time travel, and young 
summer love that inspired an anime film. Don’t 
miss the original light novel and the light novel 
Wait For Me Yesterday in Spring (by the same 
creators), both also from Seven Seas!

Tono Kaoru heard a rumor: The laws of space 
and time mean nothing to the Urashima Tunnel. 
If you find it, walk through and you’ll find your 
heart’s desire on the other side...in exchange for 
years of your own life.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

SPRIGGAN: Deluxe Edition 1
Written by HIROSHI TAKASHIGE; 
Illustrated by RYOJI MINAGAWA  

The classic action-adventure manga of super 
spies and ancient relics that inspired the 1998 
anime film and the 2022 Netflix Original  
anime series!

In the waning years of the Cold War era, 
national governments and paramilitary forces 
are in a race to uncover the relics of an ancient 
civilization that once ruled the Earth. The 
technology holds seemingly miraculous powers, 
but in the wrong hands, this power could spell 
disaster. Only the ARCAM Corporation’s elite 
special operatives, the SPRIGGAN, have what it 
takes to stand up against an international 
rogue’s gallery of power-hungry cyborgs and 
gunmen who covet ultimate power. Each deluxe 
omnibus is 600+ pages long and contains a 
color illustration gallery.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-420-9
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-63858-579-4
SEVEN SEAS 
$29.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 8/16/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638584209
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585794
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Yokai Cats Vol. 1
Written by PANDANIA  

A fun and full-color comic about mischievous 
supernatural cats from the creator of The Evil 
Secret Society of Cats (also from Seven Seas)!

What if your pet cats were actually supernatural 
creatures known as yokai? With a neck that can 
stretch to steal food off the counter, or the 
ability to turn into a huge wall that blocks your 
way, these yokai cats are even more adorable 
and mischievous than typical felines! Get ready 
to be surprised and delighted by these “spirited” 
cats in a manga series the whole family  
can enjoy.

Explore More

World End Solte Vol. 1
Written by SATOSHI MIZUKAMI  

From the creator of cult favorites Lucifer and 
the Biscuit Hammer, Spirit Circle, and Planet 
With. In a world plagued by magical pollution, 
an orphan girl sets off on an adventure!

The war is finally over, but the land has been 
ravaged. Magical pollution runs rampant, 
distorting time and space. Solte, an orphan 
whose mother and father were killed trying to 
eliminate this blight, decides to follow in her 
parents’ footsteps. But rather than cleansing 
the pollution, she wants to venture into it, like 
the Salvagers who reclaim treasure from its 
depths. Solte wants to push farther and see  
if she can find the other side—and perhaps  
even the answers she seeks.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-582-4
SEVEN SEAS 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-216-8
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585824
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638582168
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Our Torsos Align: Human x  
Monster Love (Omnibus) [Vol. 1-2]
Written by RYO SUMIYOSHI  

A beautiful exploration of supernatural love  
by the creator of MADK!

This manga collection of stories about beastly 
love is from the point of view of the devourers 
and the devoured. Mermaids bring luck, but 
drag you into the depths. A woman’s bird-like 
rescuer expresses his love in a language she 
doesn’t understand. An extraterrestrial angel 
with no limbs learns to feel. Enjoy these tales of 
monstrous and, at times, haunting romance in 
this beautifully illustrated collection that’s  
sure to thrill.

Explore More

You Like Me, Not My Daughter?! 
Vol. 1 (Manga)
Written by KOTA NOZOMI; 
Illustrated by TESSHIN AZUMA;  
Contributions by GIUNIU  

When Ayako’s sister died, leaving her young 
daughter all alone, Ayako stepped up and took 
the child into her life. Now that her niece/
adopted daughter is a teenager, a 30-some-
thing Ayako can sense first love in the air. Ayako 
teases her daughter about Takumi, their 
handsome and college-aged neighbor, who’s 
been tutoring her since she was young—could 
they be a blossoming couple, since he’s always 
beaming when he comes to their house? To 
Ayako’s surprise, Takumi isn’t interested in 
daughter dearest: he’s long had a crush on 
Ayako herself! In this age gap romantic comedy, 
one young man is ready to bring a little sugar  
to the sexy mom next door.

Explore More

978-1-68579-319-7
SEVEN SEAS 
$24.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 12/6/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-672-2
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/22/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781685793197
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586722
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Hello, Melancholic! Vol. 2
Written by YAYOI OHSAWA  

The community festival has arrived! Minato 
might have a plan to compensate for Hibiki’s 
hand injury, but there’s plenty more excitement 
in store for her-like dealing with social anxiety in 
front of a crowd. Or gaining a whole new per-
spective on the “benefits” of Chika and Sakiko’s 
friendship. It’s showtime in Volume 2 of Hello, 
Melancholic and the spotlight’s shining on the 
dynamic bass and flute duo’s turbulent past!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Free Life Fantasy Online:  
Immortal Princess (Manga) Vol. 2
Written by AKISUZU NENOHI; 
Illustrated by SONOHARA AO;  
Contributions by WARITA KOMA and SHERRY  

Tsukishiro Kotone doesn’t consider herself 
much of a gamer. That is, until she’s introduced 
to the virtual reality game “Free Life Fantasy 
Online,” also known as FLFO, by her game-sav-
vy sister. In FLFO, Kotone decides to become a 
Zombie, one of the game’s inhuman races-a 
race that’s said to be quite difficult to master, 
even for experienced players. Why not, right? 
When Kotone embarks on her first quest in the 
darkness of the catacombs, controlling a 
fascinating undead body, little does she know 
that this game is about to become a huge part 
of her real life. Don’t miss the original light 
novels, also from Seven Seas!

Explore More

978-1-63858-340-0
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-813-9
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/8/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583400
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638588139
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I’m a Wolf, but My Boss  
is a Sheep! Vol. 2
Written by SHINO SHIMIZU  

A charming office romance where “a wolf 
among sheep” takes on a whole new meaning!

Wolf-man Ogami is a salaryman at a mattress 
and bedding company whose coworkers are all 
sheep. Normally, this lone wolf keeps to himself, 
but his job in this new department is both a 
blessing and a curse. Ogami has a crush on an 
adorable sheep-lady supervisor and it appears 
to be more than just a case of mere puppy-love...

Explore More

His Majesty the Demon King’s 
Housekeeper Vol. 2
Written by SAIKO WADORI; 
Illustrated by MIKA KAJIYAMA  

Sakura loves when everything is neat, clean, 
and in its place. She’s on the school Beautifica-
tion Committee and spends every spare 
moment mopping or dusting to keep things tidy 
and perfect. When Sakura is transported to a 
fantasy world, she’s immediately flabbergasted 
by how dirty everything is! The land is under a 
curse which prohibits cleaning magic, and the 
residents have really let things go. Even the 
demon king’s castle is a complete mess. Sakura 
isn’t going to stand for it. She’ll put this king-
dom in order, even if it means working directly 
with the intimidatingly attractive demon  
king himself!

Explore More

978-1-63858-321-9
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/29/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-418-6
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/29/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583219
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638584186
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My [Repair] Skill Became a  
Versatile Cheat, So I Think I’ll Open 
a Weapon Shop (Manga) Vol. 2
Written by GINGA HOSHIKAWA; 
Illustrated by ENOKI YUKIMI;  
Contributions by NEMUSUKE  

It’s hard for Luke to make a name for himself as 
an adventurer—especially when he’s perpetually 
low-ranked and only possesses the skill 
[Repair]. But when Luke, abandoned by his 
party, uses that same [Repair] skill to escape a 
dangerous dungeon, the skill levels up with him, 
and a new world of possibilities opens up. 
Maybe he doesn’t want to risk his life adventur-
ing at all—maybe he can open a weapons shop 
where [Repair] empowers other warriors instead! 
Will this be the start of a peaceful new life, or a 
prequel to unexpected trouble?

Explore More

Magic Artisan Dahlia Wilts  
No More (Manga) Vol. 2
Written by HISAYA AMAGISHI; 
Illustrated by MEGUMI SUMIKAWA;  
Contributions by KEI  

A woman reincarnated in a new world decides  
to use her talents to craft magical tools!

Reincarnated in a fantasy world, Dahlia immers-
es herself in the art of crafting magical items. 
Using manufacturing knowledge from her 
previous life and the skills her new father has 
taught her, she invents blow dryers and other 
specialized tools, finding pleasure in everyday 
activities. Dahlia won’t hang her head in 
depression like she used to. She’s determined  
to enjoy her second chance at life!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-616-6
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/8/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-341-7
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586166
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583417
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My Deer Friend Nokotan Vol. 2
Written by OSHIOSHIO  

Torako thought she had successfully buried a 
wild past to become a normal high school 
honors student, with none of her classmates 
aware of her delinquent roots. But that all 
changes when she discovers Nokotan, a new 
transfer student with antlers, tangled up in 
power lines and being attacked by birds! Is 
Nokotan an elk, a girl, or something in-between? 
Whatever she is, Torako may regret helping her, 
since Nokotan can smell the former delinquent 
on her. Now a punky past and a monster girl 
have crashed into Torako’s life in this hilarious 
(and chaotic) high school comedy!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Daily Report About  
My Witch Senpai Vol. 2
Written by MAKA MOCHIDA  

A MAGICALLY SWEET LOVE

Meek office woman Shizuka is a one in a 
thousand rarity-she’s a witch! Despite her 
uniqueness, she wonders if she’s more oddity 
than miracle when her powers attract criticism 
from peers and superiors alike. However, one 
friendly face stands out among the antagonism. 
Coworker Misono has never been anything 
other than accepting, even when Shizuka 
couldn’t return his feelings. But as affection 
between them grows and they begin to date, an 
emerging power of Shizuka’s could whisk her 
away from her chance at love! 

FINAL VOLUME

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-318-9
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-167-3
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583189
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638581673
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The Haunted Bookstore -  
Gateway to a Parallel Universe 
(Manga) Vol. 2
Written by SHINOBUMARU; 
Illustrated by MEDAMAYAKI  

Ever since she was three years old, Kaori has 
lived in a bookstore where the boundaries 
between the mortal realm and the spirit realm 
are blurred. Her adoptive father, who lives with 
her in this magical space, is a spirit himself. One 
day, Kaori comes across a bleeding young man 
who has stumbled into the spirit realm just as 
she did when she was a small child. Though the 
young man is an exorcist who has vowed 
revenge against all spirits, Kaori decides to 
embrace kindness and help him find his way 
back home. Don’t miss the original light novels, 
also from Seven Seas.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

The Duke of Death  
and His Maid Vol. 2
Written by KOHARU INOUE  

The manga that inspired the upcoming anime!

When the duke was a young boy, a witch made it 
so that any living thing he touched died. Unable 
to cope with such a cursed child, his family sent 
him away to live in an old mansion. Now a 
young man, his only companions are an elderly 
butler and his childhood friend, a buxom, 
blonde maid named Alice. Despite the fact that 
touching the duke means instant death, Alice is 
constantly teasing him, getting close and 
flirting mercilessly. But even though Alice loves 
to make the duke blush, her affection for him is 
the real deal. Can the two figure out a way to 
break the witch’s spell?

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-383-7
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-63858-417-9
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583837
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638584179
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The Most Notorious Talker  
Runs the Worlds Greatest Clan 
(Manga) Vol. 3
Written by JAKI; Illustrated by YAMORICHAN; 
Contributions by FAME  

A cunning, ruthless boy does whatever it takes 
to leave his mark on the world in this swords-
and-sorcery tale! Don’t miss the light novels, 
also from Seven Seas!

Young Noel is the grandson of the empire’s 
mightiest hero, and promised his dying grandfa-
ther to become the world’s greatest adventurer. 
But Noel has been assigned to the weakest 
class of adventurers: a Talker, whose only skill is 
to enhance the abilities of other heroes. How 
can he possibly find glory with only support 
skills? By being ruthless with them! Good, evil, 
it’s all the same to Noel as he manipulates his 
allies, controls his friends, and outfoxes endless 
monsters from the deepest Abysses.

Explore More

The Most Notorious Talker  
Runs the World’s Greatest Clan 
(Manga) Vol. 2
Written by JAKI; Illustrated by YAMORICHAN;  
Contributions by FAME  

Noel Stollen, that coldhearted handsome devil, 
will stop at nothing to follow in his grandfather’s 
footsteps and become the world’s strongest 
seeker. Though a mere Talker with buffing 
abilities, he takes over the party of adventurers 
known as Blue Beyond. But when the former 
leader and his woman steal party funds, Noel 
arranges for the most horrific of punishments-
selling them into legal slavery! Now in need of 
new teammates, can Noel resist the offer of 
Alma, who claims to be the descendent of the 
world’s most notorious...assassin?

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-815-3
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/8/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-344-8
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638588153
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583448
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This Is Screwed Up, but I Was  
Reincarnated as a GIRL in  
Another World! (Manga) Vol. 2
Written by ASHI; 
Illustrated by KEYAKI UCHIUCHI;  
Contributions by KAOMIN  

In this isekai tale, a male scientist from Earth is 
reborn as an orphan girl in a world of swords 
and sorcery.

Ren is a young girl in a primitive world of magic 
and brutality. Sold as a slave and about to be 
delivered to an unscrupulous merchant, she 
suddenly awakens to vivid memories of a past 
life: a world called Earth, where Ren was both a 
grown man and a research scientist. Now, she 
must learn to survive, combining her knowledge 
of science from her past life with her talent in 
magic from this life.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

The Weakest Tamer Began  
a Journey to Pick Up Trash  
(Manga) Vol. 2
Written by HONOBONORU500; 
Illustrated by FUKINO TOU;  
Contributions by NAMA  

Young Ivy can’t catch a break. Though she has a 
few memories of her past life, she was reborn 
into an RPG-like world in the weakest class, and 
worse, as the weakest rank. As a no-star Tamer, 
even her parents want nothing to do with her, 
and she soon realizes she must survive on her 
own. She learns to live off the land and salvage 
what she can from other people’s leavings. But 
when Ivy manages to tame Sora, a lowly slime, 
everything changes for both of them. There’s 
something special about this frail little monster, 
and Ivy’s care will bring out the best in both  
of them! Original light novels also from  
Seven Seas!

Explore More

978-1-63858-355-4
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-732-3
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/15/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583554
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587323
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My Lovey-Dovey Wife is a  
Stone Cold Killer Vol. 3
Written by DONTEN KOSAKA  

In this newlywed comedy, a man tries to settle 
down with his sweet wife...who happens to be a 
contract killer!

Meet Setsuna. She’s cute, sexy, and deadly. 
When she’s not out murdering people as a 
professional assassin, she’s nesting at home, 
trying to adjust to a domestic life with her new 
husband. She skewers ingredients for dinner, 
draws a knife on unwanted solicitors, and 
sleeps with one eye open, just in case enemies 
sneak in. Her lovestruck husband doesn’t ask 
her a lot of questions about her day job, so this 
arrangement can work if love conquers all, right? 
This romantic comedy is dangerously sexy!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

I Can’t Believe I Slept  
With You! Vol. 3
Written by MIYAKO MIYAHARA  

Love blossoms when a landlady and her tenant 
form an unconventional arrangement in this 
popular yuri romance (originally known as Even 
If It Was Just Once, I Regret It).

Twenty-four-year-old Koduka Chiyo quit her job 
and is wallowing in self-pity. She’s also three 
months behind on her rent. Her landlady 
proposes an unusual solution: sleep with her, 
and she’ll help with the debt, the filthy apart-
ment, and the loneliness. Can true love develop 
from an arrangement that started with a bang?

FINAL VOLUME

Explore More

978-1-63858-342-4
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-776-7
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/8/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583424
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587767
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THE EXO-DRIVE REINCARNATION 
GAMES: All-Japan Isekai Battle 
Tournament! Vol. 3
Written by KEISO; 
Illustrated by ZUNTA  

In the not-so-distant future, isekai is a way of 
life. The world has perfected how to hit an 
average teenager with a truck to launch them 
into a new world for a fantasy adventure. But 
once that’s done, how do you keep it entertain-
ing? Set up a televised tournament, of course! 
Roaring crowds can follow a chosen Hero 
through his death, rebirth, and quest to save 
another world, armed with special tech for cheat 
skills, stat indexes, and whatever else is needed. 
Surely this is all in good fun and no one would 
abuse this kind of reincarnation technology...!

Explore More

My Next Life as a Villainess Side 
Story: On the Verge of Doom! 
(Manga) Vol. 3
Written by SATORU YAMAGUCHI; 
Illustrated by NISHI;  
Contributions by HIDAKA NAMI  

Don’t miss this alternate universe spin-off for 
the beloved light novels, manga, and anime 
series My Next Life as a Villainess: All Routes 
Lead to Doom!

A high school girl is stunned to find herself 
reincarnated as the conniving villainess from 
her favorite dating sim...but something’s off! 
What if, when Katarina Claes was reincarnated 
into Fortune Lover from the original series, she 
didn’t regain the memories of her past life until 
she was fifteen? With less than a year to go 
before her destruction, Katarina must find a way 
to avoid all possible bad endings!

Explore More

978-1-63858-620-3
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-609-8
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/8/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586203
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586098
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Versailles of the Dead Vol. 3
Written by KUMIKO SUEKANE  

The French Revolution with zombies?! A slick, 
gender-bending twist on history!

While en route from Austria to marry Louis XVI 
and become the Queen of France, Marie 
Antoinette’s carriage is intercepted by blood-
thirsty zombies. The sole survivor of the attack 
is Marie’s twin brother, Albert. He heads for 
Versailles in his sister’s gown-and instead of 
continuing life as himself, decides to take his 
sister’s place. Now at the heart of the French 
royal court, Albert must face the undead horrors 
as the man who would be queen.

Explore More

The Scum Villain’s Self-Saving 
System: Ren Zha Fanpai Zijiu  
Xitong (Novel) Vol. 3
Written by MO XIANG TONG XIU; 
Illustrated by XIAO TONG KONG (VELINXI)  

The blockbuster danmei/Boys’ Love novels 
from China that inspired the animated  
Scumbag System series streaming in English! 
Although as Shen Qingqiu, he now has  
incredible power and abilities as a cultivator, 
he’s destined to be horrifically punished for 
crimes against the protagonist, so this new 
Shen Qingqiu has only one course of action:  
get into Luo Binghe’s good graces before  
the young man’s rise to power.

The Seven Seas English-language edition will 
include exclusive, all-new covers and interior 
illustrations from Xiao Tong Kong and feature  
a translation by Faelicy & Lily.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-623-4
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-253-3
SEVEN SEAS 
$19.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

Prose

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586234
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638582533
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Classroom of the Elite  
(Manga) Vol. 4
Written by SYOUGO KINUGASA; 
Illustrated by ICHINO YUYU;  
Contributions by TOMOSESHUNSAKU  

Students of the prestigious Tokyo Metropolitan 
Advanced Nurturing High School are given 
remarkable freedom—if they can win, barter, or 
save enough points to work their way up the 
ranks! Ayanokouji Kiyotaka has landed at the 
bottom in the scorned Class D, where he meets 
Horikita Suzune, who’s determined to rise up 
the ladder to Class A. Can they beat the system 
in a school where cutthroat competition is the 
name of the game?

Explore More

A Tale of the Secret Saint  
(Manga) Vol. 4
Written by TOUYA; 
Illustrated by AOBE MAHITO  

Born into a family of knights, Fia has always 
dreamed of following the path to knighthood 
too, except she’s the least talented of them all. 
On the day of her initiation test, a deadly injury 
prompts her life to flash before her eyes...and 
reveal her former life as a powerful Saint who 
defeated the Demon King in a bygone era! Her 
painful death as a Saint made her swear she’d 
never accept sainthood and its dangers again. 
But now, with her saintly power returned, Fia 
has the chance to be a more powerful knight 
than she’d ever dreamed-that is, if she can  
last long enough!

Explore More

978-1-63858-772-9
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-769-9
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/15/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587729
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587699
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Made in Abyss  
Official Anthology - Layer 4:  
It’s a Wonderful Abyss Life
Written by AKIHITO TSUKUSHI  

Don’t miss this manga collection of over a 
dozen short Made in Abyss stories by a variety 
of creators!

Adventure awaits in this official anthology of 
short manga inspired by the best-selling series! 
Follow Reg, Riko, Nanachi, and all of your 
favorites through these harrowing and hilarious 
tales of monstrous creatures, lost relics, and 
irresistible fluffiness. Experience the Abyss like 
you’ve never seen it before, through the eyes of 
different creators, each with their own take on 
this fascinating world and its characters!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Dai Dark Vol. 4
Written by Q HAYASHIDA  

Zaha Sanko’s body has great and terrible 
powers—they say that possessing his bones will 
grant you any wish, even the desire to become 
ruler of the universe. But Sanko is still a teenage 
dude with his own life, and he isn’t about to let 
every monstrous lowlife in the galaxy rip him 
limb from limb. He and his skeletal buddy 
Avakian will use their dark powers to fend off 
any murder attempts while they search space 
for whomever put this curse on Sanko’s bones...
because killing them might end the madness. 
Don’t miss this hilariously twisted and grue-
some new series from the unique mind of Q 
Hayashida, creator of the manga and Netflix 
anime Dorohedoro!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-369-1
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-63858-379-0
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583691
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583790
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School Zone Girls Vol. 4
Written by NINGIYAU  

A quirky yuri comedy about the chaotic daily life 
of high school girls!

Rei and Kei have been friends for years, and 
they’ve mastered the art of making trouble 
when life’s a bore. High school might be a drag, 
but these girls know just how to inject a little 
chaos and comedy into their sloppy school 
life—all while inching closer to admitting just 
how deep their feelings for each other go!

Explore More

My Androgynous Boyfriend Vol. 4
Written by TAMEKOU  

His makeup is flawless! The daily ins-and-outs 
of an office lady and her beautiful boyfriend.

Wako and her androgynous boyfriend don’t 
exactly have the most traditional of relation-
ships. She spends her days working hard in the 
world of publishing, while he spends his time 
obsessing over fashion and makeup-all with the 
goal of making himself beautiful just for her. 
This romantic slice-of-life story is about love, 
relationships, and breaking with tradition!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-213-7
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 10/11/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64827-286-8
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638582137
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781648272868
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The Savior’s Book Café Story in 
Another World (Manga) Vol. 4
Written by KYOUKA IZUMI and OUMIYA; 
Illustrated by SAKURADA REIKO  

Tsukina is a single, thirty-something office 
worker whose favorite thing is curling up with a 
good book. When a god tells her that she must 
go to another world to become its magical 
savior, Tsukina isn’t interested. She has zero 
desire to go on some grand hero’s journey. So 
when she arrives in this strange new land, she 
decides to use her magical powers to create a 
cozy little book cafe instead. Her first customer 
is a handsome soldier who loves reading almost 
as much as she does. But when a fellow “savior” 
starts causing trouble, Tsukina might have to 
play the hero after all.

Explore More

The Invincible Shovel  
(Manga) Vol. 4
Written by YASOHACHI TSUCHISE; 
Illustrated by RENJI FUKUHARA;  
Contributions by HAGURE YUUKI  

A legendary miner teams up with a runaway 
princess to combat demons and track down 
cursed jewels in this hot manga series—and 
don’t miss the original light novels, also from 
Seven Seas!

Alan is no ordinary miner. He’s the greatest 
miner in the world, thanks to a shovel that can 
shoot lasers and level mountains! After scoop-
ing up a princess in distress, Alan finds himself 
drawn into a quest to save her kingdom. Dig out 
your common sense and delve into a land of 
shovels and sorcery, where a spade is not a 
spade, but an invincible shovel like no other!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-731-6
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-373-8
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587316
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583738
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Tokyo Revengers (Omnibus)  
Vol. 5-6
Written by KEN WAKUI  

The critically acclaimed manga series about a 
man time-traveling back to his youth to save his 
girlfriend from a street gang-which inspired the 
wildly popular anime and live-action film!

Watching the news, Hanagaki Takemichi learns 
his junior-high girlfriend Tachibana Hinata has 
died. A sudden shove sends him 12 years into 
the past to face the Tokyo Manji Gang that once 
made his life hell, which is also responsible for 
Hinata’s death in the present. To save Hinata 
and change the future, Takemichi must rise to 
the top of Kanto’s most sinister delinquent 
gang! But things aren’t so simple when he 
befriends the gang’s leader, Mikey.

Explore More

This Is Screwed Up, but I Was  
Reincarnated as a GIRL in  
Another World! (Manga) Vol. 4
Written by ASHI; 
Illustrated by UCHIUCHI KEYAKI;  
Contributions by KAOMIN  

In this isekai tale, a male scientist from Earth is 
reborn as an orphan girl in a world of swords 
and sorcery.

Ren is a young girl in a primitive world of magic 
and brutality. Sold as a slave and about to be 
delivered to an unscrupulous merchant, she 
suddenly awakens to vivid memories of a past 
life: a world called Earth, where Ren was both a 
grown man and a research scientist. Now, she 
must learn to survive, combining her knowledge 
of science from her past life with her talent in 
magic from this life.

Explore More

978-1-63858-622-7
SEVEN SEAS 
$22.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-777-4
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/15/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586227
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587774
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Skip and Loafer Vol. 5
Written by MISAKI TAKAMATSU  

ENDINGS AND BEGINNINGS

As fall turns into winter, Mitsumi and her friends 
say goodbye to the first half of their freshman 
year. Meanwhile, Mitsumi’s friendship with 
Shima-kun takes on a whole new depth.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Time Stop Hero Vol. 5
Written by YASUNORI MITSUNAGA  

Just when Kuzuno Sekai hits rock bottom in  
his life, he’s transported to a video-game-like 
fantasy world and given the ability to stop time 
with a game controller! Lifting skirts, stealing 
cash, escaping prison—sounds like a pretty 
good deal, except for the catch. His ability to 
stop time allows him to stretch a moment into 
months, but in the world’s regular flow of 
time—where everyone else functions—he only 
has three days to accomplish some goal that 
isn’t specified. If he doesn’t reach that goal 
before the world’s three-day timer hits zero,  
he has no idea what fate awaits him!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-371-4
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-63858-346-2
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583714
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583462
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Necromance Vol. 5
Written by YUUKI DOUMOTO  

A thrilling fantasy romance between a hero and 
a priestess-that starts with the hero’s death!

Shibuki was cursed with undeath when he 
struck down the Demon King, and can no longer 
even touch Safi, his beloved priestess. To make 
matters worse, Shibuki learns that the Demon 
King survived. He gathers a group of adventurers 
to seek out the Demon King, defeat him once 
and for all, and remove the curse so Shibuki can 
embrace his beloved Safi once again.

Explore More

She Professed Herself Pupil of the 
Wise Man (Manga) Vol. 5
Written by RYUSEN HIROTSUGU; 
Illustrated by DICCA*SUEMITSU;  
Contributions by FUZICHOCO  

After running into fellow summoner Hinata at 
Alcait Academy, Mira agreed to participate in 
the school’s spell symposium. Danblf’s disap-
pearance thirty years ago destroyed summoning’s 
reputation, and it’s time for a comeback. Shortly 
after Mira charms the entire audience with her 
talents, the sorcery representative, Caerus, 
challenges her to single combat!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-721-7
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-236-6
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587217
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638582366
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Bite Maker:  
The King’s Omega Vol. 5
Written by MIWAKO SUGIYAMA  

MASTER OF DESIRE

The servants have been swapped and Hideyoshi 
is Noel’s new master! Unlike Nobunaga, 
Hideyoshi is adamant about keeping his 
impulses in check-but Noel’s very existence 
triggers his instincts to mate. Will Hideyoshi  
be able to control his desire?!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

I Got Caught Up In a Hero  
Summons, but the Other World 
was at Peace! (Manga) Vol. 5
Written by TOUDAI; 
Illustrated by HEIAN JIRO;  
Contributions by OCHAU  

When you get summoned to another world, 
things are supposed to go a certain way: 
become a hero, battle monsters, and slay 
demons, right? But when Kaito gets his sum-
mons, things are a little different. First off, he’s 
not even the hero...but it doesn’t matter, 
because the world he’s been thrust into is at 
peace. With nothing better to do, Kaito finds 
himself taking it easy in this unexpectedly 
mellow fantasy world. Now he can breakfast 
with its beautiful denizens, learn magic with the 
help of a spunky demon girl, go to barbeques, 
and so much more!

Explore More

978-1-63858-267-0
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-63858-778-1
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638582670
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587781
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Berserk of Gluttony (Manga) Vol. 6
Written by ISSHIKI ICHIKA; 
Illustrated by DAISUKE TAKINO  

FAMISHED FOR A FIGHT

Determined to protect Roxy from a plot to 
sacrifice her, Fate joins the battle to defend 
Babylon against a stampede of monsters. But 
his mission is complicated by the appearance 
of a masked man wielding a Weapon of Mortal 
Sin. Can Fate keep both Roxy and himself alive, 
all while hiding his true identity from her?

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Even Though We’re Adults Vol. 5
Written by TAKAKO SHIMURA  

From the critically acclaimed creator of  
Wandering Son and Sweet Blue Flowers, a 
heart-tugging manga about two busy women 
who think they’ve figured out the whole adulting 
thing...until they fall in love with each other.

Ayano, an elementary school teacher in her 
thirties, stops by a bar one day and meets 
another woman named Shuri. Sparks fly as the 
two chat, and before the night is over, Ayano 
even goes in for a kiss. Shuri is intrigued but 
confused...especially when she discovers that 
Ayano has a husband! Both Ayano and Shuri  
are about to find out that love doesn’t get any 
easier, even as you grow older.

Explore More

978-1-63858-231-1
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-319-6
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/15/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638582311
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583196
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Tamamo-chan’s a Fox! Vol. 6
Written by YUUKI RAY  

A charming comedy manga about a fox from 
Kyoto who becomes (mostly) human to attend 
high school!

Fushimi Tamamo is a fox from the Inari Shrine 
in Kyoto who longs to try high school life. She 
transforms into a human girl-but while she 
thinks she’s nailed her disguise, she’s a little 
furrier than she realized. Adults don’t seem to 
notice, and her classmates pretend not to, but 
Tamamo is definitely shaking up their ordinary 
high school life!

Explore More

Dungeon Builder: The Demon 
King’s Labyrinth is a Modern City! 
(Manga) Vol. 6
Written by RUI TSUKIYO; 
Illustrated by HIDEAKI YOSHIKAWA  

A demon lord decides to break from the evil 
mold when building his dungeon—and develops 
a pleasant city instead!

In a world where demon lords build dungeons 
and devour human emotions, one rookie demon 
lord, Procel, has a new idea. Procel seeks to 
build a revolutionary new dungeon where 
humans and monsters can coexist. But first, 
Procel must defeat the Wind Demon Lord. 
Based on the light novel series in Japan, this 
sexy fantasy tale has built something  
truly special!

Explore More

978-1-63858-667-8
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/8/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-268-7
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/22/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586678
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638582687
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Trapped in a Dating Sim: The World 
of Otome Games is Tough for Mobs 
(Manga) Vol. 6
Written by YOMU MISHIMA; 
Illustrated by SHIOSATO JUN;  
Contributions by MONDA  

The manga adaptation of the hilarious light 
novels also published by Seven Seas. Don’t miss 
the upcoming anime!

Thanks to some unfortunate gameplay, a young 
man named Leon has been reborn into the 
world of an alternate universe otome game. 
Facing an absurd scenario where males are no 
better than livestock who serve at the whim of 
women, Leon only has one weapon—his 
knowledge of the dating sim genre—to survive 
the challenges he faces and inspire a revolt 
against the system!

Explore More

The Tale of the Outcasts Vol. 6
Written by MAKOTO HOSHINO  

An engrossing new fantasy manga in which a 
downtrodden orphan girl develops an unex-
pected friendship with a beastly immortal.

Wisteria is an orphan girl living in a corner of the 
British Empire at the end of the 19th century. 
Her life is desolate and bleak-until she encoun-
ters Marbas, a powerful but equally lonely 
immortal being with a furry appearance, 
hounded by hunters. Together, Wisteria and 
Marbas roam the Empire-populated by humans 
and human-like beasts-in search of a place 
where they can live together in peace.

Explore More

978-1-63858-670-8
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/15/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-345-5
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/15/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586708
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583455
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Wonder Cat Kyuu-chan Vol. 7
Written by SASAMI NITORI  

An adorable, full-color manga about a young 
man who rescues a cat... and the friendship that 
blossoms between them.

There’s more to this kitty than meets the eye! 
Kyuu-chan loves snacks, cuddles, and bow ties, 
but most of all loves Hinata, the young profes-
sional who adopted this mischievous wonder 
cat into his home.

As the two adjust to life together, they discover 
that they have a lot to learn from each other. 
The ordinary and the extraordinary live side by 
side in this delightful slice-of-life manga!

Explore More

Wonder Cat Kyuu-chan Vol. 6
Written by SASAMI NITORI  

An adorable, full-color manga series about a 
young man who rescues a very special cat.

There’s more to this kitty than meets the eye! 
Kyuu-chan loves snacks, cuddles, and bow ties, 
but above all, this mischievous wondercat loves 
Hinata, the young professional who adopted 
Kyuu-chan into his home. As the two adjust to 
life together, they discover that they have a lot 
to learn from each other. The ordinary and the 
extraordinary live side by side in this delightful 
slice-of-life comic for animal lovers and beyond!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-806-1
SEVEN SEAS 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 11/8/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-390-5
SEVEN SEAS 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638588061
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583905
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Dance in the Vampire Bund:  
Age of Scarlet Order Vol. 7
Written by NOZOMU TAMAKI  

An all-new sequel manga to the bestselling 
Dance in the Vampire Bund series!

Vampire hunts rage across the United States 
like the witch hunts of old. But in the shadows, 
rumors whisper of a grand escape plan. “Mina 
Tepes summons all the vampires of America,” it 
says. “Reach the West Coast, and a ship will take 
you all to the Vampire Bund.” Desperate to 
survive, hordes of vampires follow that rumor 
and make for the West Coast. There’s only one 
small problem-the Vampire Bund sunk months 
ago, and Vampire Queen Mina Tepes is dead.

Explore More

My Next Life as a Villainess: All 
Routes Lead to Doom! (Manga) 
Vol. 7
Written by SATORU YAMAGUCHI; 
Illustrated by NAMI HIDAKA  

THE CAPTURER IS CAPTURED!

Katarina has been kidnapped! And it seems like 
Selena-Jeord’s brother’s fiancee-is the culprit! 
As if that weren’t bad enough, Jeord has 
received a letter demanding he renounce the 
throne! What are Selena’s motives? And who is 
the true mastermind behind all of this? The 
answer may shock you!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-600-5
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-307-3
SEVEN SEAS 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586005
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583073
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My Senpai is Annoying Vol. 8
Written by SHIROMANTA  

A full-color workplace romcom that started as a 
popular webcomic—and is soon to be an anime!

Igarashi is a hardworking young office lady. 
Takeda, the senpai above her at work, annoys 
her constantly-and yet she finds herself 
growing closer to him. Every day is filled with 
comic mishaps and romantic moments as 
Igarashi tries to balance work, life, and love.  
This full-color manga-which started its life as  
a webcomic-is sure to charm audiences of 
workplace comedies like Aggretsuko and  
The Office!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Arifureta: From Commonplace  
to World’s Strongest ZERO  
(Manga) Vol. 7
Written by RYO SHIRAKOME; 
Illustrated by KAMICHI ATARU;  
Contributions by TAKAYA-KI  

A backstory series for the hit franchise Arifureta: 
From Commonplace to World’s Strongest! (And 
check out the light novel version of this series, 
too!)

Before Hajime was transported to Tortus, the 
Synergist Oscar Orcus was having his own 
adventure—but not willingly! Oscar is a simple 
working man, keeping his head down to earn his 
money and support an orphanage, until Miledi 
Reisen bursts into his life. She wants Oscar to 
join her in a quest to defeat the gods. Oscar 
refuses to chase after that kind of danger...until 
that kind of danger finds its way to him.

Explore More

978-1-63858-357-8
SEVEN SEAS 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-709-5
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583578
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587095
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Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid: 
Kanna’s Daily Life Vol. 10
Written by COOLKYOUSINNJYA; 
Illustrated by KIMURA MITSUHIRO  

The brand-new Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid 
spin-off series starring the fan favorite  
dragon, Kanna!

After leaving her otherworldly home to find her 
fellow dragon, Tohru, young Kanna found 
herself unofficially adopted by Tohru and her 
human companion, Miss Kobayashi. From 
attending elementary school to making new 
friends, Kanna learns to adjust to the human 
world with the curiosity and cuteness that only 
a young dragon could have!

Explore More

Toradora! (Manga) Vol. 10
Written by YUYUKO TAKEMIYA; 
Illustrated by ZEKKYO  

Takasu Ryuuji has learned the hard way that 
appearances can be deceiving. Despite his 
inwardly sweet personality, his unintentionally 
sharp gaze and aggressive features give him 
the air of a delinquent thug, putting his chances 
at making friends, let alone a girlfriend, next  
to zero.

It’s Ryuuji’s first day in junior high school and it 
seems as if things are looking up. He gets to sit 
in between his only friend, Yusaku, and, more 
importantly, the girl he’s secretly crushing on, 
Minori Kushieda. But just when he thinks the 
stars are aligned in his favor, he unwittingly 
crosses the most feared girl in school, Taiga 
Aisaku, making her onto his arch enemy.

Explore More

978-1-63858-661-6
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/8/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64827-555-5
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 12/6/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586616
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781648275555
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Non Non Biyori Vol. 16
Written by ATTO  

The manga series that inspired a hit anime 
adaptation, for fans of Yotsuba&!

Ichijo Hotaru - Fifth grade transfer student from 
Tokyo. Ever since she came here, every season 
has passed so quickly and so happily. She’ll be 
graduating in the blink of an eye.

Koshigaya Komari - Eighth grader at Asahigao-
ka Branch School. Graduation, huh...? Maybe 
she’ll cry when it’s her turn. She hasn’t given up 
on growing into a tall, proud woman by then.

FINAL VOLUME

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Akashic Records of Bastard Magic 
Instructor Vol. 15
Written by HITSUJI TAROU; 
Illustrated by AOSA TSUNEMI;  
Contributions by MISHIMA KURONE  

Based on a popular light novel comes one girl’s 
story of trying to become the strongest magic 
user-despite having the laziest of instructors!

Sisti is a young magic-user in training who 
attends prestigious magical academy where 
she hopes to be trained by the best of the best. 
However, when her instructor suddenly retires, 
his replacement is anything but what Sisti had 
hoped for-lazy, incompetent, and always late! 
Can Sisti still learn magic and unravel the 
mystery of Sky Castle with such a terrible 
teacher to lead her?

Explore More

978-1-63858-149-9
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-597-8
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/15/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638581499
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585978
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I’ll Never Be Your Crown Princess! 
(Manga) Vol. 2
Written by SAKI TSUKIGAMI; 
Illustrated by KUROKI NATSU;  
Contributions by TSUTAMORI ENN  

The noblewoman Lidiana, is actually the 
reincarnation of a modern Japanese woman 
who was tossed into this fantasy world. Although 
she’s engaged to the handsome crown prince, 
the last thing she wants is to marry into a 
polygamous royal family. Knowing that only a 
virgin can marry the prince, she devises a plan 
to lose her virginity to a mysterious playboy at a 
masquerade ball. Lidiana lands her masked 
Lothario, shares an explosive night with him, 
and goes to confess to the prince so she’ll be 
set free. The only problem is...the prince himself 
is the masked man! This sexy romcom is a 
whole new kind of adventurous fantasy!

Explore More

The Ancient Magus’ Bride Vol. 16
Written by KORE YAMAZAKI  

The New York Times bestselling series about a 
gifted young girl and the sorcerer who takes her 
in. Inspired the hit anime!

Hatori Chise has lived a life full of neglect and 
abuse, devoid of anything resembling love. Just 
when all hope seems lost, a fated encounter 
awaits her. When a man with the head of a 
beast, wielding strange powers, obtains her 
through a slave auction, Chise’s life will never be 
the same again. The man is a “magus,” a 
sorcerer of great power, who decides to free 
Chise from the bonds of captivity. The magus 
then makes a bold statement: Chise will 
become his apprentice—and his wife!

Explore More

978-1-63858-747-7
STEAMSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-294-6
SEVEN SEAS 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587477
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638582946
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I Will Forget This Feeling Someday 
(Light Novel)
Written by YORU SUMINO  

Two parallel dimensions and brief meetings in 
the dead of night give rise to a passionate  
love story.

Kaya lives an ordinary, boring life. Yet when a 
burst of dazzling light appears in a bus stop, 
showing a vision of a girl from another world, 
everything changes. Through meetings in the 
dead of night, Kaya and the mysterious girl 
strive to figure out the points of connection 
between their dimensions—and maybe, in the 
process, fall in love. This moving tale is the 
newest novel by the Eisner-nominated author 
of I Want to Eat Your Pancreas and I Had That 
Same Dream Again!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Classroom of the Elite: Year 2 
(Light Novel) Vol. 1
Written by SYOUGO KINUGASA; 
Illustrated by TOMOSESHUNSAKU  

In this direct sequel series to the cutthroat 
school drama, the students’ second year 
begins—and the stakes are as high as ever!

Students of the prestigious Tokyo Metropolitan 
Advanced Nurturing High School are given 
remarkable freedom—if they can win, barter, or 
save enough points to work their way up the 
ranks! Ayanokouji Kiyotaka started at the 
bottom in the scorned Class D, where he met 
Horikita Suzune, who was determined to rise up 
the ladder to Class A. Who can beat the system 
in a school where cutthroat competition is the 
name of the game? The second year of this 
intense school drama begins now!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-520-6
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-63858-182-6
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

Light NovelLight Novel

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585206
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638581826
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Qualia the Purple (Light Novel)
Written by HISAMITSU UEO; 
Illustrated by SIROU TSUNASIMA  

Through the uncanny purple eyes of Yukari, all 
people appear to her as robots. She is able to 
assist the police in sizing up threats, since her 
“skill” allows her to evaluate humans’ quirks and 
physical capabilities like cataloging the parts of 
a machine—yet her strange sight has cost her 
the friendship of her peers. She does have one 
friend in her corner: Hatou “Gaku” Manabu, a 
girl at school who cares deeply for Yukari. When 
Yukari is recruited into a secret organization, 
Gaku is thrust into a realm of mystery, quantum 
experimentation, and alternate universes, with 
only her wits—and her love for Yukari—to guide 
her.

Explore More

Kijin Gentosho (Light Novel) Vol. 1
Written by MOTOO NAKANISHI  

In the Edo era, young Jinta and his sister must 
flee their home, finding refuge in a mountain 
village. Years later, Jinta has grown into a skilled 
swordsman, sworn to protect the priestess of 
the village shrine. Charged with slaying a 
demon that threatens the shrine, Jinta con-
fronts the malevolent creature in the forest, only 
to learn a shocking truth. The demon speaks of 
events one hundred and seventy years hence, 
when Jinta must confront the demon in the 
future. Thus begins an epic fantasy journey that 
spans multiple eras as Jinta hunts a demon 
through time and must come to terms with his 
own dark nature.

Explore More

978-1-63858-574-9
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 11/22/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-68579-332-6
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 12/6/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

Light Novel Light Novel

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585749
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781685793326
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Vivy prototype (Light Novel) Vol. 2
Written by TAPPEI NAGATSUKI  
and UMEHARA EIJI; 
Illustrated by LOUNDRAW  

Vivy, the world’s first autonomous AI, sings to 
bring joy to her audience as a cast member of 
NiaLand, Japan’s largest theme park. In this 
world, AIs have become integral to human life 
and exist to carry out their missions. One day, 
out of the blue, an AI claiming to be from the 
future approaches her, revealing that in one 
hundred years, advanced AIs will turn on the 
humans they once served, sparking a violent 
war to annihilate humankind! When he asks for 
her help in preventing the conflict, Vivy agrees 
to ditch the stage and take up the century-long 
mission against her kind in order to save 
humanity.

Explore More

Wait For Me Yesterday in Spring 
(Light Novel)
Written by MEI HACHIMOKU; 
Illustrated by KUKKA  

Childhood friends use time travel to try to avert 
tragedy in this bittersweet book about growing 
up, love, and loss.

After disturbing experiences in the city, seven-
teen-year-old Kanae flees back to his childhood 
home on a remote island. Once there, he 
reunites with his old friend and first love, Akari. 
But suddenly, Kanae finds himself propelled 
four days into the future. Akari’s older brother is 
now dead and Kanae has no memory of what 
happened in the intervening four days. Can 
Kanae travel back in time to prevent the death 
of Akari’s brother?

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-707-1
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 11/15/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-409-4
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

Light NovelLight Novel

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587071
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638584094
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Free Life Fantasy Online: Immortal 
Princess (Light Novel) Vol. 2
Written by AKISUZU NENOHI; 
Illustrated by SHERRY  

Tsukishiro Kotone doesn’t consider herself 
much of a gamer, until she’s introduced to the 
virtual reality game “Free Life Fantasy Online,” 
also known as FLFO, by her game-savvy sister. 
In FLFO, Kotone decides to become a Zombie, 
one of the game’s inhuman races-a race that’s 
said to be quite difficult to master, even for 
experienced players. Why not, right? When 
Kotone embarks on her first quest in the 
darkness of the catacombs, controlling a 
fascinating undead body, little does she know 
that this game is about to become a huge part 
of her real life. Join the virtual adventure in this 
gaming tale about an online world like no other!

Explore More

Though I Am an Inept Villainess: 
Tale of the Butterfly-Rat Body 
Swap in the Maiden Court  
(Light Novel) Vol. 2
Written by SATSUKI NAKAMURA; 
Illustrated by YUKIKANA  

In a kingdom inspired by historical China, five 
clans put forth their maidens as imperial 
consorts—but only one will be crowned em-
press. The frail and beautiful Kou Reirin, the 
so-called “butterfly” of the imperial court, is a 
shoo-in to marry the crown prince. But when 
“court rat” Shu Keigetsu lashes out at her during 
the glittering Lantern Festival, it’s Reirin who 
wakes up in the dungeons! Body-swapped by 
her assailant to steal her position at court, 
Reirin’s plight seems dire...to everyone else! Now 
that she’s got a robust new body, not even the 
looming threat of execution can stop her!

Explore More

978-1-63858-742-2
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 11/15/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-767-5
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

Light Novel Light Novel

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587422
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587675
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I?m the Evil Lord of an  
Intergalactic Empire!  
(Light Novel) Vol. 3
Written by YOMU MISHIMA; 
Illustrated by NADARE TAKAMINE  

In his last life, Liam lived as a moral, responsible 
person...but died deep in debt and betrayed by 
his wife. Reborn into the ruling family of a vast 
interstellar empire, Liam knows that life is 
divided into the downtrodden and the ones who 
do the stomping, so this time he’s going to take 
what he wants and live for himself. But some-
how, things refuse to work out that way. Despite 
doing his best to become a tyrant, Liam’s 
decisions lead to nothing but peace and 
prosperity for the empire under his rule, and he 
just gets more and more popular!

Explore More

A Tale of the Secret Saint  
(Light Novel) Vol. 3
Written by TOUYA; Illustrated by CHIBI  

TWO LIES MAKE A TRUTH

Now back with the First Knight Brigade, Fia 
heads to Sutherland with its lord, Captain Cyril. 
Fia remembers Sutherland fondly from her past 
life’s memories and is excited to go-but tension 
is high between the captain and his subjects. 
Worse, the people of Sutherland become 
convinced that Fia is the reincarnation of the 
Great Saint-which she is, of course, but there’s 
no way they could know that! Now Fia will have 
to pretend that she’s pretending to be the Great 
Saint, all while keeping her true identity hidden 
from Captain Cyril and the other knights!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-63858-629-6
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/15/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-181-9
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

Light NovelLight Novel

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586296
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638581819
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Reincarnated as a Dragon  
Hatchling (Light Novel) Vol. 4
Written by NECOCO; 
Illustrated by NAJI YANAGIDA  

DUEL IN THE DESERT

After saving a beastgirl named Nina from the 
horrors of the desert, the dragon Illusia is 
determined to get her to the safe port city a 
ways down the coast. But a “hero,” also named 
Illusia, has other plans. When he kidnaps Nina 
to force dragon-Illusia into a public confronta-
tion, the dragon knows this is a fight he can’t 
win. Can he find a way to defeat the so-called 
hero and rescue his friend?

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Survival in Another World with  
My Mistress! (Light Novel) Vol. 3
Written by RYUTO; Illustrated by YAPPEN  

Kousuke suddenly wakes up alone in a vast 
forest that clearly isn’t anywhere on Earth. Now 
he has to find some way to eat, drink, and 
survive! Luckily, Kousuke also has the power to 
craft using a special video game menu that 
allows him to harvest resources and build 
whatever he can imagine. However, every time 
he goes to sleep, he’s attacked by one of the 
many non-human races of this world, all of 
whom despise humankind. Enter Sylphy, the 
beautiful dark elf who lays claim to Kousuke and 
vows to protect him-after all, she’s taken him as 
her property!

Explore More

978-1-63858-119-2
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-64827-894-5
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

Light Novel Light Novel

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638581192
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781648278945
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The Strange Adventure of a  
Broke Mercenary (Light Novel)  
Vol. 6
Written by MINE; 
Illustrated by PEROSHI  

A gritty swords and sorcery tale of a veteran 
mercenary who must start anew after he loses 
his old company.

One by one, the mercenaries who raised Loren 
fell. The lone survivor in a hard world with only 
his wits and his sword to his name, Loren hires 
himself out as an adventurer. His new party, 
however, proves all too willing to run headlong 
into danger using him as their meat shield. Only 
Lapis, the party’s sly priest, sees his true worth, 
just as Loren sees hers. They must rely on each 
other, or else neither of them will live to see the 
end of their first adventure.

Explore More

Reborn as a Space Mercenary:  
I Woke Up Piloting the Strongest 
Starship! (Light Novel) Vol. 5
Written by RYUTO; 
Illustrated by NABESHIMA TETSUHIRO  

A sci-fi isekai adventure full of ray guns and 
girls! (And don’t miss the manga adaptation, 
also from Seven Seas.)

When Satou Takahiro is swept away from his 
ordinary life into the world of his favorite video 
game, a universe of space battles, interstellar 
colonies, and danger in the vastness of outer 
space awaits. Soon, he’s living as “Hiro” the 
mercenary, with a tricked-out spaceship and a 
babe on each arm! There are space pirates to 
fight, girls to rescue, and trouble to get into 
(and hopefully out of). Hiro is going to live his 
new life to the fullest!

Explore More

978-1-63858-595-4
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-648-7
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 11/1/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

Light NovelLight Novel

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638585954
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586487
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Kuma Kuma Kuma Bear  
(Light Novel) Vol. 11
Written by KUMANANO; 
Illustrated by 29  

A BEAR AT THE FESTIVAL

One elven village, saved. One...business rival, 
found? It seems a restaurant named the Bear’s 
Lounge (complete with bear-themed decor) has 
opened in the capital, muscling in on Yuna’s 
brand! Yuna heads straight to the capital to 
investigate this copybear-and promptly gets 
pulled into a school festival with Fina, Shuri,  
and Noa. Can the Bloody Bear never know a  
moment’s peace?

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Trapped in a Dating Sim:  
The World of Otome Games is 
Tough for Mobs (Light Novel)  
Vol. 7
Written by YOMU MISHIMA; 
Illustrated by MONDA  

The fan-favorite comedy jaunt through romance, 
giant robots, and dating sim jokes-and don’t miss 
the manga adaptation. Anime coming soon!

Office worker Leon is reincarnated into a dating 
sim video game, where women reign supreme 
and only beautiful men have a seat at the table. 
But Leon has a secret weapon: he remembers 
everything from his past life, which includes a 
complete playthrough of the very game in 
which he is now trapped. Can Leon spark a 
revolution to change this new world order?

Explore More

978-1-63858-313-4
AIRSHIP 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63858-651-7
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 10/11/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

Light Novel Light Novel

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638583134
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638586517
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Mushoku Tensei (Light Novel)  
Vol. 17
Written by RIFUJIN NA MAGONOTE; 
Illustrated by SHIROTAKA  

THE PRINCESS AND HER KNIGHT

Rudeus plunges into the political fray, enacting 
Orsted’s plan to put Ariel on the throne of the 
Asura Kingdom. Though fortune seems to favor 
them at first, the crafty Man God has one last 
card up his sleeve&#8288;-a dangerous foe 
they must face before the new monarch can 
assume her crown. Worse yet, there may be a 
traitor in their midst!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Arifureta: From Commonplace to 
World’s Strongest (Light Novel) 
Vol. 12
Written by RYO SHIRAKOME; 
Illustrated by TAKAYA-KI  

The bestselling isekai light novel series contin-
ues—now an anime! And don’t miss the manga 
and the spin-offs, also from Seven Seas!

Seventeen-year-old Hajime Nagumo is your 
average, everyday otaku until he, along with the 
rest of his class, is summoned to a fantasy 
world! They’re treated like heroes and tasked 
with the duty of saving the human race. But this 
paradise quickly turns into Hajime’s nightmare. 
While his classmates are blessed with godlike 
powers, Hajime’s job only has a single transmu-
tation skill. Will he be able to survive in this 
dangerous world of monsters and demons with 
only a glorified blacksmith’s level of strength?

Explore More

978-1-63858-241-0
AIRSHIP 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64827-929-4
AIRSHIP 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 7/8 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 11/22/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

Light NovelLight Novel

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638582410
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781648279294
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My Isekai Life 02
I Gained a Second Character Class and 
Became the Strongest Sage in the World!
Written by SHINKOSHOTO; 
Illustrated by PONJEA (FRIENDLY LAND);  
Designed by HUUKA KAZABANA  

In this manga adaptation of the popular web 
novel series, an overworked wage slave finds 
himself transported to a fantasy world where he 
quickly becomes the world’s strongest sage...
thanks to the help of an army of tamed slimes!

Thanks to his slimy buddies, Yuji now has 
immeasurable magic at his fingertips as the 
world’s strongest Sage!

Intent on making the most out of the curious 
situation he finds himself in, Yuji decides to join 
a guild. To do so, he must first sit the guild’s 
membership exam.

But neither the guild’s examiners nor the other 
examinees are prepared for Yuji...and the sheer 
power he possesses threatens to swallow them all!!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Mushoku Tensei (Light Novel)  
Vol. 19
Written by RIFUJIN NA MAGONOTE; 
Illustrated by SHIROTAKA  

Death is only the beginning in this epic and 
influential fantasy light novel series that 
spawned a manga adaptation, all available from 
Seven Seas. And don’t miss the new anime!

Kicked out by his family and wandering the 
streets, an unemployed 34-year-old shut-in 
thinks he’s hit rock-bottom-just as he’s hit and 
killed by a speeding truck! Awakening to find 
himself reborn as an infant in a world of swords 
and sorcery, but with the memories of his first 
life intact, Rudeus Greyrat is determined not to 
repeat his past mistakes. He’s going to make 
the most of this reincarnation as he sets off on 
the adventure of a second lifetime!

Explore More

978-1-64609-098-3
SQUARE ENIX MANGA 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 13 and up

978-1-63858-765-1
AIRSHIP 
$13.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 11/8/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

Light Novel

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646090983
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781638587651
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The Great Jahy  
Will Not Be Defeated! 03
Written by WAKAME KONBU  

Puny and powerless after an unfortunate 
encounter with a magical girl, the Dark Realm’s 
Number Two has her work cut out for her in the 
world of humans!

When the magical girl responsible for the fall of 
the Dark Realm appears before her, the Great 
Jahy seizes on the opportunity to attack—and 
gets a taste of true terror.

With the enemy close at hand, it’s time for Jahy 
to double down on her world domination.

Even when the workouts are hellish, even when 
the neighbor in the apartment next door won’t 
stop making noise, the Great Jahy will not  
be defeated!!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

SINoALICE 02
Written by YOKO TARO and TAKUTO AOKI; 
Illustrated by HIMIKO; Designed by JINO  

With creative direction and world-building by 
the inimitable Yoko Taro, the mind behind the 
NieR and Drakengard universes, comes...

SINoAlice, a gorgeous and gory mobile RPG 
that blurs the line between dreams and reality!

Read the manga adaptation of the popular game!

Everything about Alice-her family, her friends, 
her life, even her crush-is ordinary.

But Alice’s happy, boring life comes tumbling 
down one day with the arrival of the mysterious 
Little Red Riding Hood, who visits death upon 
Alice’s entire family.

Driven by the unbearable pain, Alice attempts to 
take her own life.

In that moment, however, two creepy marionettes 
from a long-ago dream appear before her  
once again...

Explore More

978-1-64609-078-5
SQUARE ENIX MANGA 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64609-151-5
SQUARE ENIX MANGA 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 10/11/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 18 and up

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646090785
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646091515
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Cherry Magic!  
Thirty Years of Virginity Can  
Make You a Wizard?! 05
Written by YUU TOYOTA  

A thirty-year-old virgin gets more than he bargained 
for when his newfound magical power reveals 
he’s the object of his male coworker’s affections!

Is Adachi, the thirty-year-old virginal business-
man, finally about to lose the very quality that 
gave him magic powers?!

Ever since Adachi and Kurosawa officially 
became an item, their relationship has been 
progressing steadily. But Adachi’s romantic 
bliss is marred by the guilt that grips him for 
keeping his bad wizard self a secret from 
Kurosawa! As Adachi frets, looking for the right 
moment to let the cat out of the bag,  
Kurosawa’s birthday is upon him!

Will it be a make (love)-or-break (up) moment 
for the pair?!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

The Great Jahy  
Will Not Be Defeated! 04
Written by WAKAME KONBU  

Puny and powerless after an unfortunate 
encounter with a magical girl, the Dark Realm’s 
Number Two has her work cut out for her in  
the world of humans!

The Great Jahy’s quest to collect mana crystals 
is going all wrong!

Between the exhaustion from her part-time job 
and the pressure from her magical girl nemesis, 
her mental load has long since reached its limit.

But even when she ends up fibbing to keep up 
appearances, even when she impulsively buys a 
bunch of useless junk, the Great Jahy will not  
be defeated!!

Explore More

978-1-64609-123-2
SQUARE ENIX MANGA 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 
Recommended Ages: 18 and up

978-1-64609-079-2
SQUARE ENIX MANGA 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 10/11/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 16 and up

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646091232
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646090792
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A Man and His Cat 07
Written by UMI SAKURAI  

The top manga launch in Japan in the first half 
of 2018, A Man and His Cat was also voted one 
of the Top 10 manga of 2018 by Japanese 
bookstore employees nationwide.

Having won hearts and topped charts in Japan, 
this hotly anticipated series about an older 
gentleman and his unique, adorable cat is 
available in English for the first time!

Bitter that his beloved father will acknowledge 
no one but Mr. Kanda-not even his own son-
Geoffrey Lambert arrives in Japan with the sole 
objective of taking Mr. Kanda down! 

Will Mr. Kanda’s kindness (and Fukumaru’s 
charms) be enough to dissuade a fellow  
pianist who’s out for blood?!

Explore More

A Man and His Cat 06
Written by UMI SAKURAI  

The top manga launch in Japan in the first half 
of 2018, A Man and His Cat was also voted one 
of the Top 10 manga of 2018 by Japanese 
bookstore employees nationwide.

Having won hearts and topped charts in Japan, 
this hotly anticipated series about an older 
gentleman and his unique, adorable cat is 
available in English for the first time!

Mr. Kanda knows loneliness all too well. But he’s 
come back out of his shell. 

When Mr. Kanda beholds his fellow music 
teacher Mr. Moriyama standing frozen onstage 
after having been deserted by his bandmates, 
Mr. Kanda must overcome his own stage  
fright to help his friend.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-64609-139-3
SQUARE ENIX MANGA 
$14.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64609-138-6
SQUARE ENIX MANGA 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 3/4 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646091393
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646091386
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The Strongest Sage with  
the Weakest Crest 08
Written by SHINKOSHOTO and  
KANSHO & HYOKO (FRIENDLY LAND);  
Designed by HUUKA KAZABANA  

In this manga adaptation of the popular light 
novel series, the world’s strongest sage will stop at 
nothing to get stronger...not even reincarnation!

Former Strongest Sage Matthias’s fight to 
protect mankind continues, with the demons 
launching all manner of attacks to destroy 
everyone with knowledge of their plot to weaken 
humanity through misinformation about magic!

Now the demons are out to manipulate the 
Dracopulse Lines-channels of hidden magical 
power flowing deep underground-for their 
wicked schemes, and Matthias is on to them! 

He makes for Maze City, which sits atop one of 
the all-important Dracopulse Lines. No doubt, 
this will prove to be another tale to add to 
Matty’s new legend!

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Suppose a Kid from the  
Last Dungeon Boonies Moved  
to a Starter Town 06 (Manga)
Written by TOSHIO SATOU  
and HAJIME FUSEMACHI;  
Designed by NAO WATANUKI  

When the village you call home is residence to 
the heroes who saved the world countless times 
over, the word “weak” is completely relative in 
this manga adaptation of the popular light 
novel series!

The culprit behind the mystery hotel comas is 
revealed! As a result of this nefarious scheme, 
the guests confront a Demon Lord! Faced with a 
powerful foe it’ll take the help of all his friends 
to defeat, Lloyd will also have to find the 
courage within! First-rate bellboys can even  
fell Demon Lords, didn’cha know?!

Explore More

978-1-64609-050-1
SQUARE ENIX MANGA 
$10.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 
Recommended Ages: 16 and up

978-1-64609-119-5
SQUARE ENIX MANGA 
$12.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 1/8 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: 13 and up

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646090501
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646091195
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“The thrill of Fire & Blood is the 
thrill of all Martin’s fantasy work: 
familiar myths debunked, the 
whole trope table flipped.”  
—Entertainment Weekly

978-0-593-59800-9
BANTAM 
$22.00  •  Trade Paperback  •  6 1/8 x 9 1/8 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

Fire & Blood  
(HBO Tie-in Edition)
300 Years Before A Game of 
Thrones (A Targaryen History)
Written by GEORGE R. R. MARTIN;  
Illustrated by DOUG WHEATLEY

The thrilling history of the Targaryens 

comes to life in this masterly work, 

the inspiration for HBO’s upcoming 

Game of Thrones prequel series 

House of the Dragon.

Centuries before the events of A 

Game of Thrones, House Targaryen 

—the only family of dragonlords to 

survive the Doom of Valyria—took 

up residence on Dragonstone.

What really happened during the 

Dance of the Dragons? What was it 

like in Westeros when dragons 

ruled the skies? These are but a few 

of the questions answered in this 

essential chronicle, as related by a 

learned maester of the Citadel and 

featuring more than eighty-five 

black-and-white illustrations by 

artist Doug Wheatley-including five 

illustrations exclusive to the trade 

paperback edition.

With all the scope and grandeur of 

Gibbon’s The History of the Decline 

and Fall of the Roman Empire, Fire 

& Blood is the first volume of the 

definitive two-part history of the 

Targaryens, giving readers a whole 

new appreciation for the dynamic, 

often bloody, and always fascinat-

ing history of Westeros.

Explore More

Prose

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780593598009
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Star Wars Visions: Ronin
A Visions Novel (Inspired by The Duel)
Written by EMMA MIEKO CANDON  

NATIONAL BESTSELLER · An original novel 
inspired by the world of The Duel from the  
Star Wars Visions animated anthology.

Two decades ago, the Sith rebellion failed, 
succumbing to infighting and betrayal, and the 
once rival Jedi lords unified to create an Empire.

Far on the edge of the Outer Rim, one former 
Sith wanders, accompanied only by a faithful 
droid. Little is known about him, including his 
name, for he never speaks of his past.

As the galaxy’s perpetual cycle of violence 
continues to interrupt his self-imposed exile,  
it becomes clear that no amount of wandering  
will ever let him outpace the specters of his 
former life.

Explore More

The World of Fire & Blood  
2023 Calendar
Written by GEORGE R. R. MARTIN  

A stunning calendar featuring never-before-
seen illustrations of the Targaryen civil war 
chronicled in the #1 New York Times bestseller 
Fire & Blood, the inspiration for the upcoming 
HBO series House of the Dragon.

The Dance of the Dragons is the most infamous 
period in Westerosi history, in which two 
legitimate claimants for the Iron Throne fought 
for the right to sit that legendary chair. Now in 
the pages of this epic calendar-the first focused 
exclusively on material from George R. R. 
Martin’s Fire & Blood-a selection of artists 
unveil thirteen original images from the bloody 
days when the Targaryens reigned supreme, 
and their dragons held dominion over the skies.

Explore More

978-0-593-35868-9
DEL REY 
$18.00  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 1/2 x 8 1/4 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-1-9848-1784-6
BANTAM 
$18.00  •  Non-Traditional Format  •  12 x 12 
On Sale: 7/19/22  •  FOC Date: 6/20/22 

Prose

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780593358689
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781984817846
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Final Fantasy XIV Picture Book
The Namazu and the Greatest Gift
Written by SQUARE ENIX and BANRI ODA; 
Illustrated by HIROYUKI NAGAMINE  

A whimsical, heartwarming picture book for 
Final Fantasy XIV fans young and old!

When their river starts running dry, the catfish-
like Namazu set out on a quest to bring the rain. 
They meet an odder otter who just might be 
able to help, but first they’ll have to find 
“something no one has ever seen.” Will the 
Namazu be able to find this precious thing?  
Will they be able to make it rain?!

Created by the Final Fantasy XIV development 
team, written by lead story designer Banri Oda, 
and illustrated by concept artist Hiroyuki 
Nagamine, this adorable tale will delight 
readers of all ages.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

Star Wars Be More Obi-Wan
Navigate Your World  
with Wit and Wisdom
Written by KELLY KNOX  

A fun, pocket-size book packed with inspiration 
from the galaxy’s most cool and composed  
Jedi Master.

Stay true to yourself with confidence and class.

Is your new home more hive of villainy than 
sandy beach resort? Friends not the chosen 
ones you thought they were? Don’t throw a 
tantrum - keep it classy and ask yourself, “What 
would Obi-Wan do?”

Glide elegantly through anything life throws at 
you with pearls of wisdom from Obi-Wan Kenobi 
and fellow sages. Learn how to face your fears 
and perfect your witty comebacks.

© 2022 Lucasfilm LTD

Explore More

978-1-64609-144-7
SQUARE ENIX BOOKS 
$14.99  •  Hardcover  •  6 3/4 x 6 3/4 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

978-0-7440-5466-8
DK 
$12.99  •  Hardcover  •  5 1/16 x 7 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646091447
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780744054668
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Final Fantasy XIV:  
Chronicles of Light
Written by SQUARE ENIX  

A collection of twenty-five short stories expand-
ing upon the rich lore of Final Fantasy XIV.

This hardcover, foil-stamped volume presents 
the twenty-one stories originally published on 
the official Final Fantasy XIV website, including 
“Tales from the Calamity,” “Tales from the 
Dragonsong War,” and “Tales from the Storm.” 
Additionally, it offers four stories written by the 
development team and appearing for the first 
time in Chronicles of Light, including “The Hunt 
Begins,” offering a glimpse into Zenos’s past, 
and “Ever After,” on Hien and the recovery 
efforts of Doma. Each story is accompanied  
by an illustration created specifically for this 
book by acclaimed Final Fantasy artist  
Toshiyuki Itahana.

Explore More

Final Fantasy XIV  
Poster Collection
Written by SQUARE ENIX  

A collection of 27 premium-quality removable 
posters featuring the breathtaking art of the 
global hit game Final Fantasy XIV.

Celebrate the lush, magnificent artwork of the 
critically acclaimed online game Final Fantasy 
XIV with this selection of 27 large-format, 
full-color illustrations. Printed on heavy, 
press-varnished card stock, and featuring 
character art from A Realm Reborn through  
the Heavensward, Stormblood, and Shadow-
bringers expansion packs, these posters are  
a visual tribute to the rich world of Eorzea.

Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited - Allocations May Occur

978-1-64609-185-0
SQUARE ENIX BOOKS 
$24.99  •  Hardcover  •  5 x 7 1/2 
On Sale: 10/18/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-64609-145-4
SQUARE ENIX BOOKS 
$29.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  11 x 14 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646091850
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646091454
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Marvel Year By Year  
A Visual History New Edition
Written by TOM DEFALCO and  
PETER SANDERSON  

A new edition of the most comprehensive 
history of Marvel Comics ever published.

Deep dive into the full story of Marvel Comics  
in a single, beautifully illustrated volume.

Created in full collaboration with Marvel, this 
fan-favorite title, last published in 2017, now  
covers more than 80 years of Marvel history, 
from the company’s first incarnation as Timely 
Comics to the multimedia giant it is today.

Packed with artwork from the original comics, 
this chronological account traces the careers of 
Marvel Super Heroes and the writers and artists 
that developed them. It also charts the real-life 
events that shaped the times and details Marvel 
landmarks in publishing, movies, and TV.

Explore More

NieR Art -  
Kazuma Koda Art Collection
Written by KAZUMA KODA  

The first art book from acclaimed video game 
concept artist Kazuma Koda, depicting the 
decadent and haunting worlds of NieR.

This hardcover, full-color volume presents the 
works created by concept artist Kazuma Koda 
for the award-winning games NieR:Automata, 
NieR Reincarnation, and NieR Replicant 
ver.1.22474487139... In addition to concept art for 
the games, this book includes promotional 
images for the YoRHa stage plays, album cover 
art, rough sketches, exclusive new pieces, and 
commentary from the artist.

Explore More

978-0-7440-5451-4
DK 
$50.00  •  Hardcover  •  9 15/16 x 11 7/8 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/27/22 

978-1-64609-180-5
SQUARE ENIX BOOKS 
$27.99  •  Hardcover  •  8 1/4 x 11 5/8 
On Sale: 10/25/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780744054514
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781646091805
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Smart Pop Explains  
Marvel Movies and TV Shows
Written by THE EDITORS OF SMART POP  

It’s easy for new fans to get overwhelmed by the 
sprawling complexity of the Marvel Cinematic 
Universe, which now spans more than 20 films 
and TV shows. This first-of-its-kind explainer is 
a fun, accessible introduction to the hundreds 
of characters, plots, and interconnected stories 
that make up one of the greatest pop-culture 
franchises.

Do you want to enjoy Spider-Man, but don’t 
quite know what a Skrull is? Do you need a 
primer on Thor’s backstory? Or, maybe you just 
want to be able to join in when everyone shouts 
“Wakanda Forever!”

If you’re looking for an easy to access entry  
into the MCU, this is the book for you!

Explore More

Smart Pop Explains  
Harry Potter Books and Movies
Written by THE EDITORS OF SMART POP  

It’s easy for new fans to get overwhelmed by the 
sprawling mythology and complexity of the 
Harry Potter universe. This first-of-its-kind 
explainer is an easy, fun, and accessible 
introduction to the hundreds of characters, 
plots, and interconnected stories that make up 
one of the greatest pop culture franchises of  
all time.

Maybe you’re a First Year and need an entry 
level class on Hogwarts? Having trouble sorting 
out when Dumbledore battled Grindelwald? Or 
maybe you’re a confident Ravenclaw who wants 
to understand why it’s leviOsa, not levioSA!

If you’re a Muggle, witch, or wizard looking for 
an easy entry into Harry Potter, then this is  
the book for you.

Explore More

978-1-63774-055-2
SMART POP 
$14.95  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

978-1-63774-057-6
SMART POP 
$14.95  •  Trade Paperback  •  5 x 7 
On Sale: 7/5/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781637740552
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781637740576
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LEGO Meet the Minifigures
With exclusive LEGO Rockstar Minifigure
Written by HELEN MURRAY and JULIA MARCH  

Meet the coolest, funniest, and quirkiest 
LEGO&reg; Minifigures!

Discover fun facts, jokes, and play ideas, and 
build inspiration from your favorite collectible 
minifigures.

Take on a LEGO speed-building challenge with 
Race Car Guy. Find out Party Clown’s funniest 
joke. Build a LEGO underwater creature with 
Sea Rescuer. Learn a fun real-world fact about 
the number of pizzas eaten per second from 
Pizza Costume Guy. And much more! 

Comes with an exclusive collectible LEGO 
Minifigure.

© The LEGO Group.

Explore More

Studio Ghibli: The Complete Works
Written by STUDIO GHIBLI  

A must have for Studio Ghibli fans to experience 
all the classic works and look into the future of 
one of the most renowned animation studios 
from Japan!

From classics like Nausicaa of the Valley of the 
Wind to the latest work, Earwig and the Witch, 
this beautiful art book introduces all 26 
acclaimed Studio Ghibli films. Take a deep look 
into Ghibli’s first 3D feature film, Earwig and the 
Witch, with an exclusive interview with director 
Goro Miyazaki.

13+

Explore More

978-0-7440-5464-4
DK CHILDREN 
$19.99  •  Non-Traditional Frm  •  7 3/16 x 9 3/16 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 
Recommended Ages: 5-9 years

978-1-64729-149-5
VERTICAL 
$34.95  •  Hardcover     
On Sale: 10/18/22  •  FOC Date: 6/6/22 
Recommended Ages: Ages 13 and up

https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780744054644
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9781647291495
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How to Draw Manga  
Stroke by Stroke
Written by 9COLORSTUDIO  

A simple, easy-to-use guide to drawing manga 
that uses color to show beginning manga 
artists how to draw each new stroke.

If you’ve ever wanted to learn how to draw 
manga, but weren’t sure if you could do it, then 
think no more! Drawing Manga Stroke by Stroke 
will show you how to draw manga figures! You’ll 
learn basic shapes and forms like hands, eyes, 
and hair, and then you’ll move up to drawing 
faces and body shapes. Once you’ve mastered 
the basics, you’ll learn how to draw figures in 
action sequences like running, hugging, kissing, 
and fighting. It’s the easiest way to learn how  
to draw manga!

Explore More

LEGO Meet the Minifigures
Written by HELEN MURRAY and JULIA MARCH  

Meet the coolest, funniest, and quirkiest 
LEGO&reg; Minifigures!

Discover fun facts, jokes, and play ideas, and 
build inspiration from your favorite collectible 
minifigures.

Take on a LEGO speed-building challenge with 
Race Car Guy. Find out Party Clown’s funniest 
joke. Build a LEGO underwater creature with 
Sea Rescuer. Learn a fun real-world fact about 
the number of pizzas eaten per second from 
Pizza Costume Guy. And much more!

Comes with an exclusive collectible  
LEGO Minifigure.

© The LEGO Group.

Explore More

978-0-7440-5698-3
ALPHA 
$21.99  •  Trade Paperback  •  7 11/16 x 9 3/16 
On Sale: 7/26/22  •  FOC Date: 6/27/22 

978-0-7440-5689-1
DK CHILDREN 
$19.99  •  Hardcover  •  7 3/16 x 9 3/16 
On Sale: 7/12/22  •  FOC Date: 6/13/22 
Recommended Ages: 5-9 years

http://prhcomics.com/
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780744056983
https://prhcomics.com/book/?isbn=9780744056891
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 A Galaxy Next Door 2  9781646514649

 A Galaxy Next Door 4  9781646515646

 A Man and His Cat 07  9781646091393

 A Tale of the Secret Saint (Manga) Vol. 4   
9781638587699

 Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor  
Vol. 15  9781638585978

 American Vampire Omnibus Vol. 1 (2022 Edition)  
9781779516848

 Arifureta: From Commonplace to World’s  
Strongest (Light Novel) Vol. 12  9781648279294

 Arifureta: From Commonplace to World’s  
Strongest ZERO (Manga) Vol. 7  9781638587095

 Batman/Catwoman  9781779517074

 Batman: Curse of the White Knight Deluxe Edition  
9781779516817

 Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 3: Arkham Rising  
9781779518057

 Batman: Hush 20th Anniversary Edition  
9781779517197

 Batman: One Dark Knight  9781779510280

 Batman: The Long Halloween Haunted Knight 
Deluxe Edition  9781779516381

 Batman: Urban Legends Vol. 3  9781779516695

 Be Very Afraid of Inuki Kanako  9781646516513

 Berserk of Gluttony (Manga) Vol. 6  9781638582311

 Blackguard 5  9781647291624

 Blue Lock 3  9781646516568

 Box of Light Vol. 1  9781638585213

 Burt’s Way Home  9780735271029

 Cardcaptor Sakura: Clear Card 12  9781646515684

 Classroom of the Elite (Manga) Vol. 4  
9781638587729

 Constantine: Distorted Illusions  9781779507730

 Cooking with Dr. Seuss Step into Reading Box Set  
9780593645208

 Daily Report About My Witch Senpai Vol. 2  
9781638581673

 Dance in the Vampire Bund: Age of Scarlet Order 
Vol. 7  9781638586005

 Deadman Tells the Spooky Tales  9781779503848

 Don’t Toy with Me, Miss Nagatoro Manga Box Set  
9781647291679

 Don’t Toy With Me, Miss Nagatoro, volume 13  
9781647291655

 Dungeon Builder: The Demon King’s Labyrinth is 
a Modern City! (Manga) Vol. 6  9781638582687

 EDENS ZERO 19  9781646515714

 Even Though We’re Adults Vol. 5  9781638583196

 Final Fantasy XIV: Chronicles of Light  
9781646091850

 Fire Force 29  9781646515219

 Free Life Fantasy Online: Immortal Princess 
(Light Novel) Vol. 2  9781638587422

 Free Life Fantasy Online: Immortal Princess 
(Manga) Vol. 2  9781638588139

 Futari Escape Vol. 1  9781638585688

 Gleipnir 11  9781646513970

 Gleipnir 12  9781646516377

 Go For It Again, Nakamura!!  9781638585732

 Go! Go! Loser Ranger! 1  9781646515097

 Harley Quinn & The Gotham City Sirens Omnibus 
(2022 Edition)  9781779516763

 Harley Quinn Vol. 2: Keepsake  9781779516633

 Harley Quinn: The Animated Series Vol. 1:  
The Eat. Bang! Kill Tour  9781779516640

 Hell in a Bottle  9781647291587

 Hello, Melancholic! Vol. 2  9781638583400

 His Majesty the Demon King’s Housekeeper Vol. 2  
9781638584186

 House of Mystery: The Bronze Age Omnibus Vol. 3  
9781779511324

 How to Be a Knight (LEGO)  9780593381823

 How to Be a Pirate (LEGO)  9780593381809

 I Am Batman Vol. 1  9781779516619

 I Can’t Believe I Slept With You! Vol. 3  
9781638587767
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 I Get the Feeling That Nobukuni-san Likes Me  
Vol. 1  9781638585558

 I Got Caught Up In a Hero Summons, but the 
Other World was at Peace! (Manga) Vol. 5  
9781638587781

 I Was Reincarnated as the 7th Prince so I Can 
Take My Time Perfecting My Magical Ability 2  
9781646514977

 I’m the Evil Lord of an Intergalactic Empire!  
(Light Novel) Vol. 3  9781638586296

 I’ll Never Be Your Crown Princess! (Manga) Vol. 1  
9781638585299

 I’ll Never Be Your Crown Princess! (Manga) Vol. 2  
9781638587477

 I’m a Wolf, but My Boss is a Sheep! Vol. 2  
9781638583219

 Interviews with Monster Girls 11  9781646515806

 Joker/Harley: Criminal Sanity  9781779517203

 Kamandi by Jack Kirby Vol. 1  9781779516312

 Kijin Gentosho (Light Novel) Vol. 1  9781685793326

 Kuma Kuma Kuma Bear (Light Novel) Vol. 11  
9781638583134

 Last Gender 1  9781647291914

 Little Monsters (Disney Monsters at Work)  
9780736443081

 Lore Olympus: Volume Two  9780593356081

 Magic Artisan Dahlia Wilts No More (Manga)  
Vol. 2  9781638583417

 Minecraft: Zombies!  9780593498514

 Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid: Kanna’s  
Daily Life Vol. 10  9781638586616

 Monsters Unmasked! (Scooby-Doo)  
9780593484043

 Mushoku Tensei (Light Novel) Vol. 17  
9781638582410

 Mushoku Tensei (Light Novel) Vol. 19  
9781638587651

 My [Repair] Skill Became a Versatile Cheat, So 
I Think I’ll Open a Weapon Shop (Manga) Vol. 2  
9781638586166

 My Deer Friend Nokotan Vol. 2  9781638583189

 My Isekai Life 02  9781646090983

 My Lovey-Dovey Wife is a Stone Cold Killer Vol. 3  
9781638583424

 My Next Life as a Villainess Side Story: On the 
Verge of Doom! (Manga) Vol. 3  9781638586098

 My Senpai is Annoying Vol. 8  9781638583578

 Necromance Vol. 5  9781638587217

 New Teen Titans Omnibus Vol. 1 (2022 Edition)  
9781779516725

 NieR Art  Kazuma Koda Art Collection  
9781646091805

 NOiSE  9781647291396

 Non Non Biyori Vol. 16  9781638581499

 Noragami Omnibus 2 (Vol. 4-6)  9781646515561

 Noragami: Stray God 25  9781646515844

 Nubia & The Amazons  9781779516671

 Our Torsos Align: Human x Monster Love  
(Omnibus) [Vol. 1-2]  9781685793197

 Parasyte Full Color Collection 1  9781646516391

 Perfect World 12  9781646514045

 Princess Knight  9781647291211

 PTSD Radio 1 (Vol. 1-2)  9781646516322

 PULSE Vol. 2  9781638586876

 Qualia the Purple (Light Novel)  9781638585749

 Reborn as a Space Mercenary: I Woke Up  
Piloting the Strongest Starship! (Light Novel)  
Vol. 5  9781638586487

 Rent-A-Girlfriend 15  9781646515349

 Robin & Batman  9781779516596

 Robins: Being Robin  9781779516688

 Run Away With Me, Girl 1  9781646515004

 Sailor Moon 3 (Naoko Takeuchi Collection)  
9781646512461

 School Zone Girls Vol. 4  9781638582137

 Sensei’s Pious Lie 3  9781647291143

 Shangri-La Frontier 2  9781646514830

 Shark and Bot #3: Zombie Doughnut Attack!  
9780593485347

 Shonen Note: Boy Soprano 2  9781646515028
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 SINoALICE 02  9781646091515

 Sisters of the Mist  9781838740740

 Smart Pop Explains Harry Potter Books and Mov-
ies  9781637740576

 Smart Pop Explains Marvel Movies and TV Shows  
9781637740552

 Something’s Wrong With Us 11  9781646513567

 SPRIGGAN: Deluxe Edition 1  9781638585794

 Star Knights  9780593303641

 Stitch-or-Treat! (Disney Stitch)  9780736443050

 Stranger Things: We Can Count on Eleven  
(Funko Pop!)  9780593567210

 Studio Ghibli: The Complete Works  
9781647291495

 Superman: Action Comics Vol. 2: The Arena  
9781779517173

 Superman: Son of Kal-El Vol. 2  9781779517388

 Suppose a Kid from the Last Dungeon 
Boonies Moved to a Starter Town 06 (Manga)  
9781646091195

 Survival in Another World with My Mistress! 
(Light Novel) Vol. 3  9781648278945

 Tamamo-chan’s a Fox! Vol. 6  9781638586678

 The Ancient Magus’ Bride Vol. 16  9781638582946

 The Comic Book Lesson  9781984858436

 THE EXO-DRIVE REINCARNATION GAMES: 
All-Japan Isekai Battle Tournament! Vol. 3  
9781638586203

 The Ghost in the Shell: Fully Compiled  
(Complete Hardcover Collection)  9781646516315

 The Ghost in the Shell: The Human Algorithm 3  
9781646512102

 The Great Jahy Will Not Be Defeated! 03  
9781646090785

 The Great Jahy Will Not Be Defeated! 04  
9781646090792

 The Iceblade Sorcerer Shall Rule the World 2  
9781646516254

 The Joker Presents: A Puzzlebox  9781779516626

 The Joker Vol. 2  9781779516657

 The Most Notorious Talker Runs the World’s 
Greatest Clan (Manga) Vol. 2  9781638583448

 The Most Notorious Talker Runs the Worlds 
Greatest Clan (Manga) Vol. 3  9781638588153

 The Savior’s Book Caf? Story in Another World 
(Manga) Vol. 4  9781638587316

 The Scum Villain’s Self-Saving System: Ren Zha 
Fanpai Zijiu Xitong (Novel) Vol. 3  9781638582533

 The Seven Deadly Sins: Four Knights of the 
Apocalypse 4  9781646516049

 The Strange Adventure of a Broke Mercenary 
(Light Novel) Vol. 6  9781638585954

 The Swamp Thing Volume 2: Conduit  
9781779517166

 The Tale of the Outcasts Vol. 6  9781638583455

 The Weakest Tamer Began a Journey to Pick Up 
Trash (Manga) Vol. 2  9781638587323

 This Is Screwed Up, but I Was Reincarnated 
as a GIRL in Another World! (Manga) V ol. 4  
9781638587774

 This Is Screwed Up, but I Was Reincarnated 
as a GIRL in Another World! (Manga) Vol. 2  
9781638583554

 Those Not-So-Sweet Boys 7  9781646514410

 Those Not-So-Sweet Boys 8  9781646516087

 Though I Am an Inept Villainess: Tale of the 
Butterfly-Rat Body Swap in the Maiden Court 
(Light Novel) Vol. 2  9781638587675

 Time Stop Hero Vol. 5  9781638583462

 To the Abandoned Sacred Beasts,13  
9781647291037

 Tokyo Revengers (Omnibus) Vol. 5-6  
9781638586227

 Toradora! (Manga) Vol. 10  9781648275555

 Trapped in a Dating Sim: The World of Otome 
Games is Tough for Mobs (Light Novel) Vol. 7  
9781638586517

 Trapped in a Dating Sim: The World of Otome 
Games is Tough for Mobs (Manga) Vol. 6  
9781638586708

 Versailles of the Dead Vol. 3  9781638586234

 Vinland Saga 13  9781646513017
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 Vivy prototype (Light Novel) Vol. 2  9781638587071

 Wait For Me Yesterday in Spring (Light Novel)  
9781638584094

 Wandance 3  9781646515172

 Welcome to the Ballroom 11  9781632365828

 When Will Ayumu Make His Move? 6  
9781646515301

 Wonder Cat Kyuu-chan Vol. 7  9781638588061

 Wonder Girl: Homecoming  9781779516664

 Wonder Woman Vol. 2: Through A Glass Darkly  
9781779516602

 Wotakoi: Love Is Hard for Otaku Complete Manga 
Box Set  9781646516360

 Yokai Cats Vol. 1  9781638585824

 You Like Me, Not My Daughter?! Vol. 1 (Manga)  
9781638586722

 Yuri is My Job! 9  9781646514175

June 13th

 A Man and His Cat 06  9781646091386

 A Tale of the Secret Saint (Light Novel) Vol. 3  
9781638581819

 Bite Maker: The King’s Omega Vol. 5  
9781638582670

 Blue Period 8  9781646512928

 Cherry Magic! Thirty Years of Virginity Can Make 
You a Wizard?! 05  9781646091232

 Classroom of the Elite: Year 2 (Light Novel) Vol. 1  
9781638581826

 Dai Dark Vol. 4  9781638583790

 Devil Ecstasy 2  9781647291112

 Dungeon Crawlers Academy Book 1:  
Into the Portal  9781645059783

 Dungeon People Vol. 1  9781638585275

 Fate/Grand Order -mortalis:stella- 3 (Manga)  
9781646513604

 Fetch!  9780593117477

 Final Fantasy XIV Picture Book  9781646091447

 Final Fantasy XIV Poster Collection  
9781646091454

 Fire & Blood (HBO Tie-in Edition)  
9780593598009

 Heaven’s Design Team 7  9781646513543

 I Will Forget This Feeling Someday (Light Novel)  
9781638585206

 In/Spectre 16  9781646515783

 LEGO Meet the Minifigures  9780744054644

 LEGO Meet the Minifigures  9780744056891

 Made in Abyss Official Anthology  Layer 4:  
It’s a Wonderful Abyss Life  9781638583691

 My Androgynous Boyfriend Vol. 4  9781648272868

 My Next Life as a Villainess: All Routes Lead to 
Doom! (Manga) Vol. 7  9781638583073

 On the Trail  9780593117491

 Phantom of the Idol 2  9781646515851

 PULSE Vol. 1  9781638585640

 Reincarnated as a Dragon Hatchling (Light Novel) 
Vol. 4  9781638581192

 Sakurai-san Wants to Be Noticed Vol. 1  
9781638585305

 She Professed Herself Pupil of the Wise Man 
(Manga) Vol. 5  9781638582366

 Skip and Loafer Vol. 5  9781638583714

 Star Wars Be More Obi-Wan  9780744054668

 Star Wars Visions: Ronin  9780593358689

 The Duke of Death and His Maid Vol. 2  
9781638584179

 The Haunted Bookstore  Gateway to a Parallel 
Universe (Manga) Vol. 2  9781638583837

 The Hero Life of a (Self-Proclaimed)  
Mediocre Demon! 5  9781646513383

 The Invincible Shovel (Manga) Vol. 4  
9781638583738

 The Strongest Sage with the Weakest Crest 08  
9781646090501

 The Tunnel to Summer, the Exit of Goodbyes: 
Ultramarine (Manga) Vol. 1  9781638584209

 Toppu GP 9  9781646516100
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 Twin Cities  9780593180624

 Witchcraft Works, volume 16  9781647290054

 Wonder Cat Kyuu-chan Vol. 6  9781638583905

 World End Solte Vol. 1  9781638582168

June 20th

 The World of Fire & Blood 2023 Calendar  
9781984817846

June 27th

 5 Scary Stories for a Dark Knight #1 (DC Batman)  
9780593483985

 How to Draw Manga Stroke by Stroke  
9780744056983

 Kitty Quest: Tentacle Trouble  9780593205495

 Marvel Year By Year A Visual History New Edition  
9780744054514

August 1st

 Best of EC Artisan Edition  9781684059270

 Doughnuts and Doom  9781603095136

 Genius, Isolated: The Life and Art of Alex Toth  
9781684059478

 The Bloom County Library: Book One  
9781684059287

August 8th

 Sonic the Hedgehog, Vol. 12: Trial by Fire  
9781684059300

 The Fever in Urbicande  9781684058037

August 29th

 Best of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Collection, 
Vol. 2  9781684059355

 Godzilla Rivals: Round 1  9781684059133

 Transformers: Beast Wars, Vol. 3  9781684059386

September 12th

 Edmund White’s A Boy’s Own Story:  
The Graphic Novel  9781603095082

September 19th

 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Ultimate  
Collection Volume 7  9781684053889

 The Rocketeer: The Complete Adventures  
Deluxe Edition  9781684059508

September 26th

 Transformers, Vol. 6: War’s End  9781684059416
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Cover art from The World of  
Fire & Blood 2023 Calendar

Cover art from Twin Cities.Cover art from PULSE Vol. 1.Cover art from Dark Spaces: 
Wildfire #1 Variant A (Sherman).

Cover art from  
Lore Olympus: Volume Two.


